It speaks for itself, this store interior of real clay Suntile. It speaks for you, too.

Cheerful, color-bright and ever-so-clean, it tells shoppers you've planned a really pleasant place for doing business.

Durable, impervious, clean-in-a-second, it tells your client, over and over again, that you have helped him cut—almost to nothing—refinishing, redecorating and cleaning costs.

Yes, a Suntile interior recommends your work on every job because it's quality-built, through and through.

Only the finest clays are used in manufacture, fired at approximately 2000 degrees and precision processed every step of the way.

Colors are permanently fadeless. The beautiful blends you can achieve so easily with Suntile's Color-Balance will last for a lifetime.

Installation is guaranteed for excellence by a specially trained Authorized Suntile Dealer. He knows tile and he can show you why it's good business to plan any store in Suntile. See his name in your classified directory or write us.

Ideal for: schools, hospitals, stores, public buildings, industrial plants, residences

"PERSONALLY YOURS" Free! This valuable booklet illustrates striking Color-Balanced Suntile installations. Shows many of Suntile's 22 beautiful new wall colors, 27 colors of unglazed ceramic mosaics, 10 colors of Suntile Camargos. Send for your copy today! Dept. AF-7, The Cambridge Tile Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati 15, Ohio.

WAREHOUSES
The Cambridge Tile Mfg. Co., 470 Alabama St. San Francisco 10, California
By Tomorrow Morning...

Dismantled — Moved — Rearranged

• A quick change in office layout is a simple matter when walls are Mills Movable Metal Walls. The entire job can often be done overnight without interrupting business routine ... and at very low cost. Mills Walls combine this efficient movability with structural solidity and beauty of appearance. Exclusive features such as all-welded panel construction, baked-on finishes that eliminate harsh light reflection, scientific insulation and sound-proofing, make Mills the demonstrably superior system for flexible division of interior space. For full information see Sweet's Architectural File or write for Mills Catalog No. 50.

THE MILLS COMPANY
967 Wayside Road • Cleveland 10, Ohio

Colgate Palmolive Peel Co., Berkeley, Calif. Engineers and Builders: The Austin Co.
QUALITY

BEAUTY

VERSATILITY

PRICE

Kwikset Locks are built to take it! Kwikset's simplicity of design and rugged construction assure years of trouble-free service. Individual lock parts are precision-built from highest quality wrought brass, bronze, steel and tough, durable Zamak No. 5.

Kwikset locks are distinctively styled! Simple beauty and clean modern design make Kwikset locks perfectly suited for both traditional and modern homes. Style makes Kwikset locks a credit to any home... and to the architect or builder who puts them there.

Kwikset locks for every door on every home! There's a Kwikset lock to enhance the beauty and appearance of every door on every home. Kwikset guards its finishes by furnishing plated chromium on satin and polished chromium finishes and genuine wrought brass or bronze for brass and bronze finishes.

Kwikset locks are low in cost! Kwikset's advanced manufacturing techniques make cost-saving volume production possible... keep unit costs down... make possible the manufacture of top quality locks at rock-bottom prices.

Distributors

Petko Industries, Inc.
1107 East Eighth Street
Los Angeles 21, California
NEW AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM
Selected for several of the new General Motors Research buildings in Detroit, the high-velocity Caldwell system separates warm and cool air, in two ducts, mixes them in centrifugal ceiling diffusers, thus permits individual room control.

NEW SHINGLING TECHNIQUE
Metal clips save time and material in the application of shingles and produce a deep shadow line.

PHOTOGRAPHIC COVER
Cover: Photos by Bettmann Archive and Lionel Freedman—Pictor.
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NEWS
NABOM CONVENTION REPORT
REPORT FROM TUNISIA
BEHIND THE BLUEPRINTS
LETTERS
FOREWORD
STORES
What makes a 1940 store obsolete and uneconomic today—an analysis of the interplay of changing economic factors and new mechanical equipment which are shaping the modern store—illustrated with examples of the country's best new stores.

CHURCHES
Christ Church in Minneapolis by Architects Saarinen, Saarinen & Associates—a beautiful, unostentatious building of conservative contemporary design whose subtle detailing conceals a highly scientific approach to acoustics, lighting and heating.

University of Oklahoma Chapel by Architect Bruce Goff—a fantastic concept of crystalline church design interpreted in diamond-shaped facets of rose colored glass set into a light metal frame.

MEDICAL CENTER
A preview of one of the best designed hospital projects now building—the 600-bed University of Arkansas Medical Center by Architects Erhart, Eichenbaum & Ranch and Edward D. Stone. Its new V-shaped nursing unit saves nurses' steps, simplifies circulation.

HOUSES
A remodeled dairy building on a Long Island pond by Architect Jose Sert has the colorful elegance of a Mondrian in Architecture.

A Y-shaped plan by Architect Harn Jackson separates the living, sleeping and service components of this residence in New York's suburban Westchester County.

HOUSEBUILDING ON LONG ISLAND
An illustrated round-up of the new design and construction ideas which the nation's most prolific merchant builders are using to satisfy the cost and quality demands of the competitive small house market.

HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION
A contemporary home economics annex to an old high school of classic design in Phoenix, Ariz., this building by Architects Guiry & Jones is an experiment in daylight control: vertical concrete fins which support the building are bent against the hot southern sun to make the most of an "impossible" site.

NEW SHINGLING TECHNIQUE
Metal clips save time and material in the application of shingles and produce a deep shadow line.

REVIEWS
PRODUCT NEWS
With emphasis on materials and equipment for stores.
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Aluminum, the modern metal
...for modern specifications

The quest for "the modern," in building, is not a matter of design alone. It includes the basic question of material. And aluminum bespeaks modernity, not only to the architect but to the client.

Americans like the soft gleam and neutral, harmonizing color of aluminum. But most important is the public belief in the scope of aluminum...its versatility. The layman may be amazed, but is quickly convinced by aluminum's heat reflectivity...the property that makes insulation an exciting sales feature. He finds it natural that the most advanced structures feature aluminum windows. He readily visualizes aluminum gutters, pleased that they cost so much less than other rustproof materials. And any homebuilder welcomes the idea of aluminum nails that cannot stain his newly painted siding.

In short, the public is pre-conditioned to accept aluminum as the modern development for many building purposes. Keep this in mind in your specifications. For literature in A.I.A. file form, write to Reynolds Metals Company, Building Products Section, Louisville 1, Ky. Offices in 32 principal cities.

IT'S ALWAYS AN IMPRESSIVE STORY
...how aluminum reflects up to 95% of radiant heat, throwing off sun heat in summer, bouncing winter heat back inside. Reynolds Reflective Insulation is aluminum foil bonded, with new pressure-embossing, to tough kraft paper—one side (Type C) or both sides (Type B). It is the most insulation efficiency in the smallest package, combined with maximum vapor-barrier protection. Half the cost of typical bulk insulations. In rolls of 250 square feet, 25', 33' and 36' wide.

YOU PROVE YOUR ATTENTION TO ESSENTIAL DETAILS...when you specify Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Nails for all exposed use. Never a stain on painted siding. No deep setting or putting!
IT'S A FEATHER IN YOUR CAP
to recommend or feature rustproof gutters and downspouts that cost half as much as other rustproof materials. Reynolds two designs, Ogee and Half-Round, are beautiful in themselves, and their neutral aluminum color harmonizes with any concept. Simply applied with slip joints—no soldering. Non-staining. Your choice of stipple-embossed or smooth finish.

YOU'RE IN THE BEST MODERN TRADITION
when you specify or feature aluminum windows—best for rustproof permanence, for modern design with more light, for enduring strength, for complete absence of maintenance, for smooth performance and labor-saving installation. And you'll find Reynolds Aluminum Windows superbly engineered, with flash-welded corners for maximum rigidity and weather tightness.

YOU CAN SHOW YOUR ORIGINALITY
with interior as well as exterior uses of Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Corrugated, 5-V Crimp and Weatherboard. Stipple-embossed or smooth finish. Versatile in playroom adaptations. Beautiful for back-wall effects and countersurrounds. Excellent fireproofing and insulation in basement ceilings. For many other purposes, keep abreast of Reynolds Lifetime Aluminum Architectural Shapes.

For further details on all these products—and on Reynolds Aluminum Built-up Roofing, Industrial Corrugated, Flashing, Accessories—write to Reynolds Metals Company, Building Products Section, Louisville 1, Ky.
Advocates of climate control—and their numbers are now legion—recommend AUTO-LOK, the new weatherstripped aluminum awning window, as ideal! They recognize that AUTO-LOK combines the best features of all window types.

When the sun beams down and the temperature rises—a simple twist of the operator, and cooling breezes are literally "scooped" into any room. There's an Auto-Lok Window type for every building need from a skyscraper to a bungalow, and they all open to nearly 90 degrees for 100% draft-free ventilation. The advent of sudden summer showers is no handicap to cooling ventilation—when AUTO-LOK is on the job!

When the storm winds blow, or icy blasts roar without—then it is that virtues of AUTO-LOK, the first and only effectively weatherstripped awning window, become further apparent. With all its practical, useful characteristics, AUTO-LOK does not fail to blend harmoniously with any style of architecture—and its patented hardware assures positive tight closure for the life of the building.

Will you permit our representative to show you the "Tattle Tale"—a quick, convincing visual demonstration of why AUTO-LOK is the tightest closing window and why it will fit so readily into your own plans for improved climate control?

Write for FREE pamphlet "What Is Important in a Window?"

Full details given in SWEETS. Consult your AUTO-LOK distributor (name on request), or address the LUDMAN CORPORATION, Dept. F-7, P.O. Box 4541, Miami, Florida.

THE ULTIMATE IN AWNING WINDOWS
Engineered for Leadership by
LUDMAN CORPORATION
MIAMI, FLORIDA

EVEYBODITY'S TALKING ABOUT
Climate control
AND Auto-Lok
IS DOING SOMETHING ABOUT IT!
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HARDWOOD FLOORING

by Higgins

Higgins Bonded Hardwood Block Flooring will not warp, buckle, cup, or crack. It is rot proof, termite proof, water repellent, abrasion resistant, climate proof—especially quiet and comfortable to walk on.

Higgins Flooring is ideal over radiant heating. Grooves in the back of each block act as a heat conductor, assuring uniform heat with practically no increase in water temperature.

Higgins Flooring can be installed over any type of slab or any other subflooring. It can be blind nailed or laid in adhesive.

Keeps its luxurious beauty indefinitely with only routine housekeeping attention. You can always specify Higgins with confidence wherever distinction and permanence are desired.

Costs less laid down
Sells homes faster
Increases valuation

Write for literature and sample block

Higgins BONDED HARDWOOD BLOCK FLOORING
School Lane House in historic Germantown, Philadelphia, is Mayer I. Blum's new, city-in-itself apartment project. Services from laundries to nursery school are included. Each of the 512 kitchens will be equipped with a new Kelvinator Refrigerator, the brand chosen by Mr. Blum for 34 years. Engineered and Designed by Mayer I. Blum and Sons, Inc.; General Contractors, Turner Construction Company.

Called "THE WORLD'S MOST PERFECT LANDLORD"... He Chooses KELVINATOR!

Mayer I. Blum, widely known as America's most beloved landlord, sends his tenants champagne and flowers on their anniversaries—and, with the same thoughtfulness for tenants, builds amazingly successful apartment projects.

Through his famous super-service policy, Mr. Blum's tenants, while living in charming quarters, can summon painters, decorators, handymen... take in free movies, free transportation from the doorstep, enjoy banquet-and-card-rooms and free messenger service!

Insisting on the best for his tenants, Mr. Blum for 34 years has chosen Kelvinator exclusively for his apartment projects. In his newest and most luxurious apartment project, School Lane House in Germantown, Philadelphia, he will again feature Kelvinator Refrigerators—in each of 512 kitchens.

Mr. Blum speaks from 34 years of practical experience when he says that Kelvinator offers lower cost of ownership and greater user satisfaction. Why not make your next purchase Kelvinator!

For full information, write to Dept. AF, Kelvinator, Division of Nash-Kelvinator Corporation, Detroit 32, Michigan.

Kelvinator featured exclusively, nationwide, in the Good American Home Program.
BOOM ROLLS ON despite materials shortages and price hikes. It will probably carry through to year's end, but some worry that we are "borrowing from the future"

Dependent for its weed-like growth on the lavish fertilizer of easy money, 1950’s bumper building crop may not be self-sustaining. But the month’s developments indicated that it is not so inflated that it will go to seed under the first rough wind. Last month, despite the shortages of crucial materials and their resultant higher costs, the boom was still growing at its breath-taking rate. In May, while the building materials wholesale price index climbed 4 points to 198 (with lumber alone jumping 11 points to hit 311*), construction kept right on making records. The dollar volume of total new construction put in place was $1.9 billion-plus, a greater-than-seasonal increase of 14 per cent over April, and 23 per cent over May, 1949, bringing the first five months of 1950 to 21 per cent above the same period last year.

The big increase reflected advances in every category—led by private housebuilding, whose $823 million for May jumped the five-month total to 51 per cent over last year’s. (Some even thought the housebuilding market was good because of the rising spiral of costs. Said the U. S. Savings & Loan League: “The upward pressure on costs in recent months has probably stimulated the immediate desire for housing. Those who have been waiting for downward cost revisions are tending to enter the market rather than to postpone decisions...”)

Commercial, industrial up. But there were other increases, which, although not so dramatic, were in a way just as heartening. Commercial and industrial building, although still behind 1949’s first-five-month totals (commercial 2 per cent less, industrial 10 per cent), had shared in the month’s big jump—commercial with 22 per cent increase, industrial with 6 per cent. And American business, for the third time since January 1, revised upward its estimate of how much it would plunk down this year on new plants and equipment—$17 billion, just 6 per cent under last year’s outlay.

It was all part of the giddy level the business economy found itself in. Everything looked good. Unemployment was down. National income stayed high. Even the national deficit would not be as high as had been feared. Together, building and automobile manufacturing were supporting from one quarter to one third of the boom, and generating activity in just about every other sector. Furniture maker Frank Seidman happily predicted the “second quarter of 1950 promises to be the best quarter the wood household furniture industry has ever enjoyed.” Harvard Economist Malcolm P. McNair said happy returns to a market rather than to postpone decisions.

Tailors that department stores, which bore the brunt of last year’s recession, would show no such declining profit this year.

No let-up. And nowhere did anyone see a let-up. Forecasters who had previously held their prediction of a continued high level to the foreseeable month or two now fell over themselves predicting that all of 1950 would be good.

NEW MORTGAGE CLEARING HOUSE, organized by leading builders, will provide needed liquidity for the home loan market and may put FNMA in its place

While housing demand is nationwide, building money is concentrated in a few big cities—mostly in the northeast. As a result, mortgagors in the financial hinterlands run quickly out of money while the concentrated big institutional investors overflow with it. And housebuilding suffers accordingly.

Long plagued with this problem, the industry can now take real hope that a solution is in sight. This month will see the organization of a new kind of company, which will act as a national broker or clearing house for the sellers and buyers of mortgages and thus add liquidity to the home mortgage market. It will be called Housing Securities, Inc., have its office in New York City and be headed by Thomas P. Coogan of Miami, President of the National Association of Home Builders. But Coogan is only one of 100 homebuilders who have subscribed to the company’s $300,000 of non-negotiable paid-in capital stock (limited to not more than 50 shares each. And he is only one of 12 house builders in all parts of the country who will overlook the company’s business as its officers."

* First Vice President Nathan Manifold, Chicago; 2nd Vice President George Goodyear, Charlotte, N. C.; Treasurer R. G. Hughes, Pampa, Tex.; Secretary Joseph Meyerhoff, Baltimore, Md.; Directors: David Bohannon, San Mateo, Calif.; Alan Broekbank, Salt Lake City; Frank Burns, Denver; W. W. Caruth, Dallas; Henry Fett, Detroit; E. N. Spiegel, New York City; O. C. Stringfellow, Seattle.

About the only ones who were worried were those who feared we might be shooting the works now and have nothing left to shoot with when the boom is over. One of these, Joseph Stagg Lawrence, vice president of the Empire Trust Co., in New York, gloomily scanned the frenzied activity of building and automobiles and decided they were both “borrowing from the future.” Another, ex-chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers Edwin G. Nourse, had been afraid of just that for some time. Asked he again last month: “By cashing in past savings and drawing on future income through extreme credit extension rather than finding a true market balance between full-volume production and current consumer income, have we not failed to save our market-supporting ammunition?”

Serving as a stock exchange for the mortgage business, Housing Securities, Inc., will obtain orders from institutional investors to buy large quantities of mortgages in diversified areas and, against these orders, will then issue firm commitments to mortgagees for the purchase of FHA and VA mortgages. For this service the seller will pay one-half a point. The new company will originate no loans and handle no servicing, will thus compete with no established organizations in the home finance field. It will not even compete with the Federal National Mortgage Association which, unlike Housing Securities, Inc., buys mortgages for its own account. As a matter of fact, the new company, when it gets going, should reduce FNMA to the stopgap buyer it was originally intended to be.

Housing Securities, Inc., is a completely private venture with no Government strings attached. As such, it hopes to prove that there is no need for Government-chartered mortgage associations such as authorized in recent RFC legislation (see p. 14). It also hopes to educate commercial banks on the advantages of taking part in the housing program, particularly with reference to construction loans, and to entice the monies of other banks, trust companies, investing institutions, private funds and individuals into the mortgage field.
WASHINGTON

RENT CONTROLS will stand for another six months

Within a safe margin of the June 30 expiration date for federal rent control, Congress passed a bittailed version of an extension bill. It keeps the lid on for six more months, leaves it up to localities to decide whether they want the federal program to continue in their bailiwicks for another six months. The House had written in an amendment making the initial extension cover a seven month period but the extra month was knocked out in the conference committee powwow. The Senate stood firm for an automatic shut-off on December 31, subject to the local option provision as to whether controls would stay on through June 1951.

Alibis offered. Suffering a worse trouncing than in any battle they have waged against rent control extension in recent years, opposition forces had two alibis:

1) The new bill was so watered down that it did not seem much of a menace to most on-the-fence Congressmen. Actually it promised to be the ideal solution to the problem which Congress has been seeking for some time; a self-extinguishing kind of extension program. Even though Federal Rent Director Tighe Woods predicted that the overwhelming majority of big cities would vote for the last ounce of extension under the local option clause, it was apparent that federal control would apply to such a small portion of the country when the new bill runs out that further extension would just look silly. Through decontrol actions more than half of the states have now been removed under the federal program. By next June what is left will be slim pickings indeed.

2) Administration leaders were able to keep many wavering southern Democrats in line by warning them that if rent control went by the boards, their party might lose its grip on Congress. The argument went like this: In some of the key election contests in large industrial states, the Democratic incumbents need to have rent control renewed if they are to win. This is especially true in the case of Senatorial elections in Illinois and Pennsylvania. The Democrats cannot afford to lose much ground if they are to retain control of the Senate. Obviously if they become the minority party again, the southern group would lose quite a few important committee chairmanships and other emoluments which belong to the party in control. It was sordid politics but it worked.

LUSTRON MIXUP prompts another investigation

Long a champion headline getter, the Lustron controversy was front page news again last month—just when the RFC felt that it had everything under control. The foreclosure suit, which the RFC decided months ago was the only way to recoup even a small part of its $37 million loan, had virtually been completed. RFC itself was the only bidder; it bought the facilities back for $6 million. Actually it did not have to put up any cash. It was permitted to bid any amount up to the total of its loan as a kind of bookkeeping proposition.

But then the proceedings went haywire. A Chicago federal district court, at the request of a few minority Lustron creditors, joined the fray and took issue with the Columbus, Ohio, federal court that was on the verge of confirming the sale to RFC. Caught between two courts in this manner, RFC was completely at sea as to where it stood. And so was everybody else. The Chicago court issued an injunction against RFC acquisition after the U. S. Marshal in charge of the plant had turned it over to the agency at the nod of the Columbus court.

To complicate things still further, the Columbus judge came to the conclusion that the whole Lustron deal should be investigated; he declared that he would impanel a federal grand jury to do the job if the Department of Justice did not follow his suggestion and do it. Having been the target of a countless number of Congressional and departmental investigations, former Lustron officials were inclined to welcome a final probe. Said ousted president Carl G. Strandlund: “I welcome any investigation which will permit us to present the real facts... Lustron has been smeared and slandered.” (Even minor developments helped complicate the picture. Item: Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R. Wis.), it was disclosed in a receiver’s report, collected $10,000 from Lustron for a promotion article written in 1948.)

The outcome looked more cloudy than ever. RFC had made it clear that the Lustron business would be resold as soon as it could turn over clear title to the right kind of bidder, but with things in their present mess nobody knew how long it would take the lawyers to figure out who actually owns the facilities. The only thing the RFC seemed sure about was that it would probably favor a resale deal that kept the plant in the steel house business.

PUBLIC HOUSING, starting tardily, raises conflicts with FHA on room sizes

While the public housing program got off to a slow start (see below), its pace has not been quite as pokey as it seems. Actually, it was not possible to start operations until November of last year because appropriations did not become available until then. The authorizing legislation went on the books in August, Early last month PHA announced that the first contract had been let under the new program. It involved a 540 unit project in Bridgeport, Conn. In addition, ten “deferred” or “re-activated” projects were either under way or completed by the end of May. These were projects under the old program that were held up by the war and could not be started again because the previous cost limitation of $1,250 per room was too low for the post-war period. The new program permitted them to qualify under its higher limit of $1,750 per room and thus to be reactivated. There was enough financing authority left over from the former act to take care of them.

Still PHA was nowhere near in sight of the goal of 50,000 units that it had set for the first year of its program. However, the situation was not as comforting to private builders as might appear on the surface. PHA had fallen down in its predic-

BOX SCORE of the Public Housing Program, under the 1949 statute, as of June 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applications 427,614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservations 298,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary loan authorized 266,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative agreements entered into by local governments 174,369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site selection approved 60,627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final development program approved 6,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presidential approval of loan and contributions contract 4,502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction started 540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, 2,831 units have been started in “reactivated” projects, approved under the old law but deferred by the stringent cost requirements of that law. Thus the federal public housing program for the year has made a contribution of only 3,371 units to the 537,600 total of public and private units started through May. Outside of the federal sphere, public housing units started this year under state and local programs, without federal aid, probably amount to another 5,000 to 6,000 units through May.
tion; but this merely meant that the accumulation of projects for subsequent years would be greater. While the act confines the public housing program to 135,000 units a year for six years. The rate can be stepped up to 200,000 when and if the President and his Economic Council proclaim that the general business level is low enough to justify an acceleration. Obviously, if PHA has an accumulation of projects on hand it will be easier to shift into a higher speed when it gets the signal.

Room-size conflicts. Among the many bones of contention between the public and private housing crowds the one that even impartial observers have a hard time understanding concerns the conflict over standards. Room-size requirements for public housing are invariably higher. Thus for a two-bedroom unit, PHA stipulates that the square footage for the living room must be at least 160; for the kitchen-dining space, 105; for the first bedroom 125; and for the second bedroom, 110. On the other hand, FHA minimum requirements for a two-bedroom rental unit are 150 square feet for the living room; 90 for the kitchen-dining space; 100 for the first bedroom; and 70 for the second bedroom.

Even though it appears that the fellow who pays his own freight is being treated more shabbily than the one who doesn't, PHA has an explanation to offer. It contends that public housing families are almost always larger than those seeking space in private housing—hence need more space. Also it argues that its projects have to stretch over a longer use period than FHA's. Not too happy over the situation either, FHA spokesmen make the point that builders are usually required to do more than just meet the minimum standards.

Grassroots fight. Meanwhile, the battle over public housing is being fought out at the grassroots. So far seven cities have voted to turn down proposals for participation in the program; through the action of their city councils, another 22 have decided at least tentatively not to go along. Public housers believe that there is still hope for repentance in some of these latter cases since in many of them rejection has been by the close squeak of one vote in the council. A little more pressure might cause a flipflop—something that both sides realize and are seeking to prevent or promote. The number of cities that have decided either with or without opposition to join the program totals 236. Preliminary loan authorizations cover a total of 266,155 dwelling units.

LOW COST HOUSING to be promoted through FHA's revamped Title I section

After having turned up its nose for years at families destined to live on the wrong side of the tracks, FHA late last month was prepared to make handsome if somewhat tardy amends. It was rolling up its sleeves for a major drive to bring home ownership within the reach of lean-budget families—those with annual incomes around $2,500. The mechanism to be used for the purpose is the new Title I program authorizing it to insure 95 per cent 30 year loans on a bargain basement type house. The cost is held down to the $5,000 level for most places. An increase up to $5,900 is permitted in high cost areas but FHA is not ready to take advantage of this escalator clause yet. If things go well, it expects to hit an appreciable volume of activity under the program by early fall, hopes eventually to reach a 200,000 unit a year clip. This would be close to half its present individual house volume.

If FHA achieves anything near the goal it has mapped out for itself under Title I, it will be headed for a collision with its sister agency in charge of public housing—the PHA. The government through PHA would be telling low income families that they should have nothing but the best in the way of housing—even though this meant large subsidies with only relative few benefitting. At the same time it would be saying out of the FHA side of its mouth that they should not expect more than they could pay for in satisfying their housing needs; would then offer to help them bridge the gap by trimming things down to a kind of austerity product. For HHF Administrator Raymond Foley who has charge of both programs it looked like a tough job of riding two horses going in opposite directions.

Neighborhood standards compromise. The trick to the new Title I approach lies not so much in reducing minimum construction requirements still further as in taking a more realistic view at neighborhood standards. Government technicians are now of the opinion that they have gone about as far as they can go with their housing strip-tease. They do not see how they can skimp much more on the structure itself, although they are willing to go along with some additional compromising in respect to finishing operations and equipment. For example, such items as insulation and the skirting around foundation posts may be eliminated. Also builders will be permitted to cut down on kitchen equipment and in some cases to leave out water heaters.

TWO HOUSES WHICH COULD QUALIFY for Title I financing are shown above. Luther J. Boggs' "basic house" in Atlanta, although financed under Title II, has a low enough selling price ($4,500) to permit building it under Title I. The two-bedroom house on the right, built by Gaines Homes in Miami sells for $5,725.
and furnaces. Even an improved type of backyard privy will be tolerated in outlying areas where it does not run counter to local sanitation laws.

But by far the biggest factor in getting costs down will be the less snooty policy toward neighborhoods. There will be none of the fuss and bother over applying arbitrary rating requirements to a community as there is under the regular Title II program. In fact it is largely because of the uncompromising attitude pursued in this process that the mortgage insurance program has been slanted almost entirely toward the plusher suburbs. Under Title I, all that will be insisted upon is that the land be "buildable"—must not be swampy or have too steep a grade. Obviously this will open up fringe areas around the larger cities to this new type of economy housing. It will also bring in many small towns and remote suburbs that FHA is now inclined to bypass or approach with a bag full of reservations.

Not for slum areas. Scattered lots in down-at-the-heel sections may be good bets in some cases. But FHA does not look for any widespread use of the Title I approach in slum areas. The reason: slum land usually costs too much. It would be hard for a builder to put up an acceptable $5,000 house if he had to pay much more than $500 for his lot. In fact the lot cost ratio should be a good deal less.

Desultory attempts have been made in the past to produce economy type housing under Title I but beyond a few outstanding exceptions, they never got very far. One reason was that the insurance plan under Title I, which was set up primarily for financing unsecured repair and improvement loans, proved unsatisfactory as far as mortgages were concerned. The lender was only insured up to the point that his costs down will be the less snooty policy toward neighborhoods. There will be none of the fuss and bother over applying arbitrary rating requirements to a community as there is under the regular Title II program. In fact it is largely because of the uncompromising attitude pursued in this process that the mortgage insurance program has been slanted almost entirely toward the plusher suburbs. Under Title I, all that will be insisted upon is that the land be "buildable"—must not be swampy or have too steep a grade. Obviously this will open up fringe areas around the larger cities to this new type of economy housing. It will also bring in many small towns and remote suburbs that FHA is now inclined to bypass or approach with a bag full of reservations.

NOT FOR SLUM AREAS. Scattered lots in down-at-the-heel sections may be good bets in some cases. But FHA does not look for any widespread use of the Title I approach in slum areas. The reason: slum land usually costs too much. It would be hard for a builder to put up an acceptable $5,000 house if he had to pay much more than $500 for his lot. In fact the lot cost ratio should be a good deal less.

Desultory attempts have been made in the past to produce economy type housing under Title I but beyond a few outstanding exceptions, they never got very far. One reason was that the insurance plan under Title I, which was set up primarily for financing unsecured repair and improvement loans, proved unsatisfactory as far as mortgages were concerned. The lender was only insured up to the point that his costs down will be the less snooty policy toward neighborhoods. There will be none of the fuss and bother over applying arbitrary rating requirements to a community as there is under the regular Title II program. In fact it is largely because of the uncompromising attitude pursued in this process that the mortgage insurance program has been slanted almost entirely toward the plusher suburbs. Under Title I, all that will be insisted upon is that the land be "buildable"—must not be swampy or have too steep a grade. Obviously this will open up fringe areas around the larger cities to this new type of economy housing. It will also bring in many small towns and remote suburbs that FHA is now inclined to bypass or approach with a bag full of reservations.

Entire portfolio insurance. This time things will be different. The entire mortgage portfolio of a lender will be insured. Moreover, the mortgages will be eligible for the secondary market privileges offered by Fanny May. And since the FHA high command has given every indication that it is solidly behind the program, down the line sabotaging efforts appear less likely.

According to FHA calculations, a family should be able to swing a $5,000 house with a $4,750 mortgage with monthly payments of from $30 to $35. This would include taxes and insurance. Interest and principal payments alone would amount to slightly less than $25 a month. In contrast, the average monthly payment necessary under the public housing program to make a family unit stand on its own feet is $59.49 a month. However, federal subsidies absorb enough of this economic rent to bring the actual amount paid by tenants down to an average of $30 a month including utilities.

Help for Negroes. While the Title I minimum house program was not thought up as something especially designed for Negroes, it is expected to be of great help in meeting the needs of underprivileged groups such as the colored families of the south. Southern builders have already shown a desire to trim costs and profits to take care of some of these families. In Atlanta, for instance, much housing has been built for Negroes at a cost of $4,500. The point the FHA keeps insisting upon is that even though Title I housing has to get down to little more than fundamentals, it is still incomparably better than most facilities available to lower income families at anything approaching the same cost. Moreover, most of the existing accommodations in this range consist of rental housing. Under Title I the family has a chance to build up some equity in its housing.

One possible cloud on the horizon concerns the attitude of the lenders. There is some apprehension that participation may be confined to the larger lending institutions because of the low interest rate. It is true that the Title I rate of 4½ per cent is the same as Title II's. But some observers feel that because of the smaller mortgages involved in Title I and the fact that the program is new and untried, many lenders will be inclined to hold back. If this proves to be the case, a drive can be expected to sweeten the kitty by allowing the financing institution to charge a small monthly service fee—say ½ of 1 per cent.

GOVERNMENT RESEARCH starts with study of materials distribution

Unlimbering its vast economic research powers, HHFA has started scanning the building front for the most likely spots to blast out a fresh crop of facts to help measure the housing problem.

First on the list is a sample study of how building products are distributed. While HHFA will foot the bill, it has assigned the job to the Wharton School of Finance at the University of Pennsylvania. The study will trace the flow of materials and equipment from the producers to the building site and attempt to bring the distribution pattern into sharper focus.

Other projects given top billing:

- A pilot study of the housing market in a middle-sized industrial city will be conducted by the University of Miami Florida dealing with the picture in Jacksonville—purpose is to help builders develop new short-term forecasting methods to guide their production.
- While Miami is studying the problem of how many houses to build, Carnegie Tech in Atlanta will try to develop methods by which builders may judge where (in what part of town) they should be built to meet the market.
- The University of Denver has been assigned the development of a foolproof vacancy survey and a method of correlating vacancy and other market data.
- Columbia will analyze the validity of past market research methods and make recommendations for better methods.
- The University of Michigan will come up with some enlightening information when it asks 1,000 recent home buyers how they selected their houses and, six months later, asks them in what ways they are satisfied.
and dissatisfied with their purchases. Michigan will also tackle the problem of cost accounting for builders.

A breakdown of the 1949 house building volume will throw more light on the relative importance of builders in various categories of size. Thus this job, which has been delegated to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, will reveal the roles played by the one-house-a-year builder, those building up to 25, and the big time fellows putting up 100 or more.

A detailed study of the growth patterns of metropolitan areas will investigate the relationship between such factors as employment centers, lines of transportation, and commercial and recreational facilities. The torch in this case is being handed to the Scripps Foundation, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.

As far as the studies themselves are concerned, building spokesmen as a general rule think it may be all to the good to establish a few basic facts. Some don't want the government nosing around in their fields at all, however, and most are a bit leery over the guinea pig type of study. They fear that the facts and statistics compiled may be used by government to help further its public housing efforts and otherwise crack down on private enterprise.

For their part, the government men see no cause for uneasiness. Director Richard Ratcliff of HHFA's Central Research Division has not operated in the dark but has discussed his plans fully with an industry advisory group. Moreover the policy he is following of shopping out most of the projects keeps HHFA from being a direct participant.

MAMMOTH SHOPPING CENTER, covering 25 blocks in suburban Detroit,

will include J. L. Hudson's first branch store

Once upon a time Oscar Webber, president of the J. L. Hudson Co., second largest retailers in the U. S., was well satisfied with Hudson's downtown Detroit location, and dead set against shopping centers. But, watching the "amazing" growth of outlying Detroit and the corresponding growth of Hudson's competition in those areas, he decided "we should get our portion of that business." The result, announced last month: a mammoth, $15 million, shopping center on Detroit's east side. Covering 25 city blocks, it will contain more than 100 stores, which will be arranged in ring-like fashion surrounding a plaza. Dominant store (round-shaped) will be Hudson's branch store, which, Webber now believes, won't detract at all from downtown Hudson's sales. Construction will start next year. Architects: Gruen & Krummeck.

Closing Shop in the building trades: has it NLRB's tacit approval?

Because of the intermittent and transitory character of the employment involved, it has been virtually impossible to apply the union-shop provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act to the building industry. It is an entirely different proposition from holding a collective bargaining election among the employees of a plant or other large business establishment. After several unsuccessful attempts had been made to stage representation elections among building workers on an area basis, General Counsel Robert N. Denham of the National Labor Relations Board decided that it was time to face facts. He recommended that the Board merely take such elections for granted—assume that they had been held and won. Last month the Board threw cold water on this proposal.

In a policy statement it readily admitted the difficulty of enforcing the certification section of the act in the building field. But it also took the lofty position that an administrative agency could not refuse to carry out the law—that the only remedy lay in Congressional action. Since Congress has been reluctant to tamper with the T-H Act through fear that Administration forces might scuttle the law once it was thrown open to amendments, it looked like a complete impasse. Even though it does not want to renounce jurisdiction in certification squabbles involving building workers, the Board has its hands tied as long as the General Counsel refuses to go along. Under the law, the General Counsel must bring a complaint to the Board before it can swing into action. Moreover, the General Counsel is made a power in his own right. The Board cannot control his actions or fire him.

Superficially it might appear that the building industry's status under the act had not been substantially altered. But building men who know their way around NLRB were not so sure. They strongly suspected that the General Counsel was doing more than just turning his back on the certification procedure, that he would also refuse to handle complaints where a worker had been fired for non-membership in a union. The end result, they believed, would be tacit approval of the closed shop in the industry.

Of course if pressure to have a non-union worker fired were brought in such a way as to constitute an unfair labor practice, that would be something else again. The General Counsel has hung up a record for strict enforcement wherever he could come to grips with a case. Few believe that he would overlook a clear-cut violation on a building job covered by the law. It is a well known fact in the industry, however, that unions have ways of putting on a squeeze without committing an overt act. Thus contractors who refuse to play ball in respect to closed shop demands are likely to find themselves confronted with a slowdown.

When it comes to building's two most chronic ills—secondary boycotts and juris-
dictional disputes—there is nothing in the current flare-up over the union-shop procedure that will throw the act out of focus. Secondary boycotts can and have been dealt with whenever a proper showing of interstate commerce can be made. However, the Board has tended to ignore the average run of building work where it is difficult to make such a showing. Jurisdictional disputes have seldom reached the harassing stage thanks to the effective work of a contractor-labor arbitration board set up under the act. While arbitration committees of the purely advisory type have never accomplished very much, this one is different. It is assured of NLRB backstopping whenever necessary.

One building case that had been a natural for NLRB concerned a union rumpus over construction work at the Hanford, Wash. Atomic Energy Works. A machinist had been discharged under a closed-shop agreement with the International Union of Operating Engineers, during the early stages of a construction job. By mid-month, the Board was ready with its long awaited decision. It held that the Operating Engineers could not claim exclusive jurisdiction because the job was of such a nature that it subsequently involved many other types of workers. It ordered the contractor to reimburse the discharged machinist for any loss of wages he suffered. General view was that this case does not constitute any special precedent except perhaps for other federal construction.

**MONEY**

**FANNY MAY** gets $250 million more; private agency looks doubtful

When it was finally dumped into the legislative hopper last month, the long-awaited bill giving Fanny May additional funds for purchasing mortgages and authorizing federal charters for privately formed mortgage associations proved something of a dud. At least mortgage men were disappointed that the increased amount for backstopping the secondary market was only half ($250 million) what they had been promised. Added to the funds it already had on hand, this gave Fanny May about $750 million for its mortgage purchasing activities.

But a few surprise provisions were tacked on to the measure. One of them gave a $50 million increase to RFC's section 102, which authorizes loans to prefabricators. Another gave VA the right to nominate a member for Fanny May's Board. This was believed to be a sop to VA to make it feel better about having Fanny May shifted over to HHFA Administrator Raymond Foley's super housing agency—a transfer now in the works under the President's reorganization powers. Also involved in the regrouping plan is the RFC program for aiding prefabricators. Thus if Congress goes along as it is expected to, Foley will soon be running this show along with all his other activities.

Another provision permits lenders to sell 35 per cent of their eligible FHA mortgages and 75 per cent of their VA mortgages to Fanny May. However, although the language of the bill hasn't entirely jelled yet, Banking Committee members favor a provision requiring lenders to hold their mortgages for a certain period—probably six months—before selling them to the government-backed secondary market. Fanny May has some new restrictions imposed on it too—it can use only one-third of its funds in buying FHA loans. This means the two-thirds of the kitty will be reserved for the VA program.

In the opinion of competent finance men, RFC's brave new program for setting up private mortgage associations is virtually unworkable. Reason: the spread between what such associations could sell their debentures for (estimates are that it would be around 3 1/3 per cent) and the new, low yield on FHA and VA mortgages would be too thin to make the operation feasible. As the plan would work, the only mortgages that the government chartered institutions could buy would be those insured by FHA or guaranteed by VA. The institutions would be permitted to issue debentures up to 25 times the paid-in capital stock, would have to be capitalized at not less than $1 million. Supervision of the program, including the granting of charters, would be lodged in Foley's hands.

**DEMAND STRONG** for business space and other real estate, NAREB finds

Last month the National Association of Real Estate Boards surveyed the market and found a lot to be encouraged about. Tabulating the results of its 50th annual survey of 470 cities, NAREB reported:

- Overall volume of real estate sales of all types will equal or top that of 1949 in 72 per cent of the cities.
- Demand for business space will continue at its present rate in 60 per cent of the cities; 19 per cent look for some relaxing, 21 per cent for stronger demand.
- Used houses, which sold at a somewhat lower level during 1949 in 87 per cent of the cities, will continue to settle in price in 69 per cent of the cities.

- An adequate supply of usable home sites where utilities and streets are available still exists in 43 per cent of the cities.

**VA PROGRAM**, with seven years to go, will house for 3.5 million more vets

As VA celebrated its sixth birthday last month, it counted up the home finance benefits still on its shelf. With seven years yet to go, only 1.9 million veterans—out of a total of 15 million—have availed themselves of its assistance in buying a house. VA guesses that 3.5 million more will buy before the GI Bill expires. Its guess is based on the assumption that, as younger veterans marry they will become homeowners in the same ratio that currently prevails for non-vets (54 per cent). It also assumes that 20 per cent of the estimated 1.8 veterans who own homes but have not used the loan guarantee will use it in the future.

**VACANCY RATIO LOW** in many metropolitan areas, BLS finds

Everybody had a set of figures to prove that the housebuilding market was still good and strong. Surveying unit vacancies in 24 big city-areas from December to February, BLS found a low enough vacancy rate (1 per cent or less in over half of the areas) to indicate that prospective house buyers still have only a limited choice in many important sections of the country. Below is a table of BLS' findings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Habitable units unoccupied (in per cent)</th>
<th>For rent (in per cent)</th>
<th>For sale (in per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Me.</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham, Ala.</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond, Va.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.3</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>.7</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>.8</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphis</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile, Ala.</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah, Ga.</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BUILDING OWNERS at Seattle convention ponder $520 million office building boom, count $250 million for modernization

"Modernization is no panacea; but it is the best defense against overbuilding."

With this unanimous resolution 800 managers and owners of the nation's office buildings identified their No. 1 worry—and No. 1 weapon—at their 43rd annual convention last month in Seattle. For five days, members of National Association of Building Owners & Managers examined the health of the nation's sixth largest industry ($10 billion invested). Save for the threat of overbuilding, they found it generally sound. Occupancy is down a trifle but still high—at 97 per cent. Average rental for 1949 was $2.76 per sq. ft., a gain of 19 cents over the year before. Rental revenue had increased 7½ per cent more than operating costs. "This I give you as reassuring news," said retiring NABOM president, J. Clydesdale Cushman.

But Clyde Cushman and other speakers also had less reassuring news:

$520 million of postwar office buildings—finished, under way or committed—is going up in 38 U. S. and Canadian cities. These 126 buildings aggregate 20,600,000 sq. ft., a third of which is already finished.

Spotty declines in percentage leases have made some owners and managers unhappy, though not yet alarmed. Clothing, shoe, candy, fur sales are off, some times as much as 50 per cent; and so are percentage leases.

Urban decentralization is a threat to existing buildings, but just how serious a threat convention speakers disagreed. Chicago architect Nathaniel A. Owings said: "The only way to protect this tremendous investment in the existing real estate and buildings . . . is to take radical steps to remodel basic city plans to make them work. We must re-create an environment in which people will be willing to stay put . . . ."

Other speakers were less worried about the
dangers of decentralization, and NABOM considered a full-scale survey of the problem.

Ninety per cent occupancy can no longer be considered "normal," declared rental expert Dale R. Cowen of Portland, Ore. A 7 per cent occupancy decline to "normal" would mean a 21 per cent fall in net income, he said (Depression figures showed that a 20 per cent loss in occupancy created a 36 per cent loss in gross income and a 66 per cent loss in net income—i.e., 1 per cent loss in occupancy means a 2 per cent cut in gross income and a 3 per cent cut in net income.) Cowen told the industry it had not yet recouped depression losses. Net income per square foot (after depreciation) was 98 cents in 1924; last year it was 85 cents—and meanwhile the dollar's purchasing power had plummeted. Though Cowen did not suggest rate increases, his mathematics showed that a 25 to 40 per cent rent increase would be necessary to boost net income per square foot to the 1924 level.

Postwar building has "all the earmarks of being bolder and luster than the notorious over-expansion that began around 1925," warned Lee Thompson Smith, president of the New York Real Estate Board. He pounded home the convention's theme: "What we want to stop is over-production."

Survival weapon. NABOM has long recognized the danger and long urged modernization as the survival weapon for older buildings. Just how well its members have taken this advice, not even NABOM knows. Year ago, they guessed $175 million would be spent on modernization in 1950, but attempts to survey the industry have been unsuccessful. One member explained the difficulty: "You start with new elevator cabs. Then it is elevator doors. Then you've got to spruce up your lobbies to go with those new cabs and doors. So you might as well clean up the building's outside, shear off corners, smooth fenestration. And you stop only when you run out of money."

Privately, most NABOM members thought they collectively had spent or committed $250 million on postwar modernization. Publicly, NABOM's executives were happy with the program—so far as it has gone. But Lee Thompson Smith warned that the office building boom appears to be continuing full speed ahead: "Your modernization and your preaching cannot stop new construction for large corporations which build their own structures when they do not find buildings with space big enough for them," he warned. "But your modernization will hold your smaller tenants and thereby remove a demand for new buildings to house them."

Backing its words with action, NABOM's executives made the Association's Building Planning Service available for modernization. (Previously it has been available for new construction only.) The Service estimates new construction costs at $25 per sq. ft. of rentable area; in the late Twenties they were $15. By spending part of the $10 differential, members were urged to make old buildings as modern as brand new ones, with increased rentals more than paying fixed charges and amortization.

How to handle tenants during modernization work, while elevator service is disrupted and contractors are littering corridors? NABOM speakers had the answer: public relations. The Morris Building in Philadelphia distributed two booklets to its tenants (total cost: $750) when its elevator service was cut in half during modernization; one explained the program, the other contained cartoons humorously forecasting tenants' troubles and comparing them with those of the henpecked husband whose wife is constantly rearranging the living room. As part of good public relations, managers were urged to explain rent increases personally, not by impersonal mail. They were warned not to be forced into rate-cutting by shortsighted owners who fret at vacancies. Continued Sterling H. Bigler, manager of Philadelphia's Girard Trust Co. building: "A 10 per cent vacancy is better than a 10 per cent overall reduction in rent."

Proving they were in a modernizing mood themselves, delegates elected as their new president white-haired, pipe-sucking, James F. Cook Jr., whose St. Louis firm has been preaching and practicing modernization. VACANCIES AND TAXES plotted by Smith show that $80 million of real estate taxes were paid on Manhattan's vacant office space between 1925 and 1947.
Today you can give owners variety along with all the other well-known advantages of Bruce Hardwood Floors.

Distinctive Bruce Block Floors are ideal for modern as well as formal styles, and can be installed directly over concrete or wood subfloors. The new, glamorous Ranch Plank Floor (with alternate widths and walnut pegs) is perfect for rambling, informal homes in all price ranges. Then, of course, there's the ever-popular Bruce Strip Floor that's in good taste in any setting.

For a most pleasing and decorative effect at reasonable cost, use two or even three types of Bruce Floors in the same home. For example, Ranch Plank in living room and den, Blocks in dining room, Strip flooring in bedrooms.

See our catalog in Sweet's Files, and write us for three new booklets in color.

E. L. BRUCE CO., MEMPHIS 1, TENN.

The Bruce "Scratch Test"

When you specify prefinished Bruce Hardwood Floors you give owners added beauty, durability, economy, and ease of upkeep. The famous "Scratch Test" pictured here demonstrates that the Bruce factory-finish does not scratch, or chip like a surface finish. It wears longer because it's "in the wood."

Bruce
HARDWOOD FLOORS

Product of E. L. Bruce Co., Memphis, Tenn. World's largest maker of hardwood floors
TOILET ROOM ENVIRONMENTS THAT STAY NEW ALWAYS!

The toilet room environment that stays new is the toilet room in which the most suitable type of toilet compartment available has been installed. Toilet compartments usually dominate a toilet room, influence the toilet room environment and emphasize the utility of fixtures and appointments. The bare functional type of toilet room is inadequate according to today's standards.

Sanymetal offers several different types of toilet compartments for creating the most suitable toilet room environment for every type of building. Sanymetal also offers and recommends Two Full Purpose Metal Base Materials which combine colorful attractiveness with long years of service life and effect important, day after day, savings in cleaning and maintenance cost. These Two Full Purpose Metal Base Materials—Sanymetal "Tenac" (galvanized, Bonderized steel), a highly corrosion-resistant material; and Sanymetal "Porcena" (porcelain on steel), the ageless and fadeless, rust proof material—represent years of engineering research and skillful adaptation by Sanymetal engineers of corrosion-resistant steels to the fabrication of new and different types of toilet compartments.

THE SANYMETAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
1687 Urbano Road • Cleveland 12, Ohio

Over 150,000 Sanymetal Toilet Compartments have been installed in all types of buildings. Ask the Sanymetal representative in your vicinity for information about planning suitable toilet room environments that will always stay new. Refer to Sanymetal Catalog 22h in Sweet's Architectural File for 1950.

Sanymetal

TOILET COMPARTMENTS, SHOWER STALLS AND DRESSING ROOMS

Sanymetal NORMANDIE Type Toilet Compartments endow a toilet room environment with dignity and good taste.

Sanymetal "PORCENA" (Porcelain on Steel)
A metal base material that is impervious to moisture, odors, cleaning and uric acids, oils and grease. It is rust proof. Available in 21 glistening colors.

Sanymetal "TENAC" (Baked-On Paint Enamel over Galvanized, Bonderized Steel)
A metal base material that is notable for the positive adhesion of the baked-on paint enamel to the metal and its resistance to corrosion. Its lustrous, protective finish assures long-lasting newness. Available in 21 gleaming colors.

Sanymetal CENTURY Type Ceiling Hung Toilet Compartments offer the utmost in sanitation and provide modern, distinctive toilet room environments for schools, institutions, terminals and other public buildings.
This is York's advice to Your Clients:

York gives you unequalled support in providing the finest central station systems possible through this Nine-Point Plan...

- a complete line of equipment
- competitive prices
- accurate, dependable product ratings
- technical assistance based on "case histories"
- cooperation with architects, engineers and contractors
- practical help from York-trained engineers
- a national organization
- continuous product research and development
- certified maintenance

York believes that channeling contract work through you is the soundest method of assuring better air conditioning for your clients.

That's why a York-trained air conditioning and refrigeration engineer is available to work with you from the "idea" to the final installation phases of any of your jobs.

Beyond doubt his experience-sharpened, specialized knowledge will save you hours of tedious "desk- and drafting-time" in preliminary planning and specifications work.

Behind the technical counsel of the York engineer lie thousands of successful York installations in every type of business and industry, plus a thorough knowledge of York's complete line of refrigeration and air conditioning products.

But more—to save you from post-installation headaches and time-consuming chores, York offers its Certified Maintenance Plan. A unique service that assures over-the-years continuous operating efficiency and peak installation performance—at costs that are determined in advance.

The York-trained engineer is able, fully qualified. And York products are backed by seventy-five years of production know-how and engineering advances. Check with your nearest York District Office to save time in design and detail work on your next tough job. York Corporation, York, Pa.

The big advances come from

York Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

Headquarters for Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
REPORT FROM TUNISIA by G. E. Kidder Smith

Tunisia — past, present and future — is the land of the arch, the vault and the dome. It is also the workshop of the most advanced modern architecture and urbanism in North Africa and the home of the most extraordinary native construction this side of the moon.

Because Tunisia for centuries has not had even the meager supply of wood found in Algeria and Morocco, masonry alone has been the constructive means. Stone, brick and concrete are raised to rare heights — in most cases without even wood columns, bracing or centering.

Moreover, since Tunisia was considerably devastated during the war (remember Kasserine, Pont du Fahs, Cape Bon?), a large amount of reconstruction had to be done to provide even basic shelter for many people. Bizerte, for instance, was 50 per cent destroyed. There is, therefore, an architectural activity in Tunisia rare around the Mediterranean, and one per force based on construction techniques refreshingly original to the American mind whose architectural specifications can command any material in any amount. If most of us were faced with a stack of bricks or a pile of stone — nothing more — and told to build, we could do no better than refer to Tunisia.

The French administration was wise and Tunisia was fortunate in that the problem of reconstruction was attacked as an overall problem and planned thus from the beginning. No higgly-piggly nibblings were undertaken. At Bizerte, for instance, a master plan was molded, shaped and refined before any construction commenced. Thus, instead of rebuilding on the old sites and to the old archaic street pattern — as the French in France did after World War I and are largely doing after World War II — a new city, Bizerte-Zarzouna, is being erected across the river. And instead of having one architect here and another there build local schools, dispensaries and native houses to replace those leveled by war, master standards were drawn up, products of the best architectural minds available.

This all-inclusive study of the needs of the country (which is about the size of New York State with a population of roughly 3 million) was fortunately delegated to an extremely capable and energetic young

(Continued on page 22)

*The third in a series of architectural impressions of European and North African countries, this is a report from Architect-Author-Photographer G. E. Kidder Smith, who is visiting these countries (with the aid of a President’s Fellowship from Brown University) to study and photograph their native and contemporary architecture.*
Here's why—Laboratory tests and studies in the construction field have demonstrated that cold rolled, light-tempered sheet copper, commonly known as cornice temper copper, is the best quality, most satisfactory material for copper roofing of all types.

Cornice temper copper, with its greater stiffness and higher yield strength, is better able to distribute the stresses induced by contraction and expansion caused by temperature changes and to eliminate sharp local buckling. The stiffer sheets also slide more readily in expansion joints and other mechanical devices used to absorb contraction and expansion.

Ask your supplier for ANACONDA Sheet Copper. It is available in all standard sizes and weights for roofing, flashing, valleys, hanging and built-in gutters, leaderheads and leaders. He also handles such specially developed ANACONDA products as Economy* Copper Roofing, Economy Strip Copper and ANACONDA Through-Wall Flashing.

You can build it better with ANACONDA® COPPER
Installation of Sylvania Flexi-Module ceiling in Brundage Drug Company Store, Muskegon, Michigan. Note how the louvered grids form an attractive, even pattern and direct a strong, well-diffused light over all sales areas. Does this remarkable renovation story suggest a profitable application for you and your clients?

Lighten their overhead... Brighten

Before

After

Installation of Sylvania Flexi-Module ceiling in Brundage Drug Company Store, Muskegon, Michigan. Note how the louvered grids form an attractive, even pattern and direct a strong, well-diffused light over all sales areas. Does this remarkable renovation story suggest a profitable application for you and your clients?

SYLVANIA

FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT BULBS; RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES; ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS; ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT; PHOTOLUMPS; TELEVISION SETS
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their sales picture with Sylvania's new "Flexi-Module" Ceiling.

te Lighting
lower maintenance... greater sales...
't's what scores of retail stores, including Brundage Drug Company (shown at left) are after installing Sylvania's new "Flexi-Module" Ceiling.

efficient and Flexible
ere is a modern lighting system that enables as a beautiful, even-textured ceiling, and it offers your clients the maximum in lighting flexibility. This is because the fluorescent fixtures attached to the original ceiling are easily re-grouped and can be individually controlled for varying intensities or different areas.
Also, with the new types of louvers now available, you can suggest special ceiling patterns to harmonize with architectural designs or decorative ideas.

economical too
is advanced Sylvania system is easy and economical to install and maintain. No expensive poured-in-concrete construction. Air-conditioning ducts, sprinkler systems, and electrical wiring are always available... but ways out of sight above the attractive grid ceiling.
For full description of the Sylvania "Flexi-Module" Ceiling...
REPORT FROM TUNISIA

French architect, Bernard Zehrfuss (1st Prix de Rome) and an admirable group of associates. Most of them came from France for the purpose. Their imagination and the quality of the work they are doing are the highest in North Africa.

Unquestionably the finest—and saddes—of all new work is the superb Military Cemetery which Zehrfuss did (in collaboration with R. Dianoux) north of Tunis at Carthage-Gammarth (photo, p. 18). This is possibly the most inspired architectural

realization of World War II, from its very location—which the architect himself selected—to the sensitive curve and counter curve of its terraced hill. Here in sight of the crumbling remains of ancient Carthage, with a view over the Mediterranean on one side and the Lake of Tunis shining in the afternoon sun on the other, is war's supreme resting place. This necropolis is of a unique quality; all else in Tunisia follows at a respectful distance.

The next most interesting building is the still unfinished Regional Government Building (Controle Civil Regional) at Bizerte-Zarzouna by Jacques Marmey (photo, left above). This multi-vaulted office and reception center, overlooking the sea and old Bizerte, is one of the key units in the new plan for the city. Its commanding location and beautiful view fit it well for the administrative-entertainment center that it will become. The emphasis on entertainment comes from the importance of Bizerte as a port and the frequent visits of dignitaries and French and foreign navies. The main office wing is at right angles to the reception hall and salle des fêtes which faces the view but also the windy exposure. Although there is a certain lack of clarity and cohesion in the building, it is still a clever conception, and one which well bridges the construction techniques of the past (it was built locally and without special labor) with the space and use concepts of today.

(Continued on page 26)
LOW, LOW upkeep cost*

...a big reason Mr. Olden has been buying Servels since 1940

Ten years ago, Mr. B. M. Olden purchased his first Servel Gas Refrigerators. More than 100 were installed in his Red Apple and Wm. Tell Apartments, Santa Monica, California. In all the years since then, says Mr. Olden, he hasn't spent a single penny for repairs. And because of this perfect record, he decided recently to place Servels in every kitchen in Ye Olden Manor, Los Angeles (shown above). In addition to Servel's amazing record for low maintenance cost, Mr. Olden also praises Servel's operating economy...silence...and freedom from moving parts.

Worry-free performance is characteristic of Servel. The reason is Servel's different, advanced freezing system, for in a refrigerator it's the freezing system that really counts. In Servel's, there's no motor to wear; no machinery to stop and start...to grow noisy...to need repairing. Instead of pistons, pumps and valves, Servel operates simply on a tiny gas flame. This means extra years of service, without the worry of big repair bills. So if you're thinking of buying refrigerators, don't fail to compare Servel. Servel, Inc., Evansville 20, Indiana.

*FOR EXAMPLE—
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. "Repairs on our 44 Servels cost less than $10 in ten years."
MOBILE, ALA. "After nine years, our 398 Servels cost only $1 a month per unit for upkeep."
PHILADELPHIA, PA. "Exceptionally low maintenance cost over a period of nineteen years."
Into buildings that make new

24,000 sq. yards Wheeling Bar-X-Lath help make

CHICAGO'S NEW PROMONTORY APARTMENTS

a miracle in low cost design, construction

What makes the Promontory Apartments new worth? The fact that simple, undisguised commerce loft construction was used in the creation of dwell units. The fact that this building—Chicago's fine apartments—went up at the cost of $8.55 per square foot...incredibly low cost for this type of structu

2" studless partitions made with Wheeling materials cut cubic footage cost...

In developing low cost Promontory Apartments, 2" studless partitions were decided upon for construction of interior walls. Made of Wheeling Bar-X-Lath, they offer the fire- and crack-resistance, stability and sound proofing of thicker partitions...while allowing more floor space, cubage savings.

WHEELING CORRUGATING COMPANY · WHEELING, W. VA.

BUILDING MATERIAL DIVISION

ATLANTA
LOUISVILLE

BOSTON
MINNEAPOLIS

BUFFALO
NEW ORLEANS

CHICAGO
NEW YORK

COLUMBUS
PHILADELPHIA

DETROIT
RICHMOND

KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
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Wheeling Building Materials helped keep this cost n. Economy is one of the many reasons architects builders constantly turn to Wheeling. In addi-

Wheeling products offer unsurpassed quality dependability resulting from 60 years experience in the manufacture of steel building materials.
CORRUFORM MEANS GOOD LOOKING EXPOSED JOIST CONSTRUCTION

Corruform performs over beams on wide spacing in exposed roofs
(View shows 2½" Corruformed concrete on beams 45° c/c, wider than normally recommended)

Galvanized Corruform and exposed joists is a light, attractive adequate ceiling for many activities
(View shows a residential basement)

High-strength, light weight Corruform is economical. No sag or material waste for conventional joist construction.

Bright, decorative corrugated pattern makes an attractive exposed ceiling. Plain or galvanized—vinylprimed for painting—exposed ceilings are uniform, economical and suitable for many occupancies. Under insulated concrete roofs, Corruform is an ideal vapor seal.

SPECIFY CORRUFORM
Economical Strength 100,000 psi
One quality, uniform standard.
Patented Corruform is your guarantee for good construction.

SEND FOR AIA FILE TODAY
GRANITE CITY STEEL COMPANY
GRANITE CITY, ILLINOIS
SINCE 1878

REPORT FROM TUNISIA

The new Tunisian markets are further expositions of the felicitous marriage of old-material-and-local-labor with new things and needs. One of the largest and best of these is down the hill from the Regional Government Building and designed by Zehrfuss, Drieu and Kyriacopoulos (photo, p. 18). Planned around a garden court, the numerous stalls-shops are service from the outside, leaving an inner cover.

Market at Kairouan

promenade. Construction is of vaulted brick set by local labor without centering.

Smaller markets, based on multiple dom construction instead of vaults, are found a Kairouan and Sidi-bou-zid (photo, above)

Numerous new small schools have been built in Tunisia, a two-classroom standardized type having been erected in 25 rural communities. The larger editions are, however, more stimulating and among the best is one for boys by Kyriacopoulos at Bizerte Zarzouna, facing the covered market (photo, left, above). The school has simple airy classrooms, all of which face direct south and are protected by a deep cantilever.

A small apartment, canteen, showers and atelier at right angles to the class bays complete the plan. The north face, toward the street, is completely blank except for high clerestory windows.

A contemporary conception of living is found in the new apartment at Crepinieux, outside Tunis (photos, top of p. 30). These walk-up balcony-access building are fully up to date, well planned for weather flats. One of the best features of the plan is that each floor landing gives access to only two apartments (all of which are identical). By this means the balcony becomes a private outdoor living area instead of the north which is usual for the balcony-access type.

(Continued on page 30)
Switchboard planning for offices and other commercial-type buildings is greatly simplified with the NEW Westinghouse Standardized Building-type Switchboard. Unitized construction eliminates special design problems . . . yet their complete flexibility gives you all the advantages of "custom built" units.

Factory-assembled, wired and tested, they may be shipped as a single unit and quickly placed in service. However, if desired, they can be shipped as individual units and quickly reassembled on the job.

They are specifically designed to feature low-cost circuit breaker protection by means of Westinghouse nofuze "De-ion" type AB circuit breakers for ratings through 600 amperes. For ratings above 600 amps, Westinghouse type DA breakers are used. Get the complete story. Call your nearest Westinghouse office or write for D.B. 30-990, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
When we help you do a better job, we are doing a better job.

Supplying you with facts, ideas (and products) that are easy to use is our main interest here at SCPI.

That's why SCPI has become the national authority on brick and tile. And that's why we offer you these valuable information sources at minimum cost—in many cases absolutely free!

**DO YOU HAVE ALL THIS INFORMATION?**

Check the list below for the items you do not yet have and send it with your letterhead to the nearest regional office. Our local representative will fill your order promptly and also give his personal attention to your request for any other information.

**SEND FOR THESE HELPFUL BOOKLETS TODAY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **1. The ABC of Modular Masonry**
  - Basic information booklet on this efficient construction method.

- **2. Brick Engineering**
  - A complete treatise—400 pages, with many excellent charts and tables. Contains more information on brick design and construction than has ever been offered in one volume, $1.50.

- **3. Watertightness and Transverse Strength of Masonry Walls**
  - Results of five years' research by National Bureau of Standards.

- **4. Specifications for Mortar**
  - SCPI recommendations for mortar to use with clay masonry, based on tests by National Bureau of Standards.

- **5. Handi-Guide**
  - "The bible on brick and structural tile wall assemblies", 144 pages, practical, easy to use, $1.00.

- **6. Brick and Tile Cavity Walls**
  - Thorough explanations of this important trend in masonry construction, 256 each.

- **7. Facing Tile Catalog 50-C**
  - Complete specifications for all types of structural tile produced by Institute members.

- **8. Tile Engineering**
  - Similar to "Brick Engineering", (see opposite column) but featuring structural clay tile, $1.50.

- **9. Modular Sizes of Brick and Tile**
  - Lists all sizes of modular brick and tile available.

- **10. Modern Brick Homes**
  - Planbook of 20 houses, floor plans, cubic dimensions, 50c. (Planning kit and detailed plans available for each house.)

**Reginal offices to help you —**

Structural Clay Products Institute
New Haven 10, Conn., 341 State St.
New York 17, N. Y.
1949 Grand Central Terminal
Philadelphia, Pa., 1518 Walnut St.
Canton, Ohio, 306 Market Ave., No.
Pittsburgh 32, Pa.
525 Benedict Ave Building
Chicago 1, Illinois, 228 N. La Salle St.
Ames, Iowa, 12015 Walsh Avenue
Council Bluffs, Iowa
227 Elmwood Drive

Minneapolis 4, Minnesota
206 Wesley Temple Building
Denver 2, Colo., 208 Kittredge Bldg.
Phoenix, Arizona
1538 West McDowell Road
San Francisco 5, Calif.
55 New Montgomery Street
Seattle 4, Wash., Central Building
Clay Products Association
of the Southwest
Austin, Texas, Littlefield Building
Oklahoma City, Okla.
First National Building

**SCPI**

Structural Clay Products Institute
1520 18th Street, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
LUMINOUS LOUVERS

make ALL the DIFFERENCE!

The translucent Vinylite louvers specially developed for “Sky-Glo,” not only reflect but also transmit light to create a NEW KIND OF LIGHT and an entirely new experience in seeing. The special qualities of these plastic louvers diffuse and soften light to provide maximum freedom from glare.

Many types of louver materials were studied and tested before Vinylite was selected by Benjamin engineers. Here is a material that actually glows with light...that creates luminous ceilings so impressively better that overall lighting has become a “best seller” overnight!

With Benjamin Luminous Louvers, high levels of illumination in the order of 50—100—150 foot-candles—candles—are easily attained without annoying brightness or glare. In fact, so unobtrusive is “Sky-Glo” illumination, that there is no awareness of high levels of illumination...only the sensation of pleasant, restful, inviting, comfortable surroundings.

In maintenance, too, Vinylite “Sky-Glo” louvers are superior. The hard and non-porous surface of “Sky-Glo” louvers resists adherence of dust, dirt and grime. They are easily kept in “like new” condition by an occasional dipping in lukewarm water with soapless detergent.

Up to 35% More Efficient and 13% Less Glare

How “Sky-Glo” Luminous Louvers give the user more and better light for his money is shown by laboratory tests of performance with other types of louver materials. Chart above shows typical results of such tests. The data shown was obtained from the Benjamin laboratory experimental room with all conditions carefully controlled. The room dimensions were 15'6" x 15'6" with 9'2" from floor to bottom of louvers. Lamps used were 4500° white. Louver cells were 2" x 2" x 2" providing 45° lengthwise and crosswise shielding.

Benjamin’s Shoe Store, Portland, Ore.
Architect: Brown and Burnett

Send for FREE
"SKY-GLO" DATA BULLETIN
And List of Installations Near You

Also, New Catalog Data On
BENJAMIN "STRIP-LINE" SYSTEM
the new, economical, efficient series of fluorescent lighting strips especially designed for use with “Sky-Glo.” Be sure to get details before specifying light sources to be used with “Sky-Glo” overall lighting. Write:

CEILING BEAUTY TREATMENT...DURING ... AND AFTER

New “Strip-Line” Units by Benjamin are specially designed for “Sky-Glo.” are available with and without reflectors.

Louvers are notched to fit in channels, easy to remove and replace.

Final result on ugly old ceiling converted into a glowing new one without costly alteration.

BENJAMIN

LUMINOUS LOUVERED LIGHTING SYSTEM
Sold Exclusively through Electrical Distributors
Use Modern, Efficient MENGEL WALL CLOSETS!

Prefabricated Mengel Wall Closets are the modern solution of the closet problem. They eliminate costly wood-stud closet construction and use 25-40% less floor space than conventional closets. Interiors provide more usable storage space: adjustable shelves, rods and drawers (optional) can be rearranged to fit changing needs. Sliding doors (floating on ball-bearing hangers) save living space outside the closet—permit a spacious and attractive arrangement of furniture. Separate top compartments utilize space that is ordinarily wasted—ideal for semi-permanent storage. Sliding doors also present a beautiful flush-wall appearance.

Available in Birch or prime-coated for painting. Shipped K.D. Front frames and doors assembled and all hardware included. Easily installed. Meet FHA requirements.

Mail the coupon!

If Closet Fronts Only Are Required, Use —

MENGEL CLOSET FRONTS
Completely assembled fronts, including frames, sliding doors and tracks, or

MENGEL TOPFLIGHT SLIDING DOORS
Sliding closet doors and top and bottom tracks

Cabinet Division—Dept. AF-6
THE MENGEL COMPANY
1122 Dumesnil St., Louisville 1, Ky.
Gentlemen: Please send me complete information about Mengel Wall Closets, Closet Fronts, and Topflight Doors.

Name
Firm
Street
City—State

REPORT FROM TUNISIA

The native architecture from which much of the new work sprang—the architecture of the arch, the vault and the dome—is in many respects one of greater unselvconsciousness, greater directness than most that are being done today. The vernacular buildings in Tunisia are of enormous stimulation, and as lessons of what can be done in stone and brick they are supreme.

Among the most provocative are the mosques. The best (but not necessarily the largest) of these are found on the picturesque Isle of Djerba, off the southernmost coast, and in Kairouan, one of the sacred cities of Islam, in central Tunisia (photos, below and p. 18). Even the largest of these mosques are not without local architectural influence, while the smaller, more interesting ones have little inspiration from the soaring domes and needle minarets of Isphahun, Cairo and Isphahun. In date the Tunisian mosques range from the eighth to the eighteenth centuries.

Somewhat akin to the mosques—a relation stemming from rather similar roof construction—are the fantastic ghorfas. These extraordinary storehouses, found mainly in the Medenine-Metameur region in southeast Tunisia, are the centuries old prototype of our own quonset hut, for they look like nothing more than rows of masonry quonsets stacked three to five deep on top of each other. Although they were originally built to store grain and other be-

(Continued on page 34)
These outstanding MA-TI-CO advantages ideally meet RIGID HOSPITAL REQUIREMENTS

In addition to these advantages, MA-TI-CO is resilient underfoot, easy to clean, and has odor-free characteristics—qualities that make MA-TI-CO ideal for every type of installation.

And MA-TI-CO is especially desirable because of its 27 richer, clearer colors in solid tones and marbleized patterns—including five new pastel "Petal Tones"—that keep pace with the nation's most colorful architectural period.

Selected for such impressive developments as Napa Hospital shown above, New York's Fort Hamilton Veterans Hospital and the Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago, MA-TI-CO also points to a list of prominent installations that includes industrial plants, apartments, commercial stores and individual homes. Levitt & Sons, America's largest builder of private homes, specifies MA-TI-CO for flooring every room of 4,000 new homes—convincing proof of MA-TI-CO's quality and versatility.

Specify MA-TI-CO when next you order asphalt tile—it has national recognition and assures satisfaction wherever it's used.
New Shamrock Hotel
uses CRANE plumbing throughout

WYATT C. HEDRICK, INC., Houston
ARCHITECT
TEUEPSEN CONSTRUCTION CO., Houston
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
DALLAS AIR CONDITIONING CO., Dallas
C. WALLACE PLUMBING CO., Houston
CHAS. G. HEYNE & CO., Houston
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES:
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5
PLUMBING AND HEATING
VALVES • FITTINGS • PIPE
The standard system of convenience outlets in the floor

Your electrical distribution system is the lifeline of your building—select it with care!

NEPCODUCT is a SINGLE DUCT • DOUBLE DUCT • TRIPLE DUCT distribution system for power and light, communication and telephone.

ADVANTAGES OF NEPCODUCT:

For the Owner
Provides tenants with complete electric service—economically—without routing concrete or cutting building structure. Electrical service outlets are already threaded. Present and future tenants have all the electric service they will ever need. A real office space sales feature!

For the Tenant
Immediate availability of electric service at the floor regardless of office space or furniture arrangement.

For the Architect and Engineer
A simplified single-, double-, or triple-duct system that fits any floor construction. Outlets with a wide radius sweep for easy pulling of large telephone cables. Reduces cost of electrical extensions and maintenance through easy accessibility of all electric services in one junction through a common handhole opening.

FREE! WRITE NOW for the new illustrated Nepcoduct Catalog. Just fill in and mail the coupon.

EVERYTHING IN WIRING POINTS TO

National Electric Products Corporation
1334 Chamber of Commerce Building
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania

Please send me your NEW NEPCODUCT CATALOG.
Name
Company
Address
REPORT FROM TUNISIA

longings, in recent times many have served as habitations and workshops. In general they were built around squares of varying shapes, the access doors opening only onto these squares while the rows of blank rear ends served as a wall around the outside.

Construction is of field stone and clay mortar built to a parabolic shape and erected without centering. Access to the upper floors is by means of steep and delightfully irregular steps or series of niches. As a matter of fact much of the appeal of these towns lies in the absence of machine precision and regimented planning for a series of virtually identical products. By subtle variation only of angle, size and placement of the same basic unit, a harmony, accent and rhythm have been created where many have merely produced monotony.

Although the fascinating villages made of these weird ghorfas are among the world’s most curious, the world’s most unique (to “phi” the pluperfect) is the troglodytic Matmata, not far from the ghorfa country. Here the poor inhabitants, having nothing to build with, build into the ground instead of upon it. They excavate roughly circular craters to a depth of 10 or 15 ft. with a diameter of perhaps 15 to 20 ft. At the bottom of this they hollow out their rooms and stables from the sides of the crater wall and dig their well in the center. With almost no rain and beset by a broiling sun they have a highly capable answer to the shelter problem, one whose insulation would certainly be hard to beat. Perhaps the greatest objection to this bizarre place is the hazard of coming home late at night.

Robertson Clay Wall Tile forms a perfect setting for goods that must be sold in the best surroundings. It makes possible glistening bright interiors, permanently color-fast, permanently beautiful. Robertson Tile is easy to clean, inexpensive to maintain, absolutely fireproof. You can solve any color problem with its 40 lustrous bright or soft matt glazes. Write on your business letterhead for free color charts.

ROBERTSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY TILE DIVISION
TRENTON 5 NEW JERSEY
TWO NEW 48" and 96" SLIMLINE LUMINAIRES

THE "WASHINGTON" SLIMLINE LUMINAIRE features an egg-crate louver bottom and Skytex satinol glass side-panels. It is made in 2, 3 and 4 lamp models. Standard operation is 425-MA with T-12 Lamps. Bridge-truss construction assures a unit which "hugs" the ceiling when it is surface mounted.

THE "HARRISON" SLIMLINE LUMINAIRE, in 2, 3 or 4 lamp models. Gracefully curved side-panels, flat bottom-panels of Alba-lite glass distinguish this modern slimline luminaire. Companion incandescent units are designed especially for use with the "Harrison" and other Presidential Fluorescent Luminaires.

The flexibility of Pittsburgh Permafect Dor Lighting Equipment is a modern miracle of design and construction.

For example—Pittsburgh Permafect Slimline Luminaires are available in 48" and 96" lengths. They may be surface or pendant mounted, individually or end-to-end. When used with companion incandescent down-lights, they can be installed to form squares, rectangles, "Ts", cross-overs, checkerboards and other patterns.

Such flexibility allows you full creative expression and makes possible "custom designed" lighting results with economical standard equipment.

Write today for more information on these versatile units.

PITTSBURGH REFLECTOR COMPANY
401 OLIVER BUILDING • PITTSBURGH 22, PENNSYLVANIA
MANUFACTURERS OF FLUORESCENT & INCANDESCENT LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Permafect Lighting Engineers in All Principal Cities

PITTSBURGH PERMAFLECTOR LIGHTING EQUIPMENT IS DISTRIBUTED BY BETTER ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS EVERYWHERE
When you put on new Florsheims, you step into shoes that really fit and last a long, long time. And when you install Hauserman Movable Steel Interiors you step into surroundings that fit your building requirements for a long, long time. That’s why The Florsheim Shoe Company installed these modern, functional Interiors in its new factory and office building in Chicago. Hauserman Interiors are flexible. When administration or manufacturing methods require new floor layouts, the walls can be quickly and easily moved. What’s more, these solid, rigid Hauserman Movable Walls and Doors have a baked on finish that will last a lifetime. And because they’re made of steel they won’t chip, crack or warp.

One of our representatives would like to discuss all the advantages that Hauserman Movable Steel Interiors have for you. There’s no obligation of course. A nationwide field force is ready to install, or move and re-erect Hauserman installations. Write The E. F. Hauserman Company, 6764 Grant Ave., Cleveland 5, Ohio and tell us when he can call. Or if you prefer, we’ll send our fully illustrated catalog.
Casement operator maintenance cost
of all windows since 1937...$19.50

The price of a few 50c cigars has been the yearly maintenance cost of these 13-year-old Getty-operated casements. Such faithful year-after-year, troublefree service has eliminated the building bugaboos of repair, replacement and reproach.

That's why architects, builders, contractors, casement manufacturers, building material dealers, hardware jobbers and dealers specify, use and carry the Getty line. That's why Getty operators are found on more casement windows than all other operators combined.

Write for our descriptive brochure F. It contains complete information on our three operators (internal gear, external gear, horizontal drive) and our specialty hardware for every type of wood and metal casement.
The Veterans Administration has established, as economic policy, the designing of the most modern and efficient hospital structures possible. These highly-developed, modern, functional hospitals not only afford the greatest measure of service to Veterans, but, because of radical departures from usual methods, these finer hospital buildings actually cost less.

This effective method of achieving hospitals of maximum excellence at a cost that is definitely lower, marks another milestone in the progress of advanced, large-scale planning for economical construction.

Under this program John A. Johnson & Sons, Inc. are now erecting the largest structure of any kind in the 125-year history of the City of Syracuse, N.Y. and another Veteran Hospital of equal importance in Cincinnati, Ohio.

John A. Johnson & Sons, Inc. were privileged to construct the even larger Veterans Administration Hospital group of
FOR VETERANS HOSPITALS

buildings, illustrated above, at Lebanon, Pa. A number of added buildings (approximately 16 not shown above) complete this $15,000,000.00 hospital group, of which about 30 buildings of various sizes are now serving veterans.

When the Syracuse and Cincinnati hospitals are completed, this important new group of three major hospital units will represent an investment in construction of thirty million dollars, and in veterans' service and welfare a total of approximately forty millions.

Industrial plants, housing, public buildings, educational and other institutions, in which fields the Johnson organization is widely experienced, can also benefit from the economic policy and type of planning which the Veterans Administration has so successfully inaugurated.

If you are planning construction, we will be pleased to send a brochure covering your particular problem.

Above: some of the larger units of the thirty structures forming the Veterans Administration Hospital group at Lebanon, Pa. Designed by Construction Service. Veterans Administration.

John A. Johnson & Sons Inc.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION "A FIRM FOUNDATION SINCE 1896"

NEW YORK • BROOKLYN • PEBERTON • WASHINGTON
COLUMBUS • OAK RIDGE • ATLANTA
toward better understanding

Now, as never before, there is a need for a true picture abroad of life in the U.S. You can help create better understanding by sending copies of Architectural Forum (when you are through with them) to a friend or relative abroad, or to a U.S. Information Library.

Forum's editorial coverage of Building—reporting trends and developments in design, construction, financing, new products, significant legislation, etc.—presents an authoritative and vital picture of the American way.

It costs only 1 1/2 cents to mail 2 oz. of printed matter anywhere in the world. Just by rolling a copy of this magazine in brown paper—leaving the ends open and marking it "Printed Matter"—you can contribute to the free exchange of ideas which will help assure Peace.

If you donate your magazine to the U.S. Information Library, please send it to one of the addresses below:

c/o American Embassy at:
- Ankara, Turkey
- Athens, Greece
- Buenos Aires, Argentina
- Cairo, Egypt
- New Delhi, India
- The Hague, Netherlands
- London, England
- Manila, Philippines
- Mexico City, Mexico
- Montevideo, Uruguay
- Paris, France
- Rangoon, Burma
- Rome, Italy
- Seoul, Korea
- Stockholm, Sweden
- Warsaw, Poland

c/o American Legation at:
- Bern, Switzerland
- Budapest, Hungary

c/o American Consulate General at:
- Batavia, Java-Indonesia
- Sydney, Australia

BEHIND THE BLUEPRINTS

EERO SAARINEN has managed to carve out his own fine reputation in the vast shadow of his famous father. Born in Finland, young Saarinen came to the U.S. in 1923, studied architecture at Yale and sculpture in Paris. From his Bloomfield Hills office near the Cranbrook Art Academy have come countless premiated designs plus a new church (p. 80), done with Hill, Gilbertson & Hays.

Architect BRUCE GOFF'S bold, strikingly individualistic designs are indigenous to his own native midwest. He spurned formal training for a job in the Tulsa office of Rush, Endacott & Rush and in 13 years was an architect, a partner and still only 25. Last year he became Chairman of the University of Oklahoma's School of Architecture, has since designed a daring chapel for the campus (p. 86).

KARL J. HOLZINGER, JR., FRANK EHRHART, EDWARD D. STONE and HOWARD EICHENBAUM comprise the Little Rock-New York design team responsible for the University of Arkansas' handsome new Medical Center (p. 90). Ehrhart and Eichenbaum have practiced architecture in Little Rock since 1939 (with John Rauch since 1945). Previous hospital experience includes a tuberculosis sanitarium consisting of 26 buildings and a 500 bed hospital. Edward D. Stone hails from Arkansas, is a New York architect of note, has designed such well-known structures as the Museum of Modern Art and the new El Panama Hotel now underbuilding. Holzinger, his nephew and associate, studied architecture at the University of Illinois.

JOSE LUIS SERT was born in Barcelona, Spain, where he studied and, except for a year in Paris with Le Corbusier, practised architecture until 1938. He came to the U.S. in 1939, has written and lectured extensively on town planning and executed master plans for several South American cities. He has also done some individual house design, such as the interesting remodeling on Long Island, with Robert Rahman (p. 96).

Architect HUSON JACKSON is Pennsylvania-born and Harvard-trained, received his master's degree in architecture in 1939. He served his apprenticeship in the offices of celebrated modernists Gropius and Breuer, and Charles Eames, later collaborated with Carl Koch. Since the war Jackson has practised in New York (accent on residential design, p. 99), is associate professor of architecture at Pratt Institute.

Architects FRED M. GUIREY and HUGH E. JONES are an east-meets-west combination with headquarters in Phoenix, Ariz. Gurey is the westerner, born and educated in California, and, alternately site planner and independent architect in Arizona. Jones was born in Washington, D. C., studied architecture at MIT, worked in Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's New York office. The Phoenix school (p. 110) is a recent joint project.
If you have a client with a rust problem, and would like a free survey and recommendations, send his name and address on your business stationery. A qualified factory representative will arrange this free service, and it includes a trial size of Rust-Oleum for specific test purposes. There is no obligation on your part. Write today.

Every day rust eats away the metal structures of your clients. Yet rust and costly rust depreciation can be stopped instantly ... economically ... with RUST-OLEUM.

Specify Rust-Oleum in the first stages ... when design, engineering and contracting take form ... before actual delivery of material for the job. Rust-Oleum costs no more than quality materials you may now be specifying ... and is easy to apply at no added expense.

Industry of all kinds ... railroads, steamship lines, iron and steel companies, refineries, in fume-choked industrial and coastal areas have proved Rust-Oleum for more than 25 years. They know Rust-Oleum stops rust.*

Rust-Oleum can be applied without extensive preparation ... even over surfaces that are already rusted. Rust-Oleum spreads evenly ... free of brush marks. Beauty and durability are combined in Rust-Oleum for it is available in a large selection of colors ... including aluminum and white.

So, take the sure way to stop rust. Specify Rust-Oleum on all rustable metal ... inside or out! It costs less ALL WAYS to do the job right.

Rust-Oleum is stocked and sold by leading industrial distributors in all principal cities of the United States and Canada. See Sweets for complete catalog and nearest source of supply ... or write us direct for complete information.

*Names on request.
**BIGGEST NEWS IN FLOORING!**

**Arrazin**

The Original Vinyl Carpeting for Heavy Traffic Areas!

4 years of Research, Development and gruelling tests in Stores, Elevators, Trains, Planes, prove its longer wear!

Yes, vinyl plastic coated for longer wear, easier maintenance...mounted on sponge rubber for added comfort...yet with all the beauty of broadloom carpeting...that's ARRAZIN!...the Magic Carpet that gives a new lease on life to heavy traffic areas everywhere! Don't delay one minute! Get all the details today! You'll see why more and more architects are specifying this amazing Magic Carpet!

---

**LETTERS**

**ARCHITECT AND BUILDER (continued)**

In its April issue (p. 117) the FORUM proposes that the Architect and Home Builder get together on the design of small houses, for their mutual benefit and the benefit of the average American family. President Thomas P. Coogan of the National Association of Home Builders and President Ralph Walker of the American Institute of Architects, in the same issue of the FORUM, expressed their agreement with the proposal and their willingness to meet each other half-way to evolve methods of work and professional remuneration which would help put FORUM's proposal in effect.

Last month while NAHB was still waiting for AIA to set a date for the proposed meeting, architects across the country continued to write FORUM, expressing their agreement with the proposal and urging action. Following are excerpts from a few of their letters:

Forum:

I am particularly interested in your attempt to develop better relations between the operative or merchant builder and the architect. This intra-industry relation is something that, in my opinion, has been necessary for some time, and it is encouraging to see your publication taking the initiative in attempting to develop same.

...I hope it will start something, if only a hair-pulling contest. My practice is mostly residential and from time to time I get inquiries from builders who usually want anything that is “different” for a nominal fee. I hope your issue has explained them better than I have been able, the value received from carefully and competently studied work.

I think your thesis can only be solved by either having the architects work for the contractors directly, or as architects, entirely. Either all types of work shall be given full and competent study or have the architects give “salesmanship” (Continued on page 44)
SLEEK, graceful 100 Park Avenue points an impressive finger skyward in mid-Manhattan. And this fine new 36-story office building is another big Gold Bond job. Gold Bond metal lath, plaster and acoustical plaster were used from the ground up.

Everybody concerned—architect, builder and owner—is saved a lot of headaches when Gold Bond products are used on a job. That way there's one reputable manufacturer—National Gypsum Company—responsible for the performance of all the materials used. There are now more than 150 Gold Bond building products—each guaranteed to do a specific job better. They're fully described in Sweet's and available through Gold Bond lumber and building supply dealers across the country.

You'll build or remodel better with Gold Bond

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY • BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK

RESULTS GUARANTEED BY GOLD BOND!
LETTERS

Simplify Kitchen Planning
Planning a modern kitchen is a precision job. Whether it is in the building of a new home or the modernization of an old kitchen—

Just Line Radiiluxe Custom Built Stainless Steel Cabinet Sinks and Tops can help you simplify your kitchen planning problems. JUST LINE Custom built equipment is so flexible, that it can be designed to fit perfectly into any size and shape of kitchen and meet the most exacting personal tastes and requirements of your clients.

JUST LINE Radiiluxe Stainless Steel Sinks and Tops give the housewife the three features she insists upon in her kitchen—BEAUTY—because they harmonize perfectly with any color and decoration scheme; UTILITY—because they assure the utmost in sanitation and efficiency; DURABILITY—because they give a lifetime of service and satisfaction.

That's why leading architects and builders recommend and specify JUST LINE Custom Built equipment.

If you want to be sure that you will please your clients, write today for FREE illustrated Booklet F-5-50 and name of our nearest Factory Representative.

Just Manufacturing Co.
4610-20 W. 21st Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

service to builders. Two types of work and fee scales cannot get along together.
If everything was done by competent architect there would be no question of fees, just as there is no question about the cost of a bath tub. The should both be expected.

LAMBERT JAMES SOUCCEK, J Architect & Engineer
Hinsdale, Ill.

Forum:
Your remarks on the average architect's attitude being Pharisaical are in character.
I think your editorial comparison to doctors bit misleading, however. A person goes to doctor with the idea he will be billed, and we pay unless he is indigent or a dead beat. Very few, if any, consider such a thing when entering an architect's office. A doctor rarely goes through a profit-taking middle man. Now, the housing which you speak is being built by a wide range of skilled and semi-skilled builders or "operators," with the idea of a profit and not with the idea of helping out a distressed human being or a family (except in most unusual circumstances which we are not primarily interested. If a builder expects a profit, why shouldn't an architect or engineer who has probably spent far more on becoming established than the builder, albeit usually less than a doctor? The current reasoning seems to be that the ownership of a house or property is still a luxury, while infirmity or disease is largely accidental, its car a requisite.

Mr. Coogan's and Mr. Walker's remarks are good so far as they go, but I doubt if either is honestly aware of the problem as it would affect himself. Both are too far removed from the field of "battle." Committees of men in direct touch with the problem would be a fine thing. . . .

Frankly, I would like our office to spend from 10-20 per cent of its productive time helping to build new areas with honest production-line builders, and to do it for very nearly cost, or close to cost, provided that architects and engineers could make site plans, all building plans and supervise the construction on a cost-per-hour-per-man basis. . . .

Your editorial is a mighty fine ice breaker.
E. A. WEED, Architect
Honolulu, Hawaii

Forum:
... At the moment this is still the most pressing problem in the construction field.
In my opinion, millions of dollars of investors money is being wasted due to poor planning and construction details incorporated by operators and builders in their tract houses. I am not condemning these gentlemen unduly, but rather feel that they are doing their best—not knowing any better—and the architects certainly have made no attempt to enlighten them.

During the Thirties I performed services for the Home Owner's Loan Corp., reconditioning
(Continued on page 48)
Modern Low-Cost
Low-Maintenance Floor Construction

with J&L JUNIOR BEAMS

JUNIOR BEAMS SAVE TIME
AND MONEY AT CORTLAND
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

Tomorrow's teachers preparing at Cortland State Teachers College, Cortland, New York, will occupy three Georgian style buildings now being constructed of the most modern materials to insure permanence as well as architectural beauty.

An important example of this up-to-date building technique is the installation of 130 tons of J&L Junior Beam floor joists. Architect Carl W. Clark, selected Junior beams as the result of a continuous study which he conducts on the cost of materials and the relative economy of design.

Cortland State Teachers College clearly demonstrates the practical advantages of Junior Beam construction. Syracuse Engineering Company cuts Junior Beams to length—delivers them to the job with clip angles welded to the ends. Workmen are able to speedily position the lightweight Junior Beams by hand, enabling brick laying and wall construction to proceed without delay.

To quote one of the foremen, "This job works together better than any job I've been on." The result—lower costs through faster, easier construction.

Junior Beams, produced exclusively by J&L, require less maintenance—are vibration and shrink proof—rigid—termite and fire proof—adaptable to any finished floor—assure lower fire insurance rates. These advantages add up to dollars saved now and in the future.

ARCHITECTS • BUILDERS • CONTRACTORS

If you are planning or building schools, dormitories, apartments, warehouses, or any other structure where economical, permanent construction is important, let us send you the booklet "Skyscraper Construction for Every Building." It gives information and engineering data on J&L Junior Beams—the modern, versatile, lightweight structural member.

JONES & LAUGHLIN STEEL CORPORATION

From its own raw materials, J&L manufactures a full line of carbon steel products, as well as certain products in OTISCOLOY and JALLOY (high-strength steels).

Principal products:
- Hot Rolled and Cold Finished Bars and Shapes
- Structural Shapes
- Hot and Cold Rolled Strip and Sheets
- Tubular, Wire and Tin Mill Products
- "Precisionbilt" Wire Rope
- Coal Chemicals

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
401 Jones & Laughlin Building
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Please send me a free copy of your Junior Beam booklet, "Skyscraper Construction for Every Building."

NAME __________________________
COMPANY _______________________
ADDRESS ________________________
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GPX provides the ideal material for reducing the cost of producing highly finished concrete surfaces. Its inherently smooth, armor-hard plastic surface gives it unbelievable wearing qualities. Work done with GPX Concrete Forms requires a minimum of "grinding and pointing." The resultant surface is so smooth that, in the case of ceilings, plastering can be eliminated entirely.

The number of re-uses of GPX Concrete Forms is determined solely by the care with which it is handled and the cutting necessary for pipes and outlets. GPX Concrete Forms, if handled with reasonable care under special circumstances, can be used literally hundreds of times.

GPX is an extremely high-grade exterior Douglas Fir Plywood with a superplastic overlay applied under heat and pressure at the time the plywood is being bonded. RESULT: the plastic flows, condenses and sets forming a hard plastic surface that becomes a part of the plywood itself—not merely an added surface layer.

Investigate GPX today. It is a quality product of Georgia-Pacific Plywood & Lumber Co. with practical unlimited application for building, industry and on the farm. For further information, write on your firm letterhead or fill in and mail the coupon appearing at the bottom of the page.
One of the most important recent developments in the construction industry has been the acceptance and extensive use of Georgia-Pacific’s plastic-faced plywood, GPX, for Concrete Forms. Their economy in use, handling and maintenance is, today, serving to keep costs down on construction projects everywhere.

Wilcox-Bein-Fish-McHugh, alert New York contractors, use GPX Concrete Forms exclusively for ceilings. Ceilings poured into GPX Forms are ready for painting after only a minor grinding and smoothing operation instead of the customary 3 coats of plaster finish. In addition, one GPX Form will maintain its smooth surface at least three times as long as forms made of ordinary plywood. Willcox-Bein-Fish-McHugh report that on Lester Patterson Houses, to get a comparable ceiling with old types of forms, would have cost $50,000 to $100,000 more than it did with GPX Concrete Forms.

Willcox -Bein- Fish - McHugh first used GPX Concrete Forms when working on the construction of Manhattan's well-known Jacob Riis Houses. Since that time, these progressive builders have used GPX on the Gowanus Houses, Section One of the Governor Alfred E. Smith Houses, Lester Patterson Houses, and Queensview Houses.* About to be started by this firm is Section Two of Astoria Houses. Of course, GPX Concrete Forms will be used!
Manhattan House is a product of America's top-level designing, engineering and construction genius. This new "House of Homes" owned and managed by the New York Life Insurance Company creates a brand new concept of modern urban living.

Kritzer Copper "Fin-Tube" Coils will not only provide the dependable, clean, and uniform hot water heat essential for comfort, but will contribute materially to the economy of operation of the building as a whole.

We are sincerely proud to be associated with "Manhattan House."

"IF IT'S KRITZER, IT'S RIGHT, SIR"

KRITZER RADIANT COILS, Inc.
2911 West Lawrence Avenue, Chicago 25, Illinois

and modernizing homes that they had foreclosed. At that time it was obvious that houses which were designed by architects lent themselves more readily to repair and modernization than houses which did not have benefit of architectural services. The clincher was that the architect-designed house sold faster and at a higher price.

I believe that a schedule of fees could be worked out which would be profitable to the architect and of inestimable value to the operating builder. In view of my own past experience, I am sure it could be proved that retaining an architect for tract houses would result in innumerable savings to the builder.

The following is a suggested fee schedule:

1) Ten per cent of construction cost for each basic unit, the architect to supervise to completion in order to determine errors and best construction methods in cooperation with the builder.

2) Three times drafting cost for additional units, which would cover revision of site plans, reversing plans, different architectural treatments.

3) Agreed-upon additional nominal amount per house, which would represent a small profit for duplication of units upon which the architect performs no direct services. This could be as low as $10 to $20 per unit in large developments.

MALCOLM D. REYNOLDS, Architect
Reynolds & Chamberlain
Oakland, Calif.

Forum:
We are in complete agreement... At the present time we are working on preliminary drawings for housing projects for several builders. We all feel it is possible to produce well-designed small houses on a fee basis which is reasonable for both the builder and the architect.

It appears to us that fees based on drafting costs plus a small royalty for each house built could work out very favorably for all concerned.

HOWARD L. COOK, Architect
Wippler & Cook
Honolulu, Hawaii

Forum:
... The builder and the architect have a long road to travel, and it must be traveled cooperatively before we can point with pride to the overall results of this collaboration.

Having lived for many years in one of the fastest growing sections of the country, I believe that I have seen first-hand all of the evils that can be perpetrated by the thoughtless development of large subdivisions. The part that hurts my sensibilities the most is the fact that such subdivisions are gobbling more and more of the Southern California landscape and for the most part are using it in the same manner that they have been using it for the past three decades. Among the foremost mistakes that are being made over and over again is the poor site planning, the rows upon rows of small lots with narrow frontage facing on street after street in the familiar gridiron pattern with the whole drab and uninteresting mess garnished with telephone (Continued on page 52)
Cafeterias, Libraries, Lobbies and other "dressed-up" areas in a school call for something special in planning and design. Consider the particular fitness of Flexachrome* for floors, and Mura-Tex* for walls, in locations of this kind.

The first thing about these plastic-asbestos materials to catch the eye is their brilliant color range. 33 sparkling hues to vitalize interiors. Rich, bright, true colors that bring striking beauty to floors and walls.

And they're matched colors. Flexachrome and Mura-Tex are made in companion colors... decorator-designed to blend or contrast perfectly with one another.

This color balance is only one virtue of these modern floor and wall coverings. Another is the tile-at-a-time installation that allows almost endless pattern variety. Still a third is the custom-cut inserts that enable you to use personalized designs in floors and walls. And, because they're truly greaseproof, Flexachrome and Mura-Tex are ideal for coping with grease-abuse in kitchen, dining and similar areas.

In addition, maintenance is simple and economical; durability is exceptional. You can specify Flexachrome and Mura-Tex for floors and walls with the comfortable assurance that you're giving clients cost-per-square-foot-per-year that's astonishingly low.

Let us send you complete specifications on these plastic-asbestos materials. You'll find they not only make clients happy... they're stimulating to work with. The TILE-TEX DIVISION, The Flintkote Company, Dept. S, 1234 McKinley St., Chicago Heights, Ill.

*REGISTERED TRADEMARK, THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY
GOOD DEEDS...

Beginning at a maple tree, being the southeast corner of an adjoining farm, thence south to a stake and stones, thence due east to a well, standing west of a small brook, and due east again to an ivy-covered brick wall...is the Owner-Builder's land containing 103 acres, five of which are designated for the Owner-Builder's house and landscaped gardens.

Your best prospects...House & Garden's owner-builders, some 400,000 families of taste and means who are interested in better building materials. Important to you because they specify what goes into their houses...and have the power to specify your product.
In today's market, it's often the extras that make one house more desirable than another. Now—here's a new, simple, inexpensive way to give your homes an added feature that will make them more appealing—easier to sell!

Add Protection and Peace of Mind...

This "Type 8" Wall Safe with a Mosler Combination Lock is fire-insulated ... built of welded steel ... has a clear inside space 11 inches high, 11 inches wide and 4 1/4 inches deep. A good safe place to keep valuables and important personal papers! Installation easy—costs nothing to install when included in your original plans—and they cost much less than you would imagine.

For Public Buildings, Factories, Institutions

Mosler also provides a complete line of internationally known burglary and fire resistive equipment—from wall safes to money-saving, non-grout doors. For complete details, mail the coupon today.

The Mosler Safe Co.

Main Office and Showroom:
320 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
Dealers throughout the country
Factories: Hamilton, Ohio
Largest Builders of Safes and Vaults in the World

Please send me additional information on Wall Safes.
Please send me your free booklet "Mosler Safes and Vaults."

Name__________________________
Business________________________
Address________________________
City_________________________Zone____State_______

and power poles as far as the eye can see. I can only hope that the voice of your April issue will reach into every corner of the building profession and at least awaken a new sense of inquiry and responsibility where, I am sure, none has flourished before. . . .

ARTHUR LAVAGNING, Architect
Pasadena, Calif.

Forum:

... It is high time somebody came out with a workable solution; and your proposal does do that.

Congratulations on your editorial and your excellent small house issue.

SARKIS M. ARKELL, Architect
Albany, N. Y.

APRIL'S HOUSES

Forum:

The recent small house issue (Apr. '50) has rendered a most important service to architecture. The bringing together of a vast number of ideas on how small houses can be made better places in which to live is of infinite value. The inevitable incorporation of the many fine suggestions your publication contains is, no doubt, going to improve small house building throughout the country. Congratulations!

WALTER F. BOGNER, Architect
Cambridge, Mass.

Forum:

... This is one of the finest displays of homes in the interest of the home building industry that I have ever seen. . . .

CLAYTON W. JOHNSON
Executive Secretary
Home Builders Assn. of Hartford County Inc
West Hartford, Conn.

Forum:

Since you did not have the following information, a wrong impression was given in your presentation of the Balch projects in the April Forum. In presenting "The Chiarelli and Kirk House" and "The Ridley House," the distinction should have been made that the first one is a freely and completely designed leader made possible through the sponsorship of industry (two were built); while the second represents an actual builder's project of 50 fast-selling economy houses for which architectural work consisted of the more usual FHA minimum plans, unsupervised and subjected to improvisations during construction.

These improvisations on the job, which make the term "Ridley House" inaccurate, include combinations of horizontal and vertical siding, chimneys and "stock" fireplaces inserted, carport roofs altered, and open gables closed up. The most economically available stock trim and detail was used throughout. We are working towards the demonstration of the value and economy of more complete details and supervision in projects such as this.

JOHN RIDLEY, Architect
Seattle, Wash.
(Continued on page 54)
MR. BUILDER

AETNA DOOR FRAME FEATURES LIKE THESE

SELL HOUSES!

- Mitres will not open
- Sharply ROLLED Profiles
- Will not warp or crack
- Hinges welded to Frame
- All one-piece construction
- More Permanent

The powerful plus factor that sells houses—that's what you get when you specify premium-built Aetna Frames. By simply pointing out to your prospects how Aetna contributes guaranteed soundness and premium value to the house, you find them easier to convince. A clinched sale is more apt to follow!

Aetna Frames come prime-coated from the factory in one-piece welded steel. Time and weather won't damage or affect them in any way. Quickest of all frames to erect, they save you innumerable man-hours—and can save you up to $5 per inside opening. Used on a large scale in housing developments and in individual homes. Aetna assures you tremendous mass production economy. Your building supply dealer stocks premium-built Aetna frames in standard sizes.

AETNA FRAMES

AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
730 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

MANUFACTURERS OF STANDARDIZED STEEL DOORS AND FRAMES FOR HOUSING UNITS.
FABRICATORS OF QUALITY HOLLOW METAL PRODUCTS FOR SCHOOLS, HOSPITALS, OFFICE BUILDINGS, ETC.

Send for FREE Aetna Literature...
...no obligation!
specify DETROIT CERTIFIED CONTROLS

CERTIFIED — The Timed Cycling Room Thermostat, like all DETROIT controls, is certified by the manufacturer for reliability, performance and engineering excellence!

COMPLETE LINE — DETROIT offers a complete line of superior automatic heating controls from one convenient source — the only heating controls certified for successful operation!

"TIMED CYCLING" and ONLY "TIMED CYCLING"

Puts All These Advantages Into Your Specifications!

All of the advantages listed above — and more! For when you specify DETROIT, your client's assurance of complete heating satisfaction is backed by a trained nation-wide sales and service organization. So specify the complete line of superior DETROIT certified controls on all your jobs — it's a sure way to give your clients the ultimate in heating control performance. For further information on DETROIT'S Timed Cycling Room Thermostat — "The Thermostat With a Brain" — and complete line of DETROIT heating controls, write for Form No. 1545 and Bulletin No. 227.

DETROIT LUBRICATOR COMPANY

5900 TRUMBULL AVE., DETROIT 8, MICHIGAN

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED — The tremendous power of The Saturday Evening Post and Better Homes and Gardens, reaching over 7,000,000 people, has made your potential clients Timed Cycling conscious!

CONSUMER LITERATURE — DETROIT'S colorful, informative booklet on how Timed Cycling brings truly modern heat control, is being currently mailed to homeowners and homebuilders the country over!

CONSUMER APPEAL — Timed Cycling — "The Thermostat With a Brain" — is a natural for your specifications because it virtually eliminates the many heating discomforts your clients had accepted as inevitable — and Timed Cycling is available at no extra cost, in DETROIT thermostats for every type of heating system!

Canadian Representatives: RAILWAY & ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES, LTD.—Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

DETROIT HEATING AND REFRIGERATION CONTROLS • ENGINE SAFETY CONTROLS • FLOAT VALVES AND OIL BURNER EQUIPMENT • DETROIT EXPANSION VALVES AND REFRIGERATION ACCESSORIES • STATIONARY AND LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATORS

Serving home and industry. AMERICAN-STANDARD • AMERICAN BLOWER • CHURCH SEATS • DETROIT LUBRICATOR • KAUFMAN BOILERS • ROSE HEATER • TUNAWANDA IRON
One of many full color illustrations in The Color Book Of Tile. Complete tile specifications are given for each installation.

Simplify TILE Specifications from Start to Finish

SEE IT... CHOOSE IT

in THE COLOR BOOK OF TILE

Now, The Color Book of Tile makes it possible to select and specify tile installations... in minutes!

See and choose wall and floor tile, patterns, decorative strips and panels in full color. Preview complete room installations from 30 full color plates in exact scale... 23 more color pages offer side-by-side comparison of alternate treatments.

To specify a certain type of tile installation, simply send your American-Olean Contractor the 42-word, ready-to-copy specifications from The Color Book Of Tile. Choice of colors can be made later.

To help your clients visualize installations, and to save your time by simplifying specifications... use the American-Olean Color Book of Tile for every job!

AMERICAN-OLEAN TILE COMPANY
Executive Offices, 900 Kenilworth Ave., Lansdale, Penna.

IT'S REAL CLAY TILE
Little boy not blue

An "all-star" cast fixed up Billy's broken arm. Now he comfortably recovers in the world's largest hospital—Charity Hospital of Louisiana, in New Orleans. And why does he stay so cool in the midst of a Louisiana summer, with his arm trussed up in a plaster coat?

Because Trane equipment came into the picture!

This great hospital—last word in giant-sized sick care—utilizes Trane equipment to handle varied heating and air-conditioning tasks. Trane-controlled air has a large share in making patients more comfortable, doctors and nurses more efficient, recoveries quicker.

This is the same Trane equipment that makes air more comfortable, more usable, more efficient, in thousands of offices, stores, plants, and homes.

So—if you have an air-conditioning problem—remember, Trane knows air.

How to warm it, cool it, clean it, move it, dry it or humidify it. Your local Trane office will be glad to work with you on any of your projects.

Heat for big buildings or modern homes: There's a better way to heat any size structure—with Trane Convectors. Quick-heating, space-saving convectors team up with steam or hot water systems to provide better heat distribution and more comfort at low cost.

Architects: Weiss, Dreyfous & Seiferth
Consulting Engineer: F. H. Chisholm
Contractor: American Heating & Plumbing Co.

TRANE
THE HOUSE OF WEATHER MAGIC

THE TRANE COMPANY, LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN
EASTERN MFG. DIVISION SCRANTON, PA.
TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD. TORONTO

HUNG CEILING AT CHARTRES

Forum:

Forum has presented some of the most interesting and advanced examples of contemporary work. I have become increasingly aware, however, of a trend in the critical standards which tends to confuse dramatics with straightforwardness, the tour de force with a really good solution, and the prestige of a project with its over-all worth from the architectural point of view.

Nothing illustrates this trend so well as the presentation of the Caribe Hilton Hotel and the Palace Hotel in the March issue. I pick little quarrel with the eulogies to the Caribe Hilton, but I fail to see by what criteria of judgment the editors, in practically the same breath, could praise the former and honor the meretricious ostentation of the "new" Palace. The dreary film of mediocre "modernistic" to my mind is no improvement over the old building which, for all one's personal feeling about Victorian architecture generally, at least had style, gaiety, and was an honest expression of its times.

Furthermore, to pick only one example, the dreary sheath over the marble columns, is hardly consistent with the philosophical concept of materials honestly used, which seems to me to be one of the criteria by which to judge the architecture of all times. Nor, from a more general point of view, do I see anything in the use of materials in textures or detailing which relieves the monotony.

If mediocrity and sameness are an expression of this age, perhaps this is good architecture, but surely if the public demands no more, it is up to the architects and to the architectural publications to raise the level of endeavor and to discriminate. Let us leave what is valuable of the past and encourage only the best for the future.

Judith C. Skinner
Boston, Mass.

P. S. The two buildings are hardly analogous, but can you imagine praising a hung ceiling in the Cathedral of Chartres?

In a backhanded way this letter grasps Forum's purpose, which was to contrast the sharp brilliance of Warner-Leeds' new Caribe with the warm rich glow, the deliberate understatement, of McCarthy's totally different approach to a totally different situation in the Palace. Though the editors pretend to no infallibility, they do nowadays visit every important project they report, before writing about it; they found the Palace neither dreary nor ostentatious, and suspect that any such impression must be laid to somewhat lackluster photographs. Let Reader Skinner herself beware of dogmatism, however. The Palace columns which she loads with sin are almost identical with those of Caribe which she admires (cf. pages 100, 107, Mar, Forum) except that the Palace's lacquered goldleaf finish will probably outlast and ultimately outshine Caribe's flat paint. At the risk of offending some, Forum will continue to report intelligent departures, in varying degrees of success, from what threatens to become Cliche Road.—En.
There's one word usually associated with hospitals—"QUIET." But there's another word that's equally important—"SAFETY"—and it covers every phase of hospital activity. So, when the Sequoia Hospital of Redwood, California was designed, extra consideration was given to the matter of construction methods. Here's where Ceco Concrete Joist Construction met the need. It provides strong, rigid floor construction. Yes, construction strong enough to resist an earthquake—shockproof yet flexible enough to absorb great strain—safe again since it's fire resistant. And Ceco Concrete Joist Construction answers the need of "QUIET" in hospitals because it assures a soundproof building. All this is possible at definite savings—less labor, less concrete, less lumber. And since removable steel forms are used over and over again, from floor to floor, only a nominal rental is charged. As originator of the steel form method, Ceco is first in the field. So for concrete joist construction, call on Ceco, the leader over all.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

General Offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago 50, Illinois

Placement of Ceco reinforcing steel is detailed by our engineers and supervised by trained erection crews.

Labor of placing and removing steel forms by skilled Ceco workmen is ordinarily included with the rental charge.

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING makes the big difference.
This House has 3 Heating Zones
1. For the Living Rooms Area
2. For the Sleeping Rooms Area
3. For the Recreation Area

CUSTOM BUILT FOR

WITH 3 THERMOSTATS

The heating and cooling systems for larger homes can be "custom built" to give maximum comfort, just as you would design the lighting system. And Mr. Young certainly didn't skimp on his heating and cooling plants. His home is air-conditioned throughout, with summer cooling. And he divided his heating system into three main zones as indicated.

When the sun comes through the picture window of his living room, the thermostat cuts down the amount of heat, then increases it as evening comes on. He can maintain lower temperatures in his bedrooms for greater sleeping comfort and fuel economy. When his recreation room is not in use, he can lower the temperature without affecting the rest of the house.

In the same way you can custom-build your client's heating systems to fit any set of conditions—to maintain the same comfort temperature throughout the house or to provide selected temperatures for different areas according to usage.

Honeywell's national advertising in House Beautiful, House & Garden, Newsweek and Time is urging home builders to consult you about the proper controls and control areas. If you would like additional information, contact the nearest Honeywell office, or mail the coupon for free booklet on "zone control," A.I.A. File No. 30E.
The beauty of

**KENCORK**

at lower cost than ever before

![Image of a living room with Kencork flooring]

New $\frac{3}{16}$" gauge KENCORK costs less than wall-to-wall broadloom

**News for Small Home Developments**

- Now you can suggest this luxury floor for use in low cost home developments... for the first time offering a truly outstanding flooring at very little extra cost. Architects' specifications carrying this recommendation may provide the exact home-selling feature that new "merchant-builders" and contractors are looking for.

Now you can offer your clients wonderful Kencork's many advantages at lower prices than ever before! This resilient flooring does the work of floor and carpeting alike... rich nut-brown cork tiles offer restful, quiet comfort underfoot... provide a perfect flooring that won't wear out through years of use. Staining liquids that permanently damage carpeting can be easily wiped off Kencork. Kencork insulates floors against heat and cold... is ideal for use with radiant heating panels. Specify this new gauge Kencork for every installation where *practical luxury* is your client's first requirement.

Specify Kencork Walls in new $\frac{3}{16}$" gauge, too. Your clients will be delighted with this distinctive, luxury wall treatment at the new lower cost.

**KENCORK FLOORS WALLS**

DAVID E. KENNEDY, INC., 58 Second Avenue, Brooklyn 15, N.Y.

RESILIENT FLOORING FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS... KENTILE • RUBBER TILE • KENCORK
American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corp.
P. O. Box 1226
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

Gentlemen:

Last year I built ten new houses in the east section of Denver. I wanted these homes, which were designed to sell for $22,000, to be quality homes in every sense of the word — not only in design and construction but also in equipment and fixtures used. So I used American-Standard Heating Equipment and Plumbing Fixtures whenever possible.

From past experience I found that American-Standard products gave good service and that the use of these products made people confident that they were getting a well-built house. And I also knew that I could find the products I needed in the complete American-Standard line.

To assure the best to be had in heating I chose Standard Gas Boilers, Multifin Convectors, and Baseboard Radiant Panels. These panels under the picture windows are most attractive and efficient.

The bathrooms and kitchens are modern and good-looking, with every convenience. Among the American-Standard Plumbing Fixtures I used for these are Master Pembroke Baths, Ledgewood Lavatories, Cadet Water Closets, and Custom-Line Sinks.

My homeowners and buyers are very pleased with their homes, and I believe my choice of American-Standard products helped make them that way.

Sincerely,

Roy Hieber
"To be sure of quality homes in every sense of the word—not only in design and construction, but also in equipment and fixtures used—I used American-Standard Heating Equipment and Plumbing Fixtures wherever possible," reports Mr. Roy Hieber, in writing about his new building project in Denver, Colorado.

More and more builders, like Mr. Hieber, are using American-Standard products to assure quality homes that will sell rapidly and that will bring satisfied customers. Because they're so widely known—for their smart styling, skillful designing, and dependability in service—the use of American-Standard products creates public confidence in the dwellings in which they're installed...helps make fast sales, with minimum selling expense.

You, too, will create satisfied customers when you use American-Standard products in the homes you build. No heating equipment and plumbing fixtures are better made...none better known. And you'll find just the products for your particular needs in the complete American-Standard line. Ask your Heating and Plumbing Contractor for details. American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corporation, P. O. Box 1226, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Look at the New Line in our new line!

This is the Shado-Tex, in Shake Design. Available in 2 colors... white tone and cream tone. Shado-Tex Shingle Design is made in 3 colors... white tone, cream tone, and green tone.

Striking New Shado-Tex Design adds compelling beauty to Flintkote Insulated Sidings

Clients will be quick to appreciate the bonus of beauty your specification of Flintkote's new Shado-Tex Insulated Sidings brings to their homes.

Available in either Shake or Shingle Patterns, Shado-Tex offers the textured beauty of expensive hand-split sidings, heightened by the simulated shadow line that sets off the finished job with a soft, subtle accent.

And every homeowner welcomes the opportunity to do two jobs with one material. Point out the fact that Shado-Tex Sidings insulate as well as decorate, and watch clients nod their approval.

Especially useful for remodeling, Flintkote Insulated Sidings have also met with enthusiastic acceptance for certain types of new construction.

The variety of patterns and designs offers a type to suit any architectural style, any locality. And the modest price... combined with quick, easy installation and exceptional durability... gives homeowners a great deal for their building or remodeling dollar.

You'll want full information on this new Flintkote Product. Write today for complete details.

THE FLINTKOTE COMPANY, Building Materials Division, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

FLINTKOTE

The extra years of service cost no more!
Straight thinking vs. cribbed design

There is grave danger that contemporary store design in this country will quickly degenerate into a style rather than an intelligent application of new means to the solution of new problems.

Already too many merchants—and too many architects who should know better how to advise their clients—are putting open fronts on stores where good sense would warn that more privacy rather than less would help make a sale. Too many merchants are flooding uncontrolled daylight into the front of their stores without realizing glare can kill sales faster than light can stimulate them. Too many merchants are following the no-window vogue for the upper floors without asking whether housewives will buy their particular wares without first seeing them by daylight. Too many stores, in brief, are imitating other stores without taking time to understand what they are imitating. The design of too many stores is becoming a matter of style—the unthinking imitation of imitation.

Not long ago Architect Morris Ketchum was surprised to find in a southern city a direct copy of a store he had designed for a northern center. In the North the original has been outstandingly successful. In the South the copy was a flop. It failed because it had borrowed only the form instead of borrowing the thinking behind the form. And the same thinking that led to the form used in the North would have indicated a very different kind of store for the South.

Of all the arts, architecture alone must meet the test, not alone of beauty, but of efficient, effective service as well. The reason for this is clear: architecture is also the most costly of the arts. In all history there never was a $2 million painting, or a $2 million sculpture, or a $2 million piece of music. But a $2 million building is a commonplace in every city. Because architecture alone can flourish only at great cost, architecture alone is required to meet part of its own cost by adapting form to function performed by others.

Stores feel this economic pressure for an architecture that works and pays dividends faster than any other type of buildings, for the very reason that competition is sharpest and quickest at the retail level. That explains why stores (and others dealing directly with the public, like theaters and restaurants) were so quick to reach for modern design. In fact, they reached so fast that thousands of stores snapped up “modern” features faster than they could understand what they were getting. Now it is high time they paused a moment to take stock, for some modern features make sense for one store, others make sense for others.

We hope the study of Tomorrow’s Stores on the pages that follow will help architects, builders, and merchants to a better understanding of reason in retail architecture. And we are deeply grateful to Victor Gruen, Morris Ketchum, Morris Lapidus, Daniel Schwartzman and Kenneth Welch for the time they have spent working with our editors to make this a definitive explanation of contemporary design, not as a style, but as a truly functional architecture.

This month’s article deals only with the downtown store. Next month we will take up reason in shopping centers—and why the isolated branch store in the suburbs is headed for trouble.
WHAT MAKES A 1940 STORE OBSOLETE?

How glass, air conditioning, high intensity lighting, better acoustics, new fixturing, costlier labor, shopping centers and more prosperous customers have re-shaped the modern store — a study made in collaboration with Victor Gruen, Morris Ketchum, Morris Lapidus, Kenneth Welch, Daniel Schwartzman

In the last ten years more has happened to downtown store design than happened in the previous hundred. At the same moment, the downtown store was socked on one side by profound change in income distribution and in buying habits and on the other by the emergence of a dozen new building technologies.

Each one of these precise new technologies called for major re-thinking of store design. Air conditioning alone can be said to have re-shaped every element of the modern store beginning with the building front and ending with the display case. Modern lighting, low cost acoustic materials, lightweight curtain walls, flexible ceiling and partitioning—none of them were yesterday at the disposal of the store planner. Today they have made almost every 1940 store obsolete.

These changes have come so fast that even expert store architects have had a hard time keeping abreast of all the implications. When changes come slowly they can be mulled over and digested. But when everything about a store changes overnight, considerable mental indigestion is inevitable. As a result many stores that look contemporary really have nothing but a skin deep coating of “modernistic” design. To sort out the manifold impacts of these economic and technological changes, and to show why store design must always be more than “looks,” the Forum asked the help of the five top store architects listed at the left. The review on the following pages (illustrated, for the most part, in the expert laboratory of the specialty store) has been done with their collaboration.

Although the pace of store building and modernization has been rapid since the war, increase in buying power over the last decade has actually come faster than additional store space could be built to accommodate it. While the downtown merchant joyfully counted the onrushing customers, he also had to face the fact that the automobile was carrying an increasing number of them to the outlying suburban shopping centers which enterprising developers were already putting up by the dozens. Merely to hold their own in the sharpening fight for the shopping dollar, downtown merchants were now obliged to re-plan and modernize as they never had before.

If the customer was on the move at a rate to make even the chain variety stores nervously reshuffle their old confidence in “100 per cent location,” he was also a new kind of customer. The over-riding fact about store planning today is that more people have more money to spend for more things than they have ever had before. The great war and postwar redistribution of income has brought profound changes in retailing methods. The once clear-cut distinction between mass merchandising and luxury selling is no longer quite so clear. The “mass” seems to have moved up from the basement into the fashion-conscious specialty store while the tax-ridden “class” market occasionally can be seen at the bargain counters. Fashion itself, only yesterday the prerogative of the upper-income group, is now demanded by all buying groups, and this requirement has spread from apparel to almost all merchandise lines.

While the customer has more money to spend for shopping...
than ever before, he also has less time. This is not only because the sheer numbers of him that now occur in city centers reduce his net exposure to almost anything he seeks or because the journey to the suburbs further cuts the time available at either end. It is also because he—or, more importantly, she—may now prefer to look at television or even plant a garden around her suburban house to that once pre-eminent diversion of “shopping.” By and large, the customer seems to have transferred his demand for the leisurely and personalized shopping attention that yesterday recognized “quality folks” to a demand for the quality merchandise which mature mass production has made widely available.

The great vanishing act

It was these factors—more people with more money and less time—and no mere caprice executed on architectural drafting boards, which took the wall off the street side of the downtown store and produced the well-known “open front.” The same factors, more clearly recognized and exploited by skilled architects, are now producing what Architect Morris Ketchum calls the “great vanishing act” in store design. This simply means that, one after the other, the traditional elements of the store interior have literally disappeared in favor of maximum visibility for the merchandise itself—the building line vanished into the recessed store front, the sales counters shrunk to hook strips in the wall, island fixtures were reduced to skeleton forms clothed in merchandise, the lighting fixtures were recessed into the ceiling, the ceiling and walls themselves began to be replaced by easily removable, drybuilt panels.

For retailing’s new customer, with little time and less interest in the old haut couture type of selling, the vanishing store has had the happy result of putting as few obstacles between him and the merchandise as possible. For the store owner, the vanishing store has had the equally happy result of cutting many costs. What you don’t build, you don’t have to pay for and you don’t have to maintain. Moreover, most retailers found that the new expertly lighted “self-selection” counters and racks enabled them to sell twice as much with half the clerks.

Rise of the specialty chain

Credit for sponsoring the rapid design changes that have shaped the modern store goes to the specialty merchandiser. The rise and development of the specialty store over the last decade is in itself a mirror of what has been happening to downtown retailing. While the specialty store was an early answer to the problem of congestion in the big department store, for a long time merchandisers believed that only the rich could afford the greater ease of shopping in a smaller store where considerable pre-selection of lines had already been made. Thus the specialty store for a long time connoted “personalized” or luxury sales methods as well as specialized merchandise lines.

The rise of the big specialty chains demonstrated that there was more than one price target for this kind of merchandising—that the specialty store could, in fact, pick any one of the three major income divisions and plan its store and merchandise accordingly. Meantime, as the sharp divisions between income groups themselves wobbled, some enterprising specialty stores began to make the best of both merchandising worlds—that is, they found out how to use the myriad resources of modern design to put even very high-priced merchandise out where the customer could see it and feel it.

Self-selection—the chance to see and compare all the types of stock available—has moved out of the bargain basement and on to the $10 tie counters of elegant Fifth Ave. men’s wear stores. The architects are showing that cost-cutting self-selection and self-service methods can be accomplished without sacrifice of the ease and elegance demanded by even a luxury store. This is one of the biggest increments of the last decade’s revolution in store design—the skills of modern design have substituted the luxury of a controlled physical environment for yesterday’s luxury of service. Modern design has also been able to extend this new kind of luxury—the luxury of service by things instead of by people—to a shopping environment for practically all income groups.

Mechanical revolution

By last year the specialty store was taking 51 cents out of every dollar spent for women’s apparel and 67 cents out of every dollar spent for men’s wear. Struggling to hold on to their dwindling share of the apparel dollar, the big department stores were adopting the design innovations pioneered by the specialty store and creating a series of “stores-within-a-store” to offer their customers the same advantages. Moreover, the department stores were busy with another kind of building revolution.

If the specialty stores were responsible for the great vanishing act in store design, the department stores, on their part, had been forced within the last few years to initiate an equally fundamental change in their methods of handling goods. This perhaps can be said to have begun when Fred Lazarus of Federated Department Stores saw his No. 1 merchandising problem as cutting down on the 10 cents out of every buying dollar which goes for the cost of warehousing and delivering bulk goods. Lazarus hired the Austin Co. to build him a mechanized warehouse. This was so successful that experts now say that the place to start department store design is in the warehouse. Since then, the mechanical revolution has been widely extended into the store itself.

Chances are that the revolution in department store planning has just begun. Says Victor Gruen: “Downtown merchants must now cooperate with city planning boards and other real estate interests in rehabilitation of the whole downtown area. There must be cooperative effort among merchants to provide parking and off-street unloading and to clear the slums that are choking the business center.”
THE VANISHING STORE FRONT

When does an open front cut inside visibility?
How can you help shoppers see in the window?
Can the open front move to the suburbs?

There was a good reason why the specialty merchandiser was so quick to assist the architect in opening up the store front. Unlike the big department stores, many smaller merchants do not buy radio and newspaper advertising to bring customers into the store. They have to start selling right on the street, and they were only too happy to enlarge their display windows to cover the whole store front. They also saw the advantage of recessing the building line into an exterior lobby where skillful display would draw window shoppers right to the entrance door.

On what should be seen through the open front, the merchants suffered—and still suffer—some conflicts. By dropping the bulkheads and carrying glass right down to the ground, the architects had converted the whole store interior into one brilliant display case. But the non-advertising store owner believes that nothing else works so well as merchandise in getting customers into the store, and he still wants a place where he can "play fast-sellers on the nose." It is interesting to note that practically all first-rate current examples show how thoroughly the open front has been re-worked to meet the merchant's varying needs. Small movable display cases precisely planned for all-small-goods items are now being moved up against the large windows. The skillful architect disposes these cases with immense care to retain the look-into-the-store picture above and around them. Screens or drapes are now often provided for completely closing the open front for occasional display variation. Where the store operation calls for careful selection of high-priced merchandise, the direct view may be blocked, with openness introduced only above eye level.

The recessed store front proved to have many advantages. It 1) pulled the sidewalk right into the store; 2) gave the window shopper a place to stand without blocking street traffic; 3) provided up to three times as much window display space as the old store front; 4) proved economic for the typical small store building lot, a narrow section with length usually in bad proportion to width; 5) caught the pedestrian's eye better than windows parallel to the street.

The open front brought some new problems. Where glass expanse was very large, it was necessary to protect against window condensation and guard against excessive heat loss. In Ketchum, Gina & Sharp's famous New York Florsheim store, for example, supply ducts were installed at the bottom of all glazed store front openings, and the base molding of the windows designed as a plenum, permitting hot air to rise all along the glazing. Because the lobby is now on the outside instead of the inside of the store, doorway heating grilles or heat sources in the ceiling are usually used to counteract the cold air stream from the opening door.

When the architects had succeeded in opening up the store front, they made one dismal discovery. On a bright day, all that the shopper could see in the splendidly open front might be a reflection of a passing bus or the building across the street. The open front had handed the architect a much greater glare problem than the old shallow windows had presented. Various devices—window lighting, awnings, covered sidewalks, dark painted overhangs—are used to
CANOPY AT HALF-HEIGHT permits daylight to filter through top half of open front into store interior. This brings interior brightness closer to exterior brightness, preventing obscuring reflections on lower part of glass front. Canopy overhang also protects lower front from sky and other bright reflection factors, while shading window shoppers. Main glass exposure is to north, while stair tower (L.) protects from western sun. Rattan Art Gallery, Honolulu. Wimberly & Cook.

SMALL, MOVABLE DISPLAY CASES are placed along glass wall, with view-through above and around them. Entry is placed where pedestrians cut through corner lobby. Egg-crate ceiling provides over-all high-intensity interior lighting preventing too sharp brightness contrast from daylight admitted through large glass expanse. Florsheim Shoe Store, Chicago, Ketchum, Gina & Sharp.

CLOSED-AND-OPEN FRONT provides privacy on one side for customers selecting high-priced women's wear, provocative view-through on the other. Inexpensive wood siding is handled elegantly in facade to key-note shop's luxury appeal. Esther Foster Shop, Salem, Ore. Pietro Belluschi.
counteract the glare; none of them is entirely successful. Kenneth Welch estimates that the threshold of destructive glare is reached when reflected brightness is more than three times the brightness of the window interior. In an average shopping street reflected brightness can easily be from 10 to 30 times what can be economically created by store window lighting. The open-front, born on city streets, is currently being moved out to suburban shopping malls without any re-thinking of the reflection problem. In many cases, reflected sky brightness will render anything inside these glass fronts totally invisible. For Welch's own anti-glare method, still very little used in building practice, see cuts.

The open front also presents a problem in lighting the store interior to which few architects pay enough attention. Daylight entering the first floor needs to be measured out and directed with the same precision as artificial light. On the outside, awnings, overhangs, soffits, etc. are available to cut down entering light. Inside the first floor, the level of illumination must be stepped up to offset the front daylighting. Sometimes the merchandising plan may suggest closing the front entirely. Where it is necessary to sell "impulse" items on the shopper's way out, a closed front may work better.

A number of recently built stores show an open front extended up to the second story. While this device may be effective for catching shopper's attention and providing extra display space, inside the second floor it presents an almost insoluble lighting problem. Says Morris Ketchum: "Upper sales floors should never have a large expanse of window, for when the customer arrives at that floor he will see most of the merchandise in silhouette, if he sees it at all."

Many suburban stores are now opening their back as well as their front with glass because access from parking lot is more frequent than from the front of the store. Most of these show that their planners have not thought through the question of what glare from the open back will do to merchandise visibility inside.

TWO-STORY OPEN FRONT in suburban store above is completely veiled by reflections. Inside second floor this much daylighting creates obscuring glare. Macy's, White Plains.

CORNER STORE at crowded intersection (r.) makes more moderate use of second-floor window. Store stays open six nights a week, and main function of window is to draw night pedestrians' attention to bright store interior. Window is not used for display. Its daytime function is to introduce natural light into better dress department, and the owner reports that the light curtaining is successful in reducing daytime interior glare. Field's, Jackson Heights. Louis Shulman.
THE VANISHING SALES COUNTER

How can you double the life of your counters?
How does self-service differ from self-selection?
When are islands better than wall counters?

The old general storekeeper who said, "When I want to get rid of stuff quick, I just leave it lying around half-unpacked," hit upon a fundamental of modern store design. But if, as one department store executive cracked, "Please handle the goldfish" is now the slogan of modern merchandising, few have realized how far competent store architects can now carry this approach to the store interior.

Says Morris Ketchum: "We used to build a series of coffins—even displays were built in at the top of these cabinets. Remaining space was used for glazed, built-in shelves, with drawers at the bottom intended for forward stock storage. The first step away from the coffin was to disengage the display, place it in the air as plaques or boxes, usually mounted on hook strips. This meant complete freedom and flexibility in mounting displays. Finally the wall fixture itself vanished, and the wall cabinet became simply shelves attached to hook strips. Now the only elements are shelves and brackets—everything cantilevered from the wall."

"Counters were then built at an appropriate height to hold necessary forward stock. The next step was to eliminate the built-in cabinet base; whenever the clerk had to stoop down and rummage in these base drawers for stock, selling time was lost. So the base flew out and legs came in, adding to the openness of the store. As a result the island fixture acquired the light, sturdy character of the best modern furniture."

The old store counter, backed up parallel to the wall with space for clerks behind, was a space eater. Now, in many cases, island units replace these counters. They are placed at right angles to the wall, and both clerks and customers can circulate freely around them. Scaled lower than the wall-hung shelves, they permit an easy view of wall-stocked merchandise. (Counters parallel to wall stock are still necessary where large stocks are required, e.g. for shirts.)

Although modern methods of air filtering and conditioning make it unnecessary, glass coverings are still generally used on store counters, adding a costly housekeeping item to the owner's cost of doing business. The Ketchum, Gina & Sharp new Wallach store in Jamaica drops a large percentage of glass from wall cases as well as from island cases. This not only makes it easier to illuminate the merchandise, but also eliminates the feeling of a barrier between customers and merchandise.

There is no clear line between self-selection and self-service, but in general the great discovery of the supermarket has been applied in its fullest extension only to hard or packaged goods, where it is proving an extremely economic way to do business. In its new Evanston store, for example, Weiboldt installed a self-service hardware department and now reports that here eight men can do the work of twice as many in non-self-service departments.

In soft goods, self-selection is more important because, as Morris Lapidus says, "somebody has to be there to put the stock in order after each customer has 'served himself'—you might as well let that person be a sales person." Self-selection simply means that the customer has a chance to see...
an example of every item available before his contact with the clerk and to make up his mind what he wants. It not only means fewer sales clerks but more sales; the more a customer sees the more he is likely to buy.

This simple principle is of the first importance in all kinds of stores. Says Kenneth Welch: “In doing a high-price shoe store, we now attempt to get one example of every available shoe out on the floor—not just on the back wall but in the aisle space where the customer can see and even handle it.” Although most shoe merchants still shudder at the prospect, some architects think the shoe store can move even further in the direction of the supermarket. Lest Tichy (who did the Hempstead store where Thom McNally proved to its satisfaction that selling shoes in a single store to men, women and children is not only possible but profitable) now longs to plan a fairly luxurious shoe store where customers can actually try on their own shoes an thinks proper design can make this work like a charm. Tichy concedes, however, that it would be safer to start this with men’s shoes.

Counter and stock units designed to put as much merchandise on display as possible were a logical device for the small store owner who had limited storage space. The typical small store owner gets weekly deliveries and carries no reserve stock. Paying high rent for ground floor space, he can’t afford to warehouse and must gear every part of his operation to a quick turn-over. Thus every foot of the small store interior has to be utilized for merchandise display.

Says Morris Lapidus: “We can’t afford the luxury of an unused wall.” But this stark necessity is anything but an invitation to clutter. The examples on these pages show how simply and directly the mature store architect is accomplishing his objective.

With a higher percentage of gross sales being eaten away by higher operating costs, store owners have asked their architects for fixtures which are low in initial cost as well as in maintenance expense. Daniel Schwartzman recommends the use of new materials lending themselves to production methods not dependent on the fast-disappearing cabinet maker. He has designed completely flexible fixtures of pierced sheet metal and standard hardware components in a recent project for Macy’s.

* Low-cost shoe self-service is used in Wanamaker’s big basement shoe department in New York City.

**The Flexible Plan**

- What do women’s hat sales do to layout?
- Why is reserve stock disappearing?
- What is traffic?

The biggest reason why stores are no longer warehouses chopped up into gridiron aisles is also the oldest fact in store operation. Despite the many elaborate devices now available for making the customer love you as much in May as he did in December, the customer, determined soul, still buys about two-and-half times as much in December as he does in the slowest month of the year, usually July. Where fixed counters have been used in the old gridiron plan, a summer day may discover a typical men’s furnishing store with some 80 ft. of counter space surrounding a single despondent clerk.

Within the overall yearly fluctuation in the store’s busi-
MULTILEVEL DISPLAY CASE gets three times as much merchandise on view as old island cases. Shelves are easily adjustable for height changes according to merchandise. Fixtures like these make self-selection possible in housewares departments. Daniel Schwartzman design.

LOW-COST DEVICES are ingeniously used to get a variety of merchandise on view in this small gift shop, housed on ground floor of remodeled brownstone. Idella LaVista Shop, New York. Norman Cherner.

essence, there is sharp season-to-season and month-to-month fluctuation in specific merchandise items. A typical men's store will do 40 per cent of total December business in scarves, only 10 per cent in hats. Women's millinery may amount to only 6 per cent of a store's sales in summer, increase tremendously in spring. Ebbing briskly through these seasonal tides are the highly unpredictable currents of fashion. A large chunk of sales space may suddenly be demanded simply because women have taken to wearing boy's shirts—a notion that may or may not vanish as abruptly as it appeared.

Nowadays these basic fluctuations in the merchandising operation are met by the most adroit modulation of floor plan, sales counter, lighting, ceiling and partitioning. Lightweight, easily movable tables, racks and counters mean that the floor plan itself may fluctuate with the shifts in sales. Multi-purpose sales fixtures are by now such an old story that most architects are currently concentrating less on infinite adaptability of fixture and more on a simplified design which can be adapted for a few changes in shelf or rack height by stock handlers who do not happen to be mechanical engineers. Above the shifting floor plan and fixture, a dry-built, flexible ceiling now provides for equally rapid changes in lighting or partitioning. (See page 71).

With complete flexibility as the desired goal, the skilled architect now manipulates the basic elements of impulse, convenience and demand goods and of display, circulation.

CURVED DISPLAY RACKS draw customers to rear of store, conceal ample fitting rooms. "Impulse" goods are concentrated on the left, on shopper's way out. New plan made self-selection so easy that sales force was cut in half. Daly's, Trenton. Victor Bohm.
stock and service space with considerable agility. In general, such old rules as that "demand" items like shirts and underwear will be farther down the line than "convenience" belts, garters, etc. and that "impulse" ties shall be right next to the door still hold. But the architects also know that it is equally important for the purchaser of a new suit to get a glimpse of, say, the hat display and they have a number of ways of relating merchandise for such suggestive selling.

Another new factor influencing the floor layout is the trend to do away with "reserve stock." Stores now try to place as much reserve stock as possible right next to the space in which it is sold, either by peripheral storage space on the sales floor or by introducing small stock mezzanines. This means that the stock no longer can be classified as "reserve" since proper design of the storage unit makes all the stock immediately accessible at the point of sale. With all store owners now keeping a careful eye on indirect costs, peripheral stock storage has the additional advantage of making it possible, in dull hours, to use the sales force for remarking, storekeeping, etc. It also fits in with the trend to more frequent inventories, inspired by department stores' current fascination with cost control, and stock storage is now being designed for systematized inventory taking.

Some merchants still find it hard to cut into sales space with forward stock storage. But compact planning can accomplish this with very little sacrifice. In Kenneth Welch's remodeling of the Broadstreet store in New York, for example, forward stock capacity was increased 40 per cent with a sacrifice of only 5 per cent of counter selling space, resulting in a far more productive balance. Lavish use of glass, openness under counters, etc., made this small sacrifice unnoticeable.

In addition to the necessity for working out all these complex inter-relations of the floor plan, the store architect sets himself a further objective. Among building types, stores are uniquely designed for moving traffic. The art of store lighting and display is often likened to the design of a stage-set, but actually it is a much more demanding business. The shopper's viewpoint, unlike that of a theater audience, is not fixed—he must be given a dramatic view from any point in his path along the "indoor shopping street." Kenneth Welch sums up the importance of this aspect of planning: "Traffic—so necessary to retail success—is nothing but viewpoint in motion."

FLEXIBLE FIXTURES installed in corset department will provide for Christmas expansion of adjoining department. Counters will be moved to another department, shelves removed from wall fixtures and replaced by racks for hanging negligees. Macy's New York.

STORE-WITHIN-A-STORE is adroitly created within tight space confines of mens wear store by a slightly raised level, carpeting, change in lighting. Note how racks are curved to surround customer with easy-to-see merchandise. Manhattan Store, Cumberland, Md. Morris Lapidus.

MASS-PRODUCED wall cases now provide complete flexibility. Extensive studies of sizes of packaged and folded merchandise resulted in basic 33 in. module into which all inserts lock.

FLEXIBLE COUNTER CASES by same manufacturer also have variety of basic parts easily interchanged by unskilled personnel.

Goettscho-Schleisner
THE FLEXIBLE CEILING

When can you afford it?

How can it improve lighting?

"Yesterday's store ceiling supported a rich growth of elaborate lighting fixtures, ornamented electric fans, highly decorated brackets carrying wires on which packages whisked back and forth, exposed sprinkler pipes, assorted bells and clocks. Today the childish enjoyment of these mechanical gadgets has subsided. We are incorporating all mechanical functions as integral parts of the store building instead of attaching them later."—VICTOR GRUEN

The store owner, bent on rapid changes in store layout, had bumped hard against the rigid, plaster ceiling with lighting frozen therein. Now a dry-built, flexible ceiling makes it possible for him to change the floor plan overnight. This dry-built ceiling has brought a complete change in lighting technique. With a plaster ceiling, light was usually installed in an over-all pattern. Obviously this illuminated everything to the same degree: both sales fixtures and floors were being lighted almost as brightly as the merchandise itself. With flexible lighting, no light need be wasted on floors and furniture. The sales counters can be placed where needed and lights concentrated above them.

Flexible ceilings are of two main types: 1) the over-all louver or "egg-crate" ceiling, with lighting, air conditioning diffusers, sprinklers hung above the louver; and 2) the dry panel ceiling, with opaque panels (corrugated cement asbestos, acoustic tile, plywood, building board, metal pans, etc., are all used) alternating either with lighting panels or with incandescent lighting fixtures built into certain panels as required by the sales layout. Unlike the plaster ceiling, both provide instant access to all mechanical lines suspended from the floor slab. Both have acoustic value. Design simplifications have recently reduced the initial cost of these dry ceilings and made it easier to sell store owners on the long-range saving they promise over the cost of cutting into a rigid plaster ceiling.

The first steps to make the flexible ceiling practical for a large store area were undertaken by Ernest Born and Gruen & Krummeck in their collaborative design studies for Macy's San Francisco store. This panel system is illustrated in Victor Gruen's sketches (r.). It is now standard Macy practice to alternate dry panels with 4 x 4 ft. lighting squares. Ketchum, Gina & Sharp, in collaboration with Stanley McCandless, have recently worked out a flexible ceiling which makes it possible to direct light precisely where needed. In this system, panels equipped with light are spotted above the sales fixtures. Panels above aisles do not have built-in lighting equipment. This ceiling will be installed in a department store not yet under construction, but quotations already received show that its cost will compare favorably with any other type of dry-built installation.

The well-known New York Florsheim women's shoe store (Ketchum, Gina & Sharp) was one of the first to use an overall louver ceiling. Here both incandescent and fluorescent sources are hung above the ceiling, flooding the entire sales area and the outdoor lobby with intense but glareless light.

Two recent big department store installations have yielded impressive evidence that the overall louver or flexible module ceiling can be had at a competitive cost. This ceiling was used throughout the Herpolsheimer store in Grand Rapids and the Jordan Marsh store, Boston. It was designed by Richard Ely, Allied Stores architect (both stores are Allied...
affiliates) in cooperation with engineers of the lighting manufacturer. The ceiling was a 32 in. aluminum module, with 3 in. cells. It cost an estimated average of $2.50 a sq. ft. installed and including lighting. (Plaster ceiling costs from 66 cents to $1 per sq. ft., not counting lighting). The modular ceiling saved money in these ways:

1. Industrial fluorescent lighting fixtures and industrial type sprinkler heads were used, because they were invisible above the 45° louver cut-off.
2. Usual air diffusers were not needed; ducts terminated in hat-type outlets above the hung ceiling, with louvers acting as diffusers. (This saved about $75 for every diffuser eliminated.)
3. Telephone wiring was suspended from the floor slab, eliminating expensive conduits. (In Jordan-Marsh, where there are 3,000 phones, this saving alone is estimated at several hundred thousand dollars.)
4. In Herpolsheimer's, building code approval was secured for simplified steel channels embedded in the concrete slabs of upper floors. Ducts, lighting fixtures, louvers, wiring, etc. are all hung from these.

One big objection to this kind of ceiling—the fact that glass counters reflect the light sources above the louvers—is being met in the Jordan-Marsh store by re-design of all counters to eliminate glass. Our collaborating architects also criticize this extensive use of the louver ceiling on grounds of monotony, and as failing to high light merchandise. Its sponsors argue that it can be considerably varied by replacing louvers with plastic or opaque sections, by stepping up lighting intensity or varying light sources.

**FLUORESCENT LAMPS** hang from channels embedded in concrete floor slab.

**LOUVERS** are engaged by star-shaped leveling device and hung from 48 in. rods.

**TROLLEY DUCTS** run across on 16 ft. centers. Each fixture plugs in separately.

**LOUVER SQUARES** are snipped to fit around column. Installation proved easy.

**FLUORESCENT LAMPS** above ceiling deliver 75 foot-candles to the sales space below. Shadowing could have been reduced by setting lamps at 45 ft. angle to louvers. All pictures: Herpolsheimer's.

**FOUR MECHANICAL SHAFTS** concentrate plumbing and other service lines and provide decentralized transformer stations at each floor. This kind of planning increased direct sales space to 75 per cent.

---

**VIEW** above louver sections shows fluorescent lamps mounted in 16 ft. portable fixtures and hat-type conditioned-air outlets. Louver sections can be lifted up and slid to one side for instant access to lighting fixtures or other service lines screened by ceiling.
AIR CONDITIONING

Why zoned cooling?
Have you considered the ceiling plenum?
How can duct space be cut in half?

Without air conditioning, the modern store interior would never have been built. Modern lighting would be impossible—without an air conditioning system to offset the heat load. The open front would be impossible—yesterday's designer had to use a large part of the front for ventilation. Air conditioning has taken the store windows out above the first floor (at great saving in merchandise damage by dust and fading) and the glass off the display cases (making "tactile" selling and self-selection possible and saving the housekeeping expense of these large glass areas). Air conditioning has made it possible to replace the 8 ft. high partition, once necessary for air circulation, with full-length, lightweight wall sections hung from the grid of the flexible ceiling. Emergency control of air supply has been used to help make large stores fire safe.

If merchants were originally forced to air-condition to compete with the store next door, they have had the happy reward of discovering that air conditioning literally pays—say, the sale in ladies' ready-to-wear in the morning to the tearoom at noon to the beauty shop afterward. Temperature and humidity requirements may also vary considerably according to the type of merchandise sold—food requires more cooling than dry goods. One manufacturer has developed compact "multiple zone" conditioning units to meet this need. These units are designed to handle up to six zones, with individual controls and dampers for each zone. This makes it possible for the same unit to heat in one zone while cooling in another—or to supply a properly balanced mixture of heated and cooled air to provide instant response during in-between-season periods.

More awareness of the zoning problem is reflected in another manufacturer's report of increased use of a multiple number of its self-contained conditioners. These are spotted at various locations throughout the store area, placed against or behind walls and used with or without duct work.

Out of the basement

Where centralized units are called for, stores are getting interested in the new absorption machines. These steam-operated units are recommended by their manufacturer as light and vibrationless and therefore suitable for roof-top installation. Since basement area in large department stores is highly productive sales space and subbasement space is now often preempted for off-street delivery, getting this mechanical equipment out of the basement is important. The Kraus Department Store in New Orleans (where there are no basements) has just ordered three of these units.

Large stores which have not yet faced the problem of adding an air conditioning system to an existing building will be interested in the high-velocity installation now being made by Kaufmann's department store in Pittsburgh. Located in a roof penthouse, this equipment will cool 12 floors. High-velocity systems, now being perfected by several manufacturers, recommend themselves to large scale remodelers who can't find space for ducts. These systems make it possible to use smaller supply ducts, cutting required installation space and making it possible to avoid relocation of lights and sprinkler heads.

Dust control

Practically all large stores now equip their air conditioning system with electrostatic filters, which remove air-borne particles of dust, lint, etc. Merchants have found that, like the air conditioning system itself, these filters pay for themselves in reducing damage to merchandise and cutting the cost of redecorating. Our architect collaborators point out that the trend to self-selection means that even smaller stores should now consider such air-cleansing devices a necessary outlay. Kenneth Welch recommends going so far as to install an electrostatic filter in a doorway floor grille—to draw the dust out of the customers before they finger the merchandise (or at least out of their shoes.).

Water shortage in some areas and the increasing drain upon municipal resources almost everywhere now means that planning for air conditioning must also be planning for water conservation. New York requires a cooling tower or evaporative condenser for any unit over three tons, and many other cities have followed suit.

Packaged units

Smaller one- or two-floor stores usually use the self-contained or packaged air conditioning unit, requiring no duct work. Most of these employ Freon as a refrigerant and range in capacity from 3 to 20 tons. Over recent years, all manufacturers have designed these units into compact, noiseless units occupying little space in the store plan.

Recent improvements in these self-contained units include a packaged heating and cooling unit (just now coming on the market) which operates with steam. In cities where a cheap steam supply is available, this unit may cut operating costs substantially. Several manufacturers now make compact packaged summer-cooling and winter-heating units, controlled by the same thermostat in winter and summer.

Zoned cooling

In larger stores, especially in the multi-story department store, it is necessary to plan for air conditioning control by zones. Cooling load varies in different parts of the building as the sun moves; it also varies as shopper traffic moves from,
When can a store be too bright?
Why won't direct light work for silverware?
Why is "combination" lighting necessary?

Since John Wanamaker installed the first electric light bulb in Philadelphia, store owners have always been among the first to pay up for improved lighting. The obvious reason for their alacrity is that shoppers won’t buy what they can’t see, and that there is no effective way to draw the shopper's eye to the merchandise except by making it the brightest object within view. Adequate brightness on all stock is imperative for today's trend toward self-selection.

The store interior probably presents a more demanding lighting problem than any other building type. Says Morris Ketchum: “Store lighting must combine the comfortable visibility vital to residential lighting with the high intensity illumination used on work surfaces in an office or factory. Both elements must be blended harmoniously into an overall effect without harsh glare or hard contrasts.”

The tremendous development in both light sources and lighting equipment over the last decade has given the store planner a tool of remarkable flexibility. Today he can combine the warm, directional incandescent lamp with the cooler, diffused fluorescent to produce an artificial lighting environment which—in the case of the store interior at least—is more efficient than natural lighting. Moreover—economic flexible wiring installations combine with the flexible ceiling (see p. 71) to make future lighting changes possible at little expense. This means that the lighting pattern in the ceiling above can follow changes in display and in space use on the floor below with remarkable precision.

Over the last decade the architect has also learned how to exploit fully the possibilities of modern lighting by considering it from the beginning as an integral part of his building plan. He has learned how to use light as a fluid tool for molding and dramatizing architectural surfaces and he has also learned that the surfaces themselves must be handled as a part of the lighting job—that is, that their color and texture must function as calculated reflection and brightness factors.

Although the new lighting provides marvelous precision of effect, expert store planners have had, in many cases, a hard job selling its possibilities to store owners. This is because too many store owners still see lighting only as a means of “making my store brighter than the other fellow’s.” In the first flurry of experimentation with new lighting, brightly lit stores did prove extremely effective in drawing customers into the store. But this competitive advantage was usually lost on the inside because the lighting competed with the merchandise for the customer’s attention. Today the expert store architect knows that the last thing he wants to do is to make the store interior as bright as he easily can. The store owner could much better sum up his lighting aims by saying—“Make my merchandise brighter than the other fellow's.”

Modern store lighting aims to make the merchandise itself at least three times as bright as any surrounding surface. This is now most generally accomplished by direct illumination from shielded or recessed sources, supplemented by some indirect or diffused lighting. In most small goods areas, the redesigned and glassless counter (see p.
OVERALL LUMINOUS INTERIOR providing general level of 50 foot-candles is here achieved by painting two walls and ceilings white for high reflection factor. Louvered ceiling sections (4 x 4 ft.) shield fluorescent down lights, supplemented by recessed incandescent spots. Valance at top of wall cases and racks conceals fluorescent tube, which throws light down on merchandise and up on ceiling. Meeting of two lights on white walls gives haze of diffused brilliance. Wallock's, Jamaica. Ketchum, Gina & Sharp.

ECONOMIC SOLUTION for general lighting, eight fluorescent lamps can be used separately from two incandescents in some 3 x 3 ft. fixtures, Gimbel Bros., Pittsburgh. William York Cocken.

LOW-COST REMODELING JOB will employ these suspended fixtures which use large areas of fluorescent lamps. An incandescent element in distributing reflector is inserted every 8 ft. Fixture is also equipped with recessed duplex receptacle every 8 ft. to accommodate adjustable spotlight where needed. Max Grove, illuminating engineer.

INCANDESCENT SPOTS mounted over cases project light to center of ceiling, while fluorescent strips eliminate scallop shadowing. Average: 35 foot-candles.

FITTING ROOM LIGHTING presents a psychological dilemma. If light is bright enough to show off dress, it won't flatter customers. Planners meet this by keeping direct light off customer's face. This detail shows both incandescent and fluorescent light directed through louvers to mirror at an angle to hit garment. Kenneth Welch design. For same reason, Bonwit-Teller, Chicago, installed twin bull's eye spots in each fitting room directed on garment at waist height.

LIGHT FIXTURES slide along trolley duct, meet art store's need for flexible lighting at low cost of $1.50 per sq. ft. Note wood strip wall finish, designed to hang, not only pictures, but also desks, shelves. Raymond & Raymond Gallery, San Francisco. Francis J. McCarthy, architect.

LUMINOUS SHELVES light crystal display with uniform wash. Fluorescent lamps, 40-watt, are used under frosted glass. Dayton Co., Minneapolis. Robert Hansen, Larry Haugan, architects.

INTEGRAL WITH CEILING, fluorescent sources give general illumination in this jewelry store plan. Incandescent spotlights are directed precisely where needed. Serge Chermayeff, architect.

67) now makes it possible to dispense with counter lighting and to put the direct light source in the ceiling. This means that when a customer lifts a tie out of a display case for closer examination in the "appraisal zone" above or around the counter it will be just as brightly illuminated as it was in the display case.

Where merchandise lighting is installed in the ceiling, overspill from this direct source can be counted on to illuminate aisle space. This direct downlighting is usually supplemented by perimeter lighting to illuminate wall surface and by some indirect or uplighting to illuminate lightless portions of the ceiling.

Even with improved light sources, making the merchandise "three times as bright as anything else" is not so simple as it sounds. Brightness, as we all know by this time, is no simply the amount of light used (foot-candles), but amount of light times the reflection factor of the illuminated object. Store merchandise ranges from a reflection factor of 0.1 per cent (a blue serge suit) to a reflection factor of 8 per cent or better (silverware, other mirror-like surfaces).

While the primarily direct lighting method described above will be efficient for most small goods counters (largely soft goods of diffuse texture), it will not be equally efficient in stores where silverware, housewares or other high-reflection factor items are sold. Here indirect or other methods achieving a more diffused surrounding brightness are needed.

Kenneth Welch says that a sound lighting plan must also appraise the lighting method employed against the sale importance of the merchandise being lighted. Thus the merchant should be encouraged to spend the greatest amount of money on lighting "impulse" counters, while cutting the budget may be prudent in lighting "convenience" counters.

The expert store planner prefers a combination of inandescent and fluorescent lighting to the use of either light source alone, and this preference is reflected in the number of products now on the market which combine both sources in a single fixture. Lower-wattage fluorescent means reduced air conditioning and operating costs, but incandescent must usually be added to give merchandise highlight and sparkle.

Color correction is no longer the main reason for combination lighting. Manufacturers have recently developed a phosphor which enables the diffused fluorescent to bring out a proper amount of red, and store owners are enthusiastic about this improved "warm" fluorescent. Our store architect collaborators agree that a combination of incandescent and fluorescent is necessary for other reasons. The directional incandescent creates high light and shadows to bring out form and texture; the diffused fluorescent illuminates detail in the shadows and prevents too great a brightness contrast between merchandise and surrounding area.

(An interesting regional variation is in the deep South where a high proportion of daylight fluorescents are used in stores because their coolness is preferred to any amount of dramatic merchandise lighting.)

While the first rule of modern store lighting is "Don't hit the shopper in the eye with the lighting fixture," many store owners think they can save money by installing direct lighting fixtures suspended from the ceiling. This means that the fixture is the brightest object within view, and the customer's eye is drawn to it instead of to the merchandise. Says Morris Ketchum: "In such a lighting plan, glare and monotony tend to more than counterbalance low initial cost." Most of the examples here show, by contrast, such skillful integration of lighting with ceiling and other surfaces that the whole interior has become the lighting "fixture."
MACHINES TAKE OVER

What's new in warehouse methods?

How can marking costs be cut?

Anyone who believes that big department stores are on the way out as a merchandising method has yet to reckon with such managers as Fred A. Lazarus, head of Federated Department Stores (an alliance which includes Filene's in Boston, Foley's in Houston, Bloomingdale's in New York and other blue-chip properties). Says Lazarus: "The department store has every advantage as a distributive institution, because it sells 275,000 items in the most economical place to shop from the standpoint of the customer's time." Since the war, Lazarus has devoted himself to the question which will determine whether the massive, centralized department store goes or stays: the high cost of doing business. Much of this cost is chargeable, not just to the size of the store itself, but to the city congestion which surrounds it. The fact that the downtown store spends 2 per cent of sales on delivery is, for example, directly chargeable to the fact that the downtown shopper cannot bring her car along.

Lazarus tackled the cost of doing business by recognizing that department stores had reached a size big enough to make industrial methods—both of work simplification and of materials handling—pay off. Lazarus' studies ranged from how many times the clerical force handled a sales slip to how many times the warehouse force handled a sofa. Proper planning, he found, could reduce handling in both cases and result in impressive savings. The warehouse planned for Lazarus by the Austin Co. is probably the most spectacular of these. Built on cheap outlying land at a distance from the Lazarus store in Columbus, the warehouse made use of all kinds of mechanical conveyors and especially of palletization of merchandise for handling by fork-lift trucks. Since then, many big department stores have built mechanized warehouses. Just last month Carson, Pirie, Scott in Chicago opened its one-story warehouse, covering 11½ acres, and figured it can handle 50 per cent more goods than in the old one at no increase in floor space. Fork-lift truck handling has proved so efficient in warehouse operations that many manufacturers are now pre-palletizing merchandise so that it can be shipped ready to be picked up at delivery point by the fork-lift truck.

As one of the few big department stores to be built from the ground up since the war, Foley's in Houston took advantage of its opportunity to introduce considerable mechanization in the store itself. This included: 1) spiral chutes cutting through five floors down which packages were dropped to a conveyor belt leading to a basement ring where they were sorted for delivery trucks or customer pick-up at the parking garage; 2) a conveyor belt for moving merchandise from unloading dock in the adjoining garage to the receiving and marking room; 3) peripheral stock space on each floor fed from a service core of freight elevators, dumbwaiter and automatic wheeler lifts.

Thalhimer's in Richmond has introduced one of the most elaborate mechanical systems for moving goods from delivery through marking operations. This system is based on the simple principle that it is cheaper to move the merchandise to the markers rather than to have markers moving back and forth in pursuit of small lots of merchandise. Both the Foley and Thalhimer installations were designed by consulting engineer Edward Ashley.

In addition to these large scale installations, merchandisers now have at their disposal an ever-growing variety of devices which range from the U-Ask-It—a mike into which a customer seeking housewares can speak and get directions—to a Window Shopper which records the looker's buying impulses on plastic tape if he will merely speak them.

PATH OF THE COMMUTER

What about vending machines?

What do lunch-hour shoppers want?

As the record rate of postwar housebuilding pushed the retailer's prime customer—the middle-income-family with children—farther and farther out in the suburbs, Main Street merchants began to revise their methods to accommodate the suburban customer when he came to town. Unfortunately, not all these suburbanites came at the same time and for the same reason. On the one hand, there was the large group of commuting business men and other office workers. To pull these travelers into Main Street stores on their lunch-hours or on their way to the suburban train meant special merchandise promotions: women office workers spend more for their "white collors" than do factory workers and quite a bit more than the average "homemaker."

The commuter forced stores to adopt selling methods geared to quick, efficient service and to seek locations near or in railroad or subway terminals. Filene's vending machine installation in the Greyhound Bus Terminal (which practically every prominent retailer in the country has ogled over recent months) is only the first sign of how far the downtown merchant may eventually be obliged to go in getting on the path of the commuter. Over recent months several large department stores have taken official cognizance of the fact that the downtown customer is increasingly a lunch hour customer. These stores have taken the simple step of scheduling employees' lunch hours before 11 and after 2 so that the peak sales force will be on hand during the hours of peak shopping traffic. Evening shopping hours were, of course, a much earlier recognition that the downtown customer is no longer just a middle-class housewife with lots of shopping time on her hands.

But quick, efficient—even vending machine—service will not entirely meet the needs of another important group of downtown shoppers. These are suburban housewives on regular shopping excursions in pursuit of fashion apparel of such "lifetime" purchases as furniture or major household appliances. Downtown merchants count heavily on having this customer around for a long time (but special
PARKING LOT access to this small store is planned with as much care as the store front. Parking space is screened by landscaping, and entry to lot is exploited by free-standing display case, which also helps to shield less attractive part of parking lot from street view.

Victor Gruen says: “The small shop is the architect’s greatest challenge. Expensive materials and construction must be replaced by ideas and imagination.” He shows how to do it with this Los Angeles job. The whole building cost only $22,000, including parking lot treatment. Stucco, wood, fir plywood, other economic finishes helped cut costs. All show windows were set in wood with the help of small galvanized iron channels. Exposed roof is whitewashed to exploit indirect lighting for high overall illumination.

ADEQUATE OFF-STREET PARKING and unloading is now so important to retail success that the W. & J. Sloane furniture store spent thousands to provide it in their new branch located on expensive Wilshire Boulevard frontage, Beverly Hills. Some 90 per cent of shoppers are expected to enter store through rear motor promenade, which is lined with show windows. Attendants take cars down ramp to basement garage accommodating 150 or to open-air parking which can be extended backward to take an unlimited number. A subbasement level holds three unloading docks and storage space. Trucks use same ramp as cars, but bear left into subbasement. View below shows motor entrance. Paul Williams, architect.
Fashion promotions at suburban branch department stores have already showed that the suburbanite, in increasing numbers, is ready to settle for a fur coat or couturier model without bothering to come downtown.) The merchants argue that "high fashion" shopping and furniture shopping is comparative shopping—that is, a woman may buy a sports dress or some novelty curtains in a branch store, but when she makes a sizable investment in either clothes or home furnishings she still wants to see all there is to see. In New York, where downtown store congestion and downtown store investment are both at their highest point, merchants point out that the mass transit lines which serve this vast urban complex offer the suburban housewife at non-rush hours a fast and easy way to reach the downtown store. Some of these men feel that the store must keep her interest in these excursions by spending money, not only to make it easier for her to get to the merchandise, but also to make it more fun. This philosophy is back of the current move among the department stores to create fairly luxurious restaurants in the place of yesterday's skimpy tearoom, to build in auditoriums (which can be converted to toy selling space at Christmas), for women's club meetings or simply to provide more pleasant places where the shopper can rest her feet.

The need to satisfy the requirements of a great variety of downtown customers—the everyday commuter, the once-in-awhile suburban housewife, the city dweller in all income groups—simply points to an old fundamental in store planning. This is that a crystallization of merchandising aims must precede even the smallest step toward a building plan. Now as never before the downtown merchant must know who his customers are, what their buying power is, what merchandise and what services will best meet their needs.

Daniel Schwartzman emphasizes that setting up building or remodeling requirements for even the smallest store means a comprehensive research program including "1) a study of the needs and habits and buying potential of the public in the marketing area; 2) the ratio of the expected dollar volume of yearly business and the sales area to be occupied by the various types of merchandise within the store; 3) the business background and aptitudes of the operating merchants."

In estimating hoped-for dollars of sales per sq. ft., the architect will, of course, start with such basic data as the figures published annually by the Controller's Congress of the National Retail Dry Goods Association. These reports give typical sales per sq. ft. for stores in various volume and regional groups. But Schwartzman emphasizes that these basic figures are only the beginning of the merchandising analysis. Average sales-per-sq.-ft. ratios must be carefully adjusted to the merchandising aims of the store under consideration. Ratios must be readjusted by the architect on the basis of whatever space economies he may be able to make. Thus if the architect can compress, say, the shirt counter to half the usual space by a careful forward stocking scheme, productivity per sq. ft. will be correspondingly raised.

Says Victor Gruen: "When merchandising needs have been analyzed and merchandising aims clearly stated, then and only then can the design of the structure or the design of alterations to a structure proceed. Never shall the structure or the building be permitted to make merchandising its slave, pressing it into spaces and shapes not suited for it. From the amount of needed sales fixtures, stock space and services, which have been established as a result of careful planning surveys, definite conclusions can be drawn concerning size, height and character of the structure."

DISTINCTIVE IDENTITY is here given to three shops—bakery, cosmetics, jewelry shop—by expertly varied entries and display within a unified building facade. Owner needed a mezzanine stock room but his sales space needed not to be over 9 ft. high. Architect Douglas Honnold reconciled both conditions by a steeply sloping roof that saved $6,000 compared to a conventional flat roof.
John M. Gibbons Store Building, Beverly Hills.
This church is the last completed work of ELIEL SAARINEN, Architect and Planner. He died June 30 at the age of 76, full of honors and ripe in years.}

Art, science and faith achieve a serene harmony in this simple church. At a time when burgeoning scientific discovery is sometimes the master rather than the servant of architecture, the Saarinens have demonstrated here that science and art may be perfectly, yet inexpensively wedded. The faith that built the church was spread by its young pastor, who believed deeply that a modern structure would serve Christianity better than a Gothic or Colonial copy, and who found a way to convince his congregation that he was right.

In purity of spirit and simplicity of form this church recalls the early Christian era; yet it has a contemporary core. Its spirit and form retain their impact because the architects have handled the technical elements with such subtlety that only an expert would guess how scientific the treatment actually is. Acoustics dictated the shape of the nave, the pitch of ceilings and walls, the form of decorative surfaces. Contemporary lighting methods are used to create the climax of the whole interior—the Baroque radiance of the sanctuary—and to provide an adequate level of general illumination. Radiant heating and an efficient ventilating system are integral parts of the building. The skilful absorption of these “environmental controls” into the design is described and illustrated in more detail on following pages.

The church not only assimilates the achievements of modern science with no loss of spiritual quality; it also satisfies tight budget and site requirements. With only about $300,000 available for building, the congregation wanted permanent seating for some 600, overflow space for 150 more, a small chapel, a choir of 50 voices, a baptistry and a modest number of service rooms. The site was a narrow corner plot adjacent to a building of faintly Gothic character which was to continue in use as a parish house. Costs were held down mainly by using simple materials and a direct plan that met the basic needs through some overlapping use of space. The large unbroken brick areas which give the church dignity were also helpful in effecting savings. The face of the old building was simplified and tied into the taller mass of the new structure by a graceful arcade. Characteristically, the Saarinens’ solution to these practical requirements involved no sacrifice in design quality or painstaking attention to detail.

For others who want to make a similar step toward a new church architecture, the part played by the young pastor of this church is significant. Returning to Minneapolis after wartime service as a chaplain, he faced the problem of persuading his congregation to abandon a
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previously accepted Gothic plan in favor of the Saarinen design. The most powerful factor in his successful campaign was a course for the congregation in the history of church architecture.

The reaction of the congregation to their new church is perhaps best summed up in the words of an outsider who said, “I am not a Christian; but if I have ever felt like getting down on my knees, it has been here.”

The plan sets up a balance of the practical and the esthetic which carries through the entire structure. By using a minimum of four interior columns and by carrying the pew into the side-aisle space, the architects were able to establish the fine proportions of the nave somewhat independently of the seating arrangement, and without reducing capacity. The layout of narthex and chapel at the rear of the church provides a comfortable overflow space for such occasions as Easter and Christmas. A rear balcony for choir and organ was dictated by site limitations, but it has the happy effect of leaving the chancel free of all distracting elements. Storage, utilities, coatroom and toilet facilities are concentrated in a full basement. The sacristy wing ties in with the existing building, forming a pleasant court before the glass wall of the minister’s study.

Natural lighting is used with dramatic simplicity to make the main altar and the brushed aluminum cross above it focal points of the whole interior. With a ceiling-high louvered pine screen concealing its source, light streams into the sanctuary through a window extending the full height of the south wall. Like the cyclorama of a modern theater, the curved white brick wall of the sanctuary cups the light, suggesting infinite space. The altar of the chapel

Typical of the fine details which enrich the building’s simple masses are the arcade between new and old structures (above) and the handsome main doors (right).
Adequately lighted on most daytime occasions by chancel and side-aisle windows, the church also has a flexible artificial lighting system. The distinctive spun-aluminum "spoon lights" projecting from the southern clerestory wall may be used for strong indirect lighting, while smaller recessed ceiling fixtures provide general illumination.
is lighted in a similar manner, without any attempt to conceal the light source. Surprisingly, the windowless upper portion of the nave is not dark and gloomy, but filled with a soft, reflected glow from the chancel.

Wall sections between the side-aisle windows are spaced closely and slightly canted on their inner surfaces to keep direct light out of the eyes of the congregation and to direct attention to the brilliantly lighted altar. Unlike some lower systems which shield the audience but leave the speaker facing the light, the depth and spacing of the wall sections give a measure of glare protection to the pastor as well as to his congregation.

**Acoustics** were considered early in the planning, and the building was shaped to control sound with a minimum of absorptive material. To prevent the "flutter" produced by sound bouncing between parallel surfaces, the northern clerestory wall is slightly splayed and ceilings are canted. Suspended from the steel roof grid by metal hangers, the main ceiling is surfaced with perforated acoustic tile, backed with 2 in. insulation over 38 per cent of the total area (detail at left). Behind the visually effective waves of open-jointed brickwork on the northern clerestory wall sound-absorbing material furnishes additional protection against reverberation. Similar material is introduced in ceiling strips along the outside of the aisles, behind the wood screen in the sanctuary and on the soffit of the choir balcony. As a perfectionist touch, the rail of the balcony is tilted forward to prevent echo from its surface.

To improve tone transmission, a decorative open-weave plastic fabric covers the face of the organ loft, forming the rear wall of the balcony. Sound passes easily over the plastic strands of this screen, is not lost or muffled as it would be by an ordinary fabric. A final acoustical refinement is achieved by the subtle curve of the chancel wall which is laid out, not merely for visual effect but to put the focal point of echoes outside the church so that none reach the congregation.

**Heating** is mainly by radiant coils located in the floor of the side aisles and the sanctuary (both areas are close to windows) and in the lower walls of the clerestory. Convector systems are used in vestibules, sacristy, minister’s study and toilets. To provide good circulation, ventilating fans supply air to six plenums above the main ceiling (detail at left) and into the nave through perforations in the ceiling tile. Return grilles are at the corners of the side aisles.

---

**COST BREAKDOWN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temp. facilities, bldg. permits, scaffolding &amp; miscellaneous</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excavate &amp; backfill</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural concrete</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masonry</td>
<td>70,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basement floor &amp; walls</td>
<td>3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete finish (1st floor)</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterproof &amp; drain tile</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous carpentry</td>
<td>3,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc. &amp; ornamental iron</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing steel</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roofing &amp; sheet metal</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lath &amp; plaster</td>
<td>5,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble &amp; tile</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millwork</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet partitions</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weatherstripping &amp; caulk</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass &amp; glazing</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing, heating &amp; ventilating</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric wiring</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement asbestos ceiling</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$268,682</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Open jointed brick on the angled northern clerestory wall is laid in 2 ft. wide splayed panels, the center of the splay projecting 4 in. from the principal line of the wall. Panels add textural interest, absorb sound.

Towering window in the southern facade (right) lights the sanctuary and repeats the vertical accent of the bell tower. Spacing and depth of louvers in the side-aisles cut down the glare for minister as well as for congregation.
CRYSTAL CHAPEL

BRUCE GOFF, Architect
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matic exhaust vent—a device Goff used successfully in a wartime building at Camp Parks, Calif.

The translucent roof-walls will consist only of glass panels set in an aluminum grid. Each panel will be prefabricated as a sandwich: two panes of tempered plate glass (pink to reduce glare) separated by a vacuum-sealed space filled with pink glass fibers (for light diffusion and insulation). To favor acoustics within the chapel and break up exterior light reflection, the supporting grid will be shop fabricated and riveted to form diamond-shaped pyramidal glass bosses. Cold cathode tubes concealed under the glass roof, just above the grid members (see detail) will transform the chapel into a glowing prism of light at night. Roof planes on the northeast corner are transparent to let visitors view the spire as they leave the chapel.

The interior of the chapel will be even more breath-taking than its exterior. From low entrances, the slanting roof planes will carry the eye upward through luminous space to their apex 75 ft. above the floor. Seating is arranged about a central hexagonal glass floor light, set in the ceiling of the speaker's study below and flanked by shallow reflecting pools. The elevated stone pulpit and sunken choir are reached through a basement tunnel which permits speakers to enter unobserved by the audience. Off the main auditorium are two small parlor-chapels for small meetings, and for weddings, or funerals. From the chapel's peak, Goff has suspended chains of silver and glass "to give a feeling of vertical stability as a counterpoint to the many angular planes of the interior."

Set between the triangular granite piers which support the pink roof of the chapel are wall panels of "Gemmeaux glass"—a three-dimensional decorative form developed in France just before World War II. Made by sealing colored glass fragments between two sheets of plate glass joined together with a transparent plastic glue, the panels will be designed by Goff to harmonize with the rest of the structure. At night the brilliance of the Gemmeaux glass will be accentuated by underwater lights in the pools which extend into the chapel beneath these panels.

The sloping walls of the religious activities building are structurally the same as the roof of the chapel. Its main floor and mezzanine will be cantilevered from inner supports, independent of the wall-roof framing which rests on granite piers below the level of the main floor.

Practical in much of its reasoning of both function and structure, Goff's project is still clearly one of those creations of fantasy which are recurrent in architecture. Its spidery structure is reminiscent of the "Alpine Architecture" advocated by Bruno Taut as a culmination of the Expressionist movement that erected some fantastic buildings in Europe 30 years ago.

But this elementally exciting chapel may be far more at home in Oklahoma than either the "Cherokee Gothic" of its present buildings or the sophisticated contemporary manner projected for other additions on the campus (Forum, Sept., '45). A member of Goff's staff suggests the impact of the chapel in this region of plains and pioneers: "It is a landscape that takes gratefully to an occasional bold accent. Such would be this great pink crystal, symbolic of Oklahoma's religious life—laced with the sky, luxuriant with water, its hundreds of facets touched with glitter by day, mysteriously radiant by night."
Here at last is a rocket-flight use of techniques and materials never before available to realize a form of beauty and religious experience never before possible. Almost diametrically different in every concept from the Saarinens' seemingly traditional church (p. 80), this nondenominational religious center for the University of Oklahoma marks the farthest point of advance in a long architectural quest.

For centuries one aspiration of church architecture has been a crystalline purity of emotion based on other-worldly wonder. To this end the Gothic went as far as it could in subordinating its stone to walls of jeweled glass; the Baroque did what was then possible with clear glass to intensify the light. Now in Oklahoma's crystalline chapel worshippers will have the sensation of being miraculously suspended in a prism of warm light whose structural frame will be little more noticeable than the leads of a stained glass window.

Though the architectural success of such a bold project cannot be guaranteed in advance, Architect Bruce Goff has previously demonstrated his ability to translate fantastic concepts into workable structure. Among his soundly engineered fantasies are a wartime Quonset-type church for the Seebees (Forum, Dec., '49) and a tepee-like church framed with welded oil pipes now under construction in the Oklahoma oil fields.

For the University's religious center, Goff has designed two separate but closely related buildings, completely devoid of conventional symbols of creed. Seating 300, the tall translucent chapel is planned to serve equally well for meditation, group meetings, weddings, or funerals. Linked to the chapel by a covered walkway is an appropriately horizontal building for less formal religious activities. Its main entrance is at half-level, with ramps leading down to a parking space beneath and up to two floors of offices, counsel rooms, library, YMCA-YWCA rooms, and a social hall.

Mirrored in a circle of water-gardens, the chapel will extend a welcome in every direction, for it has no one main-entrance facade. Its diamond-faceted roof of rosy translucent glass framed in aluminum rests on triangular piers of unpolished pink Oklahoma granite. A 150 ft. chime tower of the same stone, tipped with wings of aluminum and glass, will be visible for miles across the plains.

The pools around the chapel serve not only as mirrors, but also as a cooling system. On hot days the water level will be lowered to let water-cooled breezes sweep into the building, and warm air will be drawn out at the roof peak by an auto-
The architectural distinction Ed Stone and Erhart, Eichenbaum & Rauch achieved in this new Medical Center sings out from every drawing. Its below-average cost of $11,100 per bed—makes an equally pleasant sound—and top note of all is the extraordinary new floor organization which saves so many steps and obviates so much confusion that it will surely be studied from coast to coast. Outstanding features of the plan include:

1. A never-before-used triangular layout of nursing units which cuts the maximum steps from the standard 64 to 48 ft.

2. A new nurses-service unit which is a similar step saver.

3. A corridor arrangement which gives all three nursing units on a floor direct access to the service wing without passing through each of them.

4. Daylighted corridors giving cross ventilation for all rooms.

5. A clinic in which patient and staff traffic never cross.

6. Entrance which divides outpatient and inpatient traffic.

7. Waiting rooms overlooking garden courts.

8. Complete interchangability of wards—semi-private, private, pediatric and bassinet rooms.


10. All mechanical services set in vertical runs at a substantial saving in construction and maintenance.

Bold sensitive accuracy in every detail of the University Hospital would not have been possible apart from a new era of public health planning which is getting under way in Little Rock. Medicine, education, and politics have united in this case to provide the very best in public health facilities. The 600-bed hospital will care annually for 15,000 bed patients and the block-long clinic will handle about 100,000 outpatient visits. The medical school will graduate 100 much-needed doctors every year. Thanks to the conviction and enthusiasm of Arkansas Governor Sid McMath and University President Lewis Webster Jones, the project was never in danger of the "watering-down" that befalls so much official architecture.

Structure

Every trick of modular construction and multiple room-use has been adopted here to provide extra advantages on an average budget. The frame of reinforced concrete slabs and flat beams is set on 22 ft. column spacing. Regular stacking of all structural elements for the nursing floors—slabs, beams, partitions, mechanical and electrical services—makes for speed in construction as well as maximum re-use of forms and construction accessories.

All services are vertical with no horizontal runs to add expense or complicate maintainance. Mechanical services are located in islands at column points; heating risers at exterior columns with returns in intermediate mullions. Finned convectors for each half-bay are concealed in the spandrel panels. Arkansas has an advanced fire code that requires no masonry backup, so that the hospital will have a genuine "curtain wall" of cast, matte-finish aluminum panels with extruded aluminum grillage of uniform size. Stair towers and masonry walls of salmon-colored Roman brick provide lateral bracing.

Multiple room use

The regular 22 ft. column bays are adaptable for any type of nursing room: four-bed wards (this type predominates throughout the hospital); two semi-private or private rooms; eight-bassinet nurseries or two three-bed pediatric rooms. Since plumbing and ventilation is available from the mechanical chase in every column and since electric distribution is provided in each permanent wall, any number of changes and rechanges is possible. Fixed interior partitions are of 4 in. tile; movable partitions are prefabricated panels of plywood mounted on gypsum and set in metal channels. All floors are of rubber tile; ceilings of acoustical tile.

The huge first floor clinic area is really loft space where treatment and examination spaces can be varied according to need. There are no interrupting beams and only drywall, modular partitions will be used.

Costs and financing

The results of this careful study in modular design show up not only in added convenience but in cost totals. When the contract for this 458,170 sq. ft. hospital-clinic is let this fall it will probably not go above the present estimate of $15 per sq. ft. or $11,100 per bed—a figure well below the average cost of hospitals recommended by U.S.P.H. standards ($12,400 per bed).

Plans have already received initial approval from the state hospital survey and from Mr. Moody Moore, local representative of the U.S.P.H. Following on final approval, the state legislature will appropriate half the necessary funds—the other half will come from the federal government under Public Law 725.
STANDARD PLANS VS. ARKANSAS HOSPITAL

MULTIPLE WING, CENTER CORRIDOR PLAN
Advantage: each unit dead end.
Disadvantages: poor orientation—a large percentage of rooms will have north or west exposure.

T-SHAPED, DOUBLE CORRIDOR PLAN
Advantages: compact arrangement; central nurses' station and facilities.
Disadvantages: poor orientation; inside nursing facilities; through traffic in the nursing units.

IN-LINE, OFFSET CORRIDOR PLAN
Advantage: good orientation.
Disadvantages: excessive building and corridor length; excessive nurses' travel to rooms and facilities; traffic through the center unit.

TRIANGULAR UNIT PLAN
Advantages: good orientation for all rooms (south or east); centrally located nurses' station and facilities; each unit dead end; short corridors ending in daylight; elevator traffic by-passes central nursing unit.
Expert traffic control

Complex but unconfused lines of traffic tie together the many and various departments of the Medical Center with clear lanes for both bed and outpatient, students and staff, visitors and supplies—lanes that move in both vertical and horizontal directions. In some ways Arkansas achieves a distinct advance over the great Memorial Hospital at St. Lo, France (FORUM, Sept. '49) whose over-all organization it resembles in many ways. Both skillfully combine a widespread outpatient department with a vertical nursing tower; attain central placement of general services; make extremely efficient use of a single five-unit elevator bank.

Indoor-outdoor clinics

Most striking feature of the Arkansas clinic layout is the apparent simplicity and very real pleasantness of its solution. At the main (west side) entrance, separate doors guide the visitor either to the hospital proper or to the clinic. The clinic entrance opens into a bright general waiting room whose glass walls overlook a large patio (see sketch at far right). Along the inner side of the room runs the long admittance counter, backed by record and file rooms.

Opening from this—again along a glassed-in hall—are the various clinics. These are arranged in a series of parallel wings connected along the west side by the patients' corridor; on the far, east side by the staff corridor. Each clinic is a dead end for both doctors and patients. The lines of traffic meet, from opposite directions, at the individual examination or treatment cubicle. There is no through traffic from one clinic to another. Small sectional waiting rooms are provided for patients in each department—each overlooking one of the small interior courts which bring light and air to the inner reaches of this vast floor. They will serve as a psychological antidote to waiting periods made necessary by the routine of large clinics.

The staff corridor runs along a row of small individual doctors' offices and laboratories on the east side of the building; leads to the doctors' locker room and to the stair to additional staff facilities in the basement; also to administrative offices and hospital elevators.

Varied vertical transportation

Elevators set in a single five-unit bank achieve savings both in space and structure. Separate entrances for patients and visitors prevent congestion. To reduce mealtime use of elevators, food is sent up to the floors in bulk lots; is apportioned in floor pantries, each of which has its own supply of dishes and glassware—and its own dishwasher.

Dumb-waiters connect directly with each floor and take care of transporting all sterile supplies. The central sterile supply room is set on the third floor with the manufacturing pharmacy and the blood bank—a position just above the surgical suite and just below the maternity floor, the two departments which have the greatest need of its wares. This direct supply system means that surgical material never leaves the sterile island in the center of the hospital to come in contact with any other traffic lines.

Pneumatic tube service brings messages to and from all parts of the hospital and clinic; has its headquarters at the message center just inside the main entrance.
The surgical sequence (see plan at left) allows maximum use of expensive operating equipment. All preparation and anesthesia work is done in anterooms at each side of the operating suite, leaving the room itself for constant use except during clean-up time. Patients follow a clockwise route (1) entering from elevators in their own beds; (2) are transferred to mobile operating tables (beds are stored at entrance for transfer after operation); (3) proceed to anesthesia room; (4) to operating room; (5) back to own beds; (6) to recovery room.

The general lounge (sketched below) is typical of the bright public areas. Colorful wall finishes (wood for lobby; plastic wallpaper for halls and patients' rooms) banish institutional coldness.
Revolution on the nursing floors

Admirable as is the organization of the outpatient department, the real revolution in University Hospital starts above ground level on the nursing floors. Here is a really new and strikingly efficient plan of patients' rooms and centrally grouped services. South of the elevator bank are set the triple nursing units. To the north all general supply and treatment rooms are concentrated in a single compact wing. A supervisor's desk just opposite the elevators provides control of all entrants to the floor—patients, doctors, students, supplies, and visitors.

The triangular nursing units—which will soon have hospital men all over the country taking out their tape measures—saves a good 16 ft. on each trip a nurse must travel to her farthest charge, making it 48 ft. instead of the 64 until now regarded as the minimum to allow good exposure for all rooms on a 75-bed nursing floor. The right-angle arrangement of rooms around the nurses' station also gives a much greater visual control of the rooms. Service and utility space for each unit are set in a small reverse triangle at the back of the nurse's station—another step saver over the long, in-line arrangement. The nursing shortage, still at a critical point in Arkansas as elsewhere, will be relieved by the tiny nursing triangle that frees the nurse from unnecessary footwork, thereby making possible more intensive care of the patients.

Moreover, this grouping of the three triangular units allows each to have direct access to elevators and the north service wing, by-passing the center unit. The usual congestion and extra traffic near the elevators is removed from nursing units by this elevator corridor, which allows any one unit to be isolated without interference with either of the others on the floor.

Switching from the nurses' to the patients' point of view—the triangle yields these design bonuses:

Short bright halls. The long, burrow-like corridors identified with institutions are notably missing here. Short, angled halls are brightened by large window areas at both ends. The ample light and short distances of these halls will encourage early ambulation. West windows will give cross ventilation to the halls and to most of the units, providing an outlet for prevailing breezes which enter through the carefully oriented south and east windows.

Compact cheerful rooms. Since all patients' rooms have protected exposure, continuous windows can be used, reaching from the ceiling down to 18 in. above the floor. The fact that patients can look out the windows from bed level gives a sense of added space to the four-bed, 22 x 16 ft. wards.

Well-placed solaria. The sunrooms set in the tip of each triangular nursing unit have exposures both south and east, and are usable as visitors' lounges and dining rooms for ambulatory patients. In case of emergency, these rooms can be transformed into extra four-bed wards, since each has the necessary plumbing and electrical outlets.

Fully controlled admittance of light. Careful attention has been given to control of the large window areas. Six-foot overhangs run along the whole east and south sides—above every floor of the nursing wing. Small rectangular vents allow heated outdoor air to rise instead of forming warm pockets outside the windows. Interior vertical blinds, which do not cut out the view and which can be completely pulled aside, will provide light and glare control within the patients' rooms. Exterior vertical blinds of aluminum will be used for the west side corridor windows.

Nine nursing floors for general care

No major changes were needed to fit this basic arrangement of sickroom-and-service wings to the requirements of the various hospital departments which are stacked as follows:

Second floor—surgical operating suite and 75 surgical beds.
Third—central surgical supplies, laboratories and 75 surgical beds.
Fourth and fifth—gynecology and obstetric departments; total of 115 women's beds; 50 bassinets; 35 pediatric beds.
Sixth—large, completely-equipped pediatric department for 100 children (privately endowed by the $500,000 William Buchanan fund.)
Seventh and eight—medical beds and isolation wards.
Ninth and tenth—neuropsychiatric division.

The initial building contract will include at least the first six floors. Additional floors will be added during the construction period as funds become available.

Air conditioning

Air conditioning will be used only for special areas—surgical, obstetrical, pathology, and sterile supply services. As much as possible of the first floor outpatient department will be air-conditioned (the extent to depend on funds available).

Bassinets versus rooming-in plan

Since University Hospital is intended for those who cannot afford to pay for medical care, some desirable but space-consuming features of current hospital theory have had to be modified. Among these is the increasingly-favored plan for keeping new-born infants in the same rooms as their mothers. By an intelligent compromise, nurseries of eight bassinets are set between pairs of four-bed wards under close supervision of a single nurse who can help mothers as well as babies. Doors lead directly from nurseries to wards so babies can be brought to mothers without passing through general halls. This next-door arrangement for mothers and infants prevents the other three mothers from being disturbed, if one child is upset. Any four-bassinet section can be isolated when necessary.

Observation platforms for operating rooms

In line with Dean W. C. Langston's belief that medical students should be able to watch operations at close range, the usual observation galleries—removed and high above the operating floor—have been omitted from this hospital. Instead, the operation rooms were enlarged and supplied with small portable platforms. Students will be able to watch from the floor of the room itself, as close in as the character of the individual operation will permit. One major operating room will be equipped for television transmission to a receiving room of the medical school.

Medical school building

The plans for both hospital and medical school were worked out simultaneously for closer coordination. The school will be a seven-story rectangular building each of whose floors is connected with the west side of the hospital. Main features in its design are: 1) north light for all student laboratories; 2) coordination of each department with those of the hospital—e.g. the pathology department of the school will be on the same floor as the clinical pathology in the hospital; 3) student entrance to each floor is coordinated with the service wings to ease observation and assistance. Record rooms and laboratory space for student work is also provided in the general treatment section of the hospital. Construction of the University Medical School will begin as soon as the hospital building is completed—which should be within the next two years.
Remodeled dairy building becomes a colorful suburban house

This handsome house on the edge of a small Long Island pond results from the highly skillful combination of some very lowly materials—the thick granite walls of a burned down dairy building, 14 slim lally columns, a projecting second story addition of simple frame construction and, most important, colored paint applied with imagination. Viewed head on from the south across the pond, the colored squares of the upstairs balconies create the effect of a Mondrian* in architecture. As the viewer walks by this facade and the colored sides of the various separating panels come into view, the effect is that of a changing abstraction—a dark gray panel appears next to the red square, light gray beside yellow, yellow beside gray, light blue beside dark blue.

A house of such artistic quality could only come from the sympathetic cooperation of an artistic designer and an artistic client. Architect Sert, who is responsible for the detailing, is such a designer, and the owner, who manages a New York City art gallery, is such a client.

In the conversion of the dairy building, very little was done to the ground floor. Double hung windows were replaced by fixed sheets of plate glass (double insulating glass in the living-dining area) set outside of the thick stone walls to add to the feeling of interior spaciousness. The ceiling was furred down 1 ft. to 11 ft. to provide space for heating ducts, a few partitions were relocated, the small bathroom window beside the fireplace was converted into a two-way wood box, and, due to the small 25 x 47 ft. size of this floor, an outside heater room was provided.

To create space upstairs for five bedrooms, three baths and a second living room (see p. 98) the 43 x 61 ft. second floor was extended beyond the granite walls in all directions and supported by gray painted steel stilts.

* Painter famous for his color compositions in rectangular patterns.
LOCATION: Lattingtown Harbor, N. Y.
ROBERT R. RAHMAN & JOHN H. LANGLOIS, Architects
J. L. SERT, Consulting Architect
PRESTON C. BRADY, Builder
Free of the granite walls which confine the first floor layout, the second floor is expanded to accommodate a master living-dressing-bedroom suite, two children's rooms, a guest room and a maid's room. (While three bathrooms are also provided, it is somewhat surprising that none exclusively serves the maid's room.) Each of the four major rooms opens onto a southern balcony overlooking the pond—panels of insect screen slide into the walls, solving a storage problem, and panels of glass slide outside the walls. These rooms are further opened to the view by the upward sloping roof and ceiling which projects to form a sunshade (photo right) and by the transparency of the wire mesh parapet at the edge of the balcony.


Rear of house with its small, high windows faces north. Only large glass area on this facade is around the entry.
Plan house separates living functions into divergent wings.
This unusual plan, almost a precise Y, is a precise solution to the conditions of orientation, site contours and room organization set by a thoughtful magazine editor for his suburban house. The young couple and three small children live well and entertain informally, complete with swimming pool, on a rocky ridge at one end of their five acres.

They sleep in the stem of the Y. In one arm they entertain; in the other they work. The gentle angles of separation give each wing privacy from the others, and an entryway intervenes between sleeping rooms and the rest of the house to provide a further measure of insulation.

By today's standards it is a luxurious home. The living-dining area covers more than 800 sq. ft., and work rooms (kitchen, garage, and editorial study) are also generous spatially. The biggest luxury of all perhaps is the great perimeter of the house, and the way each section is carefully tailored for its purpose. The perimeter of 365 ft. encloses a gross area of only about 3,200 sq. ft.


In the living room, as elsewhere, heat loss of large window areas is reduced by double glazing and counteracted by ceiling coils near the windows, supplementing the radiant heated floor slab.
Sheer glass wall of living wing, above, is effectively played against the glass-above-wood face of the sleeping wing. Below, living room viewed from entry.
THE LONG ISLAND BUILDER’S HOUSE: a round-up of the best design and construction ideas used by the merchant builders who serve the nation’s biggest housing market

“I don’t want to seem a traitor to California but the builders are really doing a job on Long Island.” So said big West Coast builder Fritz Burns after visiting the great spawning ground of new housing for metropolitan New York. Nassau County is growing faster than Los Angeles; Long Island’s estimated 1950 production is 40,000 houses. But what impressed Burns was not so much the scope of building as the effect of intense competition among the island’s 200 large builders. He declared they were not only producing a better house today for less money but were also setting the pace, for the entire house-building industry, in efficient production methods to beat the ever-rising spiral of costs.

DESIGN. Good design is beginning to figure in the builder’s plans. But he has a lot to learn from architects

Design and layout
The most striking change is the appearance in increasing numbers of a much lower, more rangy kind of house alongside the innumerable copies of the Levitt “contemporary” house which, with its great cap of an “expansion attic,” is in reality a modified Cape Cod. The builder’s name for this new kind of house is the “ranch” type, and the wise-cracking New Yorker calls it “Hopalong Cassidy Modern.” Whatever its name, it is a house that expands out over the ground, all on one floor, not into the air. Where a third bedroom is either provided or foreseen, it tends to fatten up one end of the floor plan into an L and to increase the informality and interest of the house as a whole. By running the roof lines out beyond the walls as overhangs or trellises, the builder is able not only to shade the larger glass areas of his new windows but to give dominance to his horizontal ground-hugging lines so that the house is less of an ungainly box and more of a spread-out dwelling.

Whether this new kind of house has come in from the West by way of popular magazines, or whether it is a third cousin of the architect’s “modern” is less important than the fact that the customers seem to prefer it; the old traditional designs are not selling the way they used to. The buyers want more convenience rather than cuteness for their money. And, whether they buy the ranch type or some other, the builders are giving them more flexible floor plans, no longer afraid to put the kitchen in the front of the house with the living rooms in the back, looking out on the privacy of a rear yard that can be developed as a garden.

If the first reason for the more contemporary approach is customer preference, the second reason is that the new builder house is simpler and therefore more easily adapted to mass-volume production. In place of twists and quirks the builders have discovered the virtue of new and interesting exterior and interior finish materials; also they have discovered that well-calculated color schemes cost no more to put on than drab ones, so that color plays an important role for the first time.

Where the houses fall short in design, it is usually by the misapplication of modern “features” in a way that is meaningless. Trellises are put where they shade blank walls instead of openings and posts that hold up nothing have been added to the familiar shutters that never shut. For this shortcoming it is unfair to place all the blame on the builders. The up-to-date architects who have taken the trouble and time to study the close problem of the builder house are few, and these few have so much work they have scarcely time to think. A close examination of the new Long Island houses with all their progress from tradition, will show what further progress still remains to be made.

Under $20,000
In adapting their houses to the merchandising requirements of the 1950 market, the smaller-house builders have followed two design trends. Some, like Levitt, have stuck to the basic Cape Cod shape, with its selling advantage of the expansion attic. The others have lopped off the attic for a longer, lower house with three bedrooms on one floor. A good example of this latter type is the $9,300 unit designed by Architects Matern & York for the Strausman Construction Company’s 200-unit development in Hicksville. The house is an object lesson in how to combine economical construction with fairly presentable design. Except for some useless shutters and a tacked-on flower box under the bedroom window, the Strausmans have admirably avoided cluttering up the facade of their trim house. The floor plan is also better-than-average. The third bedroom can double as an L and to increase the informality and interest of the house as a whole. By running the roof lines out beyond the walls as overhangs or trellises, the builder is able not only to shade the larger glass areas of his new windows but to give dominance to his horizontal ground-hugging lines so that the house is less of an ungainly box and more of a spread-out dwelling.

Whether this new kind of house has come in from the West by way of popular magazines, or whether it is a third cousin of the architect’s “modern” is less important than the fact that the customers seem to prefer it; the old traditional designs are not selling the way they used to. The buyers want more convenience rather than cuteness for their money. And, whether they buy the ranch type or some other, the builders are giving them more flexible floor plans, no longer afraid to put the kitchen in the front of the house with the living rooms in the back, looking out on the privacy of a rear yard that can be developed as a garden.

If the first reason for the more contemporary approach is customer preference, the second reason is that the new builder house is simpler and therefore more easily adapted to mass-volume production. In place of twists and quirks the builders have discovered the virtue of new and interesting exterior and interior finish materials; also they have discovered that well-calculated color schemes cost no more to put on than drab ones, so that color plays an important role for the first time.

Where the houses fall short in design, it is usually by the misapplication of modern “features” in a way that is meaningless. Trellises are put where they shade blank walls instead of openings and posts that hold up nothing have been added to the familiar shutters that never shut. For this shortcoming it is unfair to place all the blame on the builders. The up-to-date architects who have taken the trouble and time to study the close problem of the builder house are few, and these few have so much work they have scarcely time to think. A close examination of the new Long Island houses with all their progress from tradition, will show what further progress still remains to be made.

Under $20,000
In adapting their houses to the merchandising requirements of the 1950 market, the smaller-house builders have followed two design trends. Some, like Levitt, have stuck to the basic Cape Cod shape, with its selling advantage of the expansion attic. The others have lopped off the attic for a longer, lower house with three bedrooms on one floor. A good example of this latter type is the $9,300 unit designed by Architects Matern & York for the Strausman Construction Company’s 200-unit development in Hicksville. The house is an object lesson in how to combine economical construction with fairly presentable design. Except for some useless shutters and a tacked-on flower box under the bedroom window, the Strausmans have admirably avoided cluttering up the facade of their trim house. The floor plan is also better-than-average. The third bedroom can double as a multi-purpose room, with sliding wall-to-ceiling wood composition doors that can be pushed back to provide more open space in the living area. (The Strausmans, fainthearted about this innovation, offered customers the alternate choice of a fixed partition, but 90 per cent of their buyers took the sliding doors.) Also noteworthy in the Strausman plan is that the storage room has both an inside
and outside entrance, thus avoiding the mudtracking of bicycles, garden tools and other "outside equipment" through the house.

In the lower price field, Builders Irwin Chess and Nat Siegal offer a three-bedroom, one floor house which they sold for $7,990 at their Babylon subdivision. (Since then cost rises have dictated a $500 price increase. The attached garage is $800 extra.) In their long (52 ft.) and narrow (23 ft.) plan, the kitchen becomes a modified "center hall" dividing living and sleeping areas. Instead of providing a storage room, as do most houses in this price range, the builders have included a cellar. Says Builder Chess: "The important thing about our house is that we are providing a three-bedroom unit for the fellow who can only afford to pay $50 a month. Our merchandising argument is that he has a complete house and he doesn't have to stand the extra cost of expanding either upstairs or outside."

Builder Jerome Miller has arranged his floor plan to give backyard privacy to the living area in his $9,800-unit development in Bethpage. The kitchen and dining area are located in the front of the house, with the living area extending back to a window wall which looks out on the rear yard. Bulk storage arrangements in this compact house are located, economically, in the rear of the garage.

Split-level plans are not new but several Long Island builders have turned to them to separate living and sleeping areas without going to two-story construction. A typical arrangement is offered by Builder Bradford Stiles in his $13,450 house in Huntington (see next page). Stiles' house has a half-cellar under the sleeping area, which he has divided between a utility room and a garage; above the living room this is balanced out by a large storage attic. The exteriors of such schemes are complicated and are one place where good architects are still needed.

Duplex houses—the building rage of the early Twenties—are making a comeback on Long Island, especially in areas close to the city where land is higher priced. At Bayside, where land prices run about $60 a front foot in residential sections, Builder Lewis
Funk is putting up 400 neatly trimmed semi-detached houses. In design, the units are a distinct improvement, in their plain handling of brick and wood trim, over the traditionally big-and-boxy duplexes. A two-story floor plan is used for each living unit, to conform to the New York City Code requirement that each unit be completely separate from the other.

The two-story single house is hard to find in Long Island subdivisions despite the fact that two-story construction still provides more space at less cost-per-cubic-foot than any other building form. A recent experiment by Builder Kalman Klein and David Teicholz on their New Hyde Park subdivisions indicates, however, that house buyers still recognize this advantage of two-story houses. The two builders put up seven model houses on their development, then gave customers their choice of which one they wanted to buy. Six of the units were basically one-floor designs (some had expansion attics), only one was a two-story (pictured on the left.) It proved to be the most popular seller, at $17,000. In floor plan, the Klein & Teicholz house shows some welcome changes from the old center hall arrangement. Circulation to any part of the house from the front door is adequately handled. A downstairs bathroom is located economically, underneath the upstairs bath.

Over $20,000

In the higher-priced brackets, ($20,000 and over) the Long Island builders have almost completely taken over the functions of the custom builder who dominated this market. The big luxury houses are museum pieces—as are the big, low-taxed incomes which were required to keep them up. Significantly, a great many of the higher priced houses built by merchant builders are being developed on old estates which are being carved up for real estate purposes. One builder, Sam Berger, bought out the entire village of Saddle Rock on the plush North Shore for his 250-unit development of $25,000 houses.

The merchant builder’s big advantage under these new conditions is his ability, through mass volume and construction efficiencies, to provide more living space for the dollar than the custom-work contractor can. A good example of this was seen in Builder Emmanual Ballin’s $30,000 house, shown in last month’s FORUM.

Among the most successful of the higher-priced builders are Newell & Daniel who are developing a 160-acre tract near Lake Success. The two builders expect to put up 75 units this year in the $25,000-$28,000 price range. To keep their production line as uncomplicated as possible, Newell & Daniel offer a choice of only two floor plans, with a further choice of three facade variations. The layout for the $25,000 house, shown opposite, has generally good circulation. The combination den-bedroom, with its plastic folding door on the living room side, is an interesting example of multi-use space arrangement. The two-bathroom arrangement is to be found in most higher-priced houses. However, many builders don’t take the cost-cutting advantage of putting them back-to-back as they are here.
CALIFORNIA HOUSE that can teach the Long Island builders some lessons

In their field survey of Long Island houses, Forum editors did not find one house which equaled, in price and quality, the Palo Alto (Calif.) builder house pictured on the right. This house proves that California's leadership is based not on climate--Palo Alto's is not too different from Long Island--but on good sense.

Like the Long Island builders, Joseph Eichler builds houses primarily to sell them. He sold out his 51-unit subdivision of these houses in a fortnight, plans three more tracts of similar houses. Palo Alto had never seen anything like his houses but wasn't their novelty that sold them. It was the common sense proposition that Eichler offered more—and better—living space (1,044 sq. ft.) for the money ($9,400) than other builders in the area. In short, he had a better product.

To get this better product, Joe Eichler did some hard-headed planning with his architects, Anshen & Allen. They planned the houses as houses should be planned—from the inside out. A floor plan, based on the 1950 living requirements of a typical Palo Alto family, was worked out. Then it was framed in, logically and without fuss. As a result, the buyers of Eichler's houses are getting a bonus of more living area in exchange for giving up whatever traditional notions they had about house design.

PRODUCTION. The Long Islanders are old hands at stretching the construction dollar. This year: better production control; a switch to slab construction

Better production control on the site, rather than prefabricated miracles off the site, is the key to the cost-cutting, efficient construction on Long Island's typical 1950 subdivision. For many an Island builder, such economies are a grim necessity: the upward swoosh in prices this spring caught him with a subdivision which was sold out at firm prices but is being built under rising material costs.

The result was that the builders have been tightening up their construction schedules all along the line to eliminate money-wasting loopholes.

Even small builder Bradford Stiles in Huntington (100 houses a year) finds it worth while to keep daily records on material flow and labor production on his Rollingwood subdivision. An important part of his production system is a bonus system for his crew foremen. (Stiles tried a bonus system for all his workers last year, found the record-keeping operation too complicated.) Each foreman is paid $10 extra for each house he completes below a given number of hours. (Sample production goal: framing, without roofing and sheathing, 190 hours.) “The foremen are, in effect, subcontractors,” Stiles points out. “The only difference is that we have tighter controls over them than we have over our subs.”

Site Planning

In laying out their sites, Long Island builders are taking particular advantage of the savings offered by curvilinear street patterns. Curved streets mean less street to pave, provide more house lots to the acre, and serve to break up the monotony of their standardized houses. A good example of this is found at the Twin Oaks subdivision in Babylon where hundreds of similar houses are given better treatment through curvilinear streets. On this site, Builders Irwin Chess and Nat Siegal have added interest to their houses by preserving as many large trees as possible. Their surveyors spot each tree, then give the builders a stake mark on those which can be saved. The result is a landscaping bonus that makes the house-selling operation that much easier.

At Forest City subdivision in Wantagh, Builders Bernard Krinsky and Ernest Beck complete all their street and house grading—includ-
ing the removal or return of backfill—before the building trades come on the job. The reason: the site is unobstructed by dirt piles so that lumber can be moved in quickly and framing operations started without having “mountains” of dirt in the way. Says Krinsky: “As far as we're concerned, it means putting more money in the project before we make our first draw on building loan money but we find that it pays off in the long run.”

At Saddle Rock, a 250-house development of $25,000 houses, Builder Sam Berger is having the grading done by his own organization rather than subbing it out. After three months, he finds that his own men, using mostly rented machinery, are doing the job more cheaply than an outside contractor. This has the further advantage of giving Berger tighter controls over his grading operation, which will involve shifting 500,000 tons of dirt before the project is completed.

The most important change in Long Island construction methods involves foundations: the switch is to slabs. Almost three-quarters of the small houses insured by FHA this year will be basementless jobs. Even in larger houses, slabs are being accepted both by the builder and his customers. Builder Berger offers his luxury-trade customers a choice of slabs or cellar: a majority of them choose slabs. (Among other things, it means a price allowance of over $1,000 for the slab-selectors.)

The Long Island builders are taking the switch to slabs in their stride. In most cases, they are following FHA requirements. A typical FHA-approved installation is shown below. Three months ago, the New York FHA office issued an order specifying inorganic insulation. Many builders are using glass fiber to comply with this new specification.

Production shortcuts are helping builders keep costs down in their slab-and-footing operation. Spread footings are seldom used. Although they require less concrete, the labor involved in the form work makes their overall cost too high. FHA accepts an 8 in. solid footing without forms and many builders are using this method. Foundations are dug out with flail diggers in a matter of minutes. Footings are poured from ready-mix trucks up to grade. After the concrete has set, short forms are placed on top of the unformed footing and more concrete poured to bring the overall footing high enough to meet FHA's requirement that slab floors be at least 2 ft. above street level. The diagram above shows one interesting way in which builders are getting around even this limited amount of form work. The shortcut consists simply of a concrete or cinder block which is specially cast to provide the necessary indent for insulation and slab.

Cellars and crawl spaces

Cellars are still popular enough with house buyers for many builders to include them in their construction programs. At the Rothrock subdivision in Hicksville, Builders Sidney and Bertram Roth offered customers a cellar for $900 extra in their $9,700 houses. Over 90 per cent of them took the cellars. In putting in cellars, most builders are careful to see that the cellar does not stand high on the site so that the low lines of their “ranch” houses are destroyed. To avoid this, they are providing areaways around cellar windows so that the windows can be placed below grade.

At his Ronek Park subdivision in Amityville, Builder Tom Romano is using crawl space construction in his $6,990 house. Instead of digging each crawl space separately, he has 15 yd. dirt-moving machines ($130 a day) can dig foundations in this manner for 20 houses in less than a day. Bulldozers and smaller pan machines push the backfill in between the houses after the cinder block foundations are put in.

Frame construction

Most Long Island houses are basically frame constructed, despite the current ballooning of lumber prices. For most builders, precutting of lumber is a production “must.” Builder Bradford Stile finds that precutting and bundling of lumber pays off on his 100 house-a-year subdivision. Says he: "It costs me more to start out with but I am sure that I'm not going to have my lumber kicked all around the site.”

The basic framing operation is supplemented by an increasing number of fabricated units. Metal door bucks and window frames are common, even in $7,000 houses. Builder Bernard Krinsky estimates a 30 per cent labor saving in the use of door bucks, more than offsetting their extra cost. At Twin Oaks subdivision in Babylon, the builders use them except for the front and back doors where the cost of drilling to install weatherproofing makes a wood frame more economical.

**STORAGE.** The customers want plenty of storage in their space-cramped houses. Faced with this dilemma the builders come up with some bright ideas

One of the persistent problems in the small, basementless house is that of storage. The solutions break down to three categories: 1) general storage—the storage room, 2) bedroom storage and 3) specialized built-in storage. In each case, some of the Long Island builders are coming up with some bright solutions.

Storage rooms for basementless houses are a merchandising “must” for builders. In smaller houses, the storage room doubles as the heating room. This year, more Long Island builders are taking into consideration the fact that a storage room should have direct access to the outdoors so that equipment like lawn mowers and bikes is not dragged through the house. In the small (800 ft.) Alto houses in East Hempstead, Builder Sam Grossman has turned his heater-storage room with its only door to the outside. In larger houses, the storage utility room is often placed with an entrance on the kitchen and to the outside. An economical solution is to build storage space into the rear of the garage, with access directly from the kitchen.

Bedroom storage

The small size of bedrooms in most builder houses calls for special consideration of storage requirements. The old-time bureau (which has been called “the silliest storage facility invented by man”) is
Built-ins

Built-ins, of course, are not new to the building industry. Builders have been supplying ponderous built-in bookcases, china closets, corner cabinets for many years. In the new Long Island houses, however, builders are by-passing these heavy-handed, dust-catching gimmicks and providing efficient storage units which are notable, in some instances, for their clean-cut design. Particularly interesting is the design of kitchen pass-through units.

Among the more interesting built-ins is a card-table "closet" which is part of the fireplace wall at Forest City subdivision in Wantagh. Roslyn Builder Walter Marchant provides a neat built-in guest vanity with drawers. It is built into the side of a two-way fireplace and faces the main entrance door. An inexpensive wall table which folds back when not in use is part of the equipment in Leo Silbert’s $8,400 house.

The Long Island builders are steering clear of built-in television, for the time being, at least. Most of them report no customer pressure for it—despite the fact that Levitt has introduced it in his $7,990 house. One builder makes provision for it in his fireplace wall, with access to the set for repairs from a storage closet immediately adjoining.

KITCHEN.
The Long Island trend is to make kitchens bigger, provide more counter space and storage. The reason: the kitchen still sells the house

The Long Island builders have always been a kitchen-conscious crew for the simple reason that the house buying ritual is usually presided over by the ladies. In every case, they have tried to keep their kitchens as big as possible, clipping space from the living area to do it. Since dining space is restricted in 1950's smaller houses, most builders try to provide some sort of space in the kitchens for dining purposes. It often consists merely of a breakfast bar. In larger houses it will often involve a separate dining area in the kitchen with a waist-high serving partition in between. In their Wilshire Hills $25,000 house, Builder Bowers and Effron provide a 20 x 15 ft. kitchen with a complete set of appliances at one end and a large dining area with a porcelain tiled fireplace at the other.

Kitchen cabinets

Builders are paying more attention to kitchen cabinet details. Even in small houses, builders are specifying specially made wooden cabinets. They are careful to get a good expanse of flush working surface either by buying a manufacturer's modularly-designed "package" or by having a kitchen designed for them. This usually involves a specially fabricated plastic-topped working space which fits over a whole wall of kitchen appliances including a washing machine and drier.

Pass-throughs between the kitchen and the dining area are to be found in almost all small houses—and in most of the bigger ones. Many builders have specified specially fabricated pass-through units with storage facilities for dishes and silverware on both the
kitchen and dining-area sides. At Builder Jerome Miller's project in Bethpage the kitchen is opened to the living-dining area on two sides. One section is a pass-through to the dining area, the other is a breakfast bar. Such wide-openness in kitchens is made possible by providing a kitchen ventilating fan to draw cooking smells to the outside.

**BATHROOMS.** That fine Victorian stand-by, the counter lavatory, makes a better-late-than-never comeback in the new builder houses

A common-sense 19th Century bathroom fixture is making a long overdue return appearance in Long Island builder houses this year. The fixture is the counter lavatory—a long table with a depressed wash basin. In Victorian times, this table with its heavy marble top dominated the bathroom. The 1950 models are made more compact to fit in with the smaller size of most bathrooms. They are improved over Victorian models in providing built-in storage: most have drawer space under the table, with provision for knee space.

The fixtures, which are available from most of the big plumbing equipment companies, have been handled in various ways by the Long Island builders. Most models come with a plastic topped table but Builder Jerry Weiss has eliminated this in his $25,000 houses and tiled his table tops with the same color tile as the rest of the bathroom. Most builders using the counter lavatory provide a large built-in vanity mirror, extending the length of the counter. At their Hillside development, Klein & Teicholz provide a counter lavatory on one side of their bathroom wall, near the door, and a vanity table on the other. A fabricated waist-high storage unit to separate the "vanitory" from the water closet is another arrangement used by builders.

**Medicine chests**

The counter lavatories have resulted in some changes with regard to the old-fashioned medicine chest. The medicine chest—minus the door mirror—is being put on another wall. Better still, it is being replaced by a built-in or free-standing cabinet. Builder G. A. Mezger has eliminated the chest altogether at his Norgate project and is supplying a 5 ft. steel cabinet with a full length mirror on the door.

Built-in hampers are commonplace in most builder houses but Builders Leo and Dick Silbert provide a laundry chute directly to the basement. Another sales feature in the Silbert house is a small hinged-door which provides access from the bathroom to the top two drawers of the adjoining linen closet.

Most of the $15,000-and-over houses include two bathrooms. However, in the $11,000 house at Forest City subdivision in Wantagh, Builder Krinsky is supplying a second small bathroom in the big bedroom of his three-bedroom houses. It will contain a water closet and a wash-basin with a built-in hamper underneath. No Long Island house, large or small, has exploited the design and merchandising advantages of the two-passenger bathroom arrangement, which involves the partitioning of the various components of the bathroom so that the facilities can be used by more than one person at a time.

**HEATING.** Radiant heating, hesitantly accepted at first as a cost-cutting device, is on its way to becoming a permanent fixture in the builder's plans

The swing to panel heating—pioneered on a large scale by the Levitts in 1947—is the big heating news on Long Island this year. Over half the FHA-financed small houses—and a sizable number of large ones—on the Island have slab heating.
Most builders accepted radiant heating without enthusiasm at first as a cost-cutting device. But experience has shown them that it speeds up their construction operations and also that customer resistance—a strong factor in past years—is weakening. Most Long Island builders are using copper tubing which, because it bends easily, requires fewer joint connections. In small house installations, pipes are placed uniformly, usually 9 or 12 in. on center, with a separate circuit for each room. There is usually no variation in the pipe arrangement—no matter how the house is oriented—so that a uniform, quick construction job is had.

New combination

In the larger house field, Sam Berger provides an interesting combination of convection heating and panel heating in some of his Saddle Rock houses for reasons that make sense both design-wise and dollar-wise. Cost savings—involving several hundred dollars—are made by digging out a cellar for only two-thirds of the house. The other third is a slab with embedded copper pipes. The slab is the floor of the garage (which may or may not be panel heated) and the all-purpose room. This will, in most cases, be used as a children’s playroom where warmed floors are particularly desirable. The panel heating circuit runs directly from the boiler with separate mixing valves and circulator, maintaining the comfortable low temperature required in a panel heating system.

Enter baseboard

Baseboard perimeter heating is becoming more popular with Long Island builders now that its prices are becoming more competitive with orthodox systems. In his Saddle Rock houses, Builder Berger provides baseboard heating, instead of the usual convector, along his big living-room picture window. Not only does it give him more even heat distribution at this high heat-loss area, but it permits better furniture placement, since the convector is low and almost flush.

SELLING. With houses harder to sell, the builder is taking a good, hard look at his merchandising methods once more and upping the quality of his product

As summer began, most Long Island builders had sold out their subdivisions and were settled down to the full-time business of getting houses built before winter curtailed their operations. One thing was certain, however: house selling was no longer an automatic order-taking process. For the first time in a decade, the builders had felt the full force of the buyer’s market this Spring.

This new merchandising climate was anticipated by many builders in the closer attention they had given to their 1950 product. It was apparent that better design would be one of the most important bonuses—if not the most important—offered to coax New Yorkers out of their apartments and older houses into a new subdivision house.

Model house

As far as the actual selling operation is concerned, the model house is still the main base of operations for the builders. Long Island practice is to sell out the subdivision from the model house; as a result, great care is taken in preparing these showcase houses. Builder Kalman Klein in New Hyde Park was careful to furnish his group of houses with modern furniture and appointments. The overall effect was to give the interiors a cleaner, more open effect. (Most builders still persisted, however, in decorating their model houses with chintzy trappings straight out of a Betty Grable musical.)

Selling “extras” is a time-honored builder’s custom. Most builders put up a basic model house and then tell the customers what they can have added to it. At his Forest City subdivision, Builder Bernard Krinsky has a new switch to this. He is unveiling a model house this month which has all the extras in it. Instead of telling potential house buyers how much extra everything will cost, he will start out with the price of the complete house and then scale it down to the pocketbook requirements of the individual buyer. Says Krinsky:

“The important point is that we will show them a house that will give them an idea of what it can look like, even if they can’t afford the full package at the beginning. Also, we think that we will make more equipment sales by putting everything into the house than if we just show a price list for extras.”

Dime exhibit

Seventy-nine Long Island builders have taken advantage of a unique selling aid provided for them by the Long Island Home Builders Institute and the Dime Savings Bank in Brooklyn. It is the Dime’s “Home Buyer’s Exposition,” a permanent exhibition showing the latest offerings of builders and manufacturers of home equipment and materials. The exhibit covers 5,000 ft. on the main floor of the Dime’s headquarters in downtown Brooklyn. In the year that it has been open, over 100,000 New Yorkers have "shopped" through the exhibit, looking at the plans and pictures of the new builder houses. Each builder is allotted a 27 x 42 in. curved panel to present the pertinent facts about his subdivision. (Sample data: monthly payments, commuting time from New York, directions on how to get to the subdivision.) A 16 ft. wall map of Long Island pinpoints each builder’s subdivision to provide quick orientation in locating projects.

Living room of Builder Klein’s model house is tastefully decorated with simple modern furniture. Result is a welcome change from the over-decoration common in most model houses.
Shaded by projection of roof and balcony-corridor, eastern transom windows insure uniform bilateral lighting on all desks. They still leave some problems of sky glare.

Structural fins on the western facade admit cool northern light and block the hot rays of the sun.
angles vertical fins at 45° to overcome an “impossible” orientation, converts school board from classical design

LOCATION: Phoenix, Ariz.
GUIREY & JONES, Architects
D. O. NORTON & SONS, General Contractors

This is the school addition that converted the Phoenix School Board to contemporary design. The board gave up its plan for adding a neo-classic wing to its neo-classic oldest school only because it would have cost too much and its long west exposure would have been intolerably hot. But when the new wing was completed in contemporary design the board liked it so much they now hope to lift the face of the old building to make it as pleasingly contemporary.

The new homemaking wing had to have a 250 ft. western exposure—one which is virtually “impossible” from the standpoint of afternoon light and heat in Arizona, where the sun is merciless from May to October, brilliant most of the year. To surmount this obstacle, the architects produced a most effective and studied version of vertical concrete fins as baffles. As structural supports for the roof, these fins were one factor that helped hold the cost down to $10.50 a sq. ft.—87 cents less per unit of area than a conventional building erected concurrently in Phoenix for the same purpose. Spaced 4 ft. apart and pointed northwest at an angle of 45° to the facade (see detail, left), the fins deflect heat and glare from the continuous strip windows behind them and provide privacy from the street. The architects estimate that substitution of the fins for conventional blinds saved about $4,000 initial cost and several hundred dollars a year in maintenance.

The fins show exactly how far it is now possible to go—and also what it is not possible to achieve—in employing structural devices for controlling daylight. They keep out direct rays of the sun during school hours, yet admit plenty of light for classes of sewing and cooking. What they don’t do, and can’t do, is to give all the pupils a view and at the same time cut out that glare which is inherent in a view of the sky itself from inside a room. In other words, pupils either face in a direction where they see only concrete or they face the view with the sky unobstructed.

The fact that other forms of shading may yet have to be used to lick this last remaining factor still leaves the architects with credit for an important contribution.
Designed for a full program of “family life education,” the new wing contains twin food laboratories and multi-purpose sewing rooms, each accommodating 32 students, a flexible living-dining area, a pre-school play unit, toilet facilities and faculty offices. The plan provides for two additional classrooms to be built later at the northern end of the annex.

Fitted with normal classroom equipment scaled down for five-year-olds, the play school area has its own street entrance, walled patio, toilets and an isolation room equipped with one-way glass through which nursery pupils may be observed by students of child care and psychology. Informal instructions in food-serving, furniture arrangement, home nursing and allied subjects is conducted in the living-dining area.

Interior economies include partitions of unplastered pumice block, the consolidation of electric outlets for individual student kitchens in a long center table which provides added counter space, the use of “station wagon” guides instead of the usual ball-carrier type hardware on sliding windows in the western wall. Thanks to bilateral natural lighting, the overhead fluorescent tubes are rarely used.

The soothing effect of bright spots of color on doors and panels, warm redwood trim and informal furniture arrangements throughout the handsome building is evident in student reactions. Said one girl, “Who would ever think a school could be like home?”

Open-air corridors not only provide fire safety and a between-classes lift for students, but also dissipate echoes and the usual corridor noises. Wall space below transoms is filled with student’s steel lockers running the length of the wing.
I fl existang bjttra

Play school area is used as high school classroom during weeks when nursery school is not in session. Playroom windows, like others on the south, are shielded from the sun by an egg-crate arrangement of light horizontal and vertical concrete louvers.
Mystery of the year in air conditioning is the Caldwell system. Everyone is talking about it—but hardly anyone knows anything about it.

Caldwell landed the most coveted air conditioning assignment in the country: the first group of buildings at the General Motors Technical Center. Caldwell made a preliminary layout for air conditioning the UN Assembly, and lost the job only when the competition lowered its bid $250,000. His system is the only approved alternate to window units for Lever House in New York.

But still no word has been printed about his methods except for a few paragraphs in Forum’s July ’49 preview of the Technical Center. And the confusion about Caldwell’s work has certainly not been reduced by the fact that two small telephone exchanges in Michigan and perhaps one or two other small installations are the only buildings where architects, engineers and building owners can see a Caldwell system in operation with any type of cooling and so judge for themselves what the excitement is about. What follows is the first detailed report published on Caldwell’s theories and methods.

A flood of rumors swirls around W. J. Caldwell, engineer, inventor and manufacturer of air conditioning systems. Word has spread that he handles air at unprecedented speeds and under pressures so great that it “behaves like a liquid instead of a gas”; that he “shoots streams of air across the ceilings” as a fireman directs water from a hose; and that he “washes” the windows with a flood of warm air shot from clear across the room.

The interest in Caldwell is due partly to the mystery that surrounds his work and partly to his envied assignments. But the most important element is this: if even half the rumors about the Caldwell system are true, it would be an answer to the office architect’s prayer, for this reason: Caldwell has concentrated his attack on the tremendous amount of costly cubage and valuable space required by the large ducts and local fan rooms of a conventional low velocity system (up to 18 per cent added cubage in one recent example) and the still more valuable perimeter space required by window units of the usual high velocity system. The attraction of Caldwell’s installations is that the ducts are so small they need very little added cubage, and he uses no window units.

Greatly over-simplified, the essential differences of the basic Caldwell system are set forth by Mr. Caldwell as follows: “Special Caldwell fans drive the supply air under 4 in. initial water pressure and at velocities exceeding 6,000 ft. per min., into small ducts (10 x 16 in. at General Motors). As the air leaves the main ducts it is stepped down in Caldwell expander-silencers and fed through 5 in. hose to special Caldwell centrifugal ceiling outlets or finned or rifle wall outlets, all designed to give positive directional control to the stream of air whose velocity as it enters the room is up to 3,000 ft. per min. and never less than 1,700. Choke dampers are installed within expander units, powered by small electric control motors. Supply air quantities average about 2 c.f.m. per sq. ft. to be conditioned, but supply air quantities as well as supply air temperatures are raised or lowered to achieve desired room temperatures.” Caldwell also favors his own design of washer, but this is not essential to the operation of his system.

On the matter of space and cubage saving, the advantages of the Caldwell system over almost all other current installations are clear. On comparative costs there is a real question (details of which will be discussed later) since it takes nearly twice the usual fan capacity to build up his hurricane velocities and then a series of other expensive items to handle and slow them down again. There is complete disagreement among air conditioning engineers as to whether the high velocities at which Caldwell shoots air into a room (1,700 ft. or more per min.) offer as great an advantage as Caldwell claims or whether they are actually a liability.

On this point the Caldwell position is uncompromising. “The prime reason for using high velocity is not space economy but to obtain much better temperature diffusion in conditioned space by driving the conditioning air into solution with room air, just as you effect mixture of two chemicals to effect a compound. Conventional systems employ mechanical placement of air masses plus natural thermals to effect this solution. We employ the kinetic energy dissipation of high velocity jets. This principle is the important novelty of our engineering.

“No other system uses high velocity deliveries directly into the room itself, but only to aspirate room air through local conditioning devices.”

To these Caldwell claims for kinetic energy dissipation the reaction of other engineers ranges from cautious approval to emphatic scorn.

The catalogue of other manufacturers and the technical literature of the past 20 years, these critics say, show a wide use of comparable velocities wherever they would actually work better.

Caldwell’s background

Caldwell is a relative newcomer in full fledged air conditioning, but in heating and ventilating he is an old master with nearly 500 jobs to his credit, including big stores for Sears Roebuck and McCrory, a number of telephone exchanges, and some 30 Navy buildings. After working with him 15 months, the General Motors people say he is “fully conversant with the problems of moving air” and speak highly of him as an inventor. Twenty years ago he grew impatient with the slow velocities at which ventilating air was being moved, and began inventing fans, outlets, expansion and silenters for greater air speeds. From inventing he went on to manufacturing, opened his own small plant in Independence, Mo., which, with various subcontractors, can now turn out enough of the necessary Caldwell specialties to air-condition 1,000,000 cu. ft. a month (two or three buildings the size of Lever House a year.) But Caldwell is an engineer and inventor first, a manufacturer second. And next month he expects to announce arrangements for big league sponsorship, production and marketing of his inventions, with his firm acting as consultants and as a research and development staff.

Caldwell developed his high velocity program primarily to ventilate large spaces like stores, workshops, auditoriums, and telephone exchanges, where the long range of his air jets offered a major economy on duct work. To adapt it to all the deluxe requirements at General Motors has involved so many refinements and modifications (described in some detail further on) that the report has spread that “the longer Caldwell works with GM, the more conventional his system gets.” To this the Caldwell staff replies indignantly: 1. “Caldwell always used velocities at least twice that of conventional practice. After 15 months of development work with GM, we have increased this to four times conventional practice.
2. "He always used kinetic energy diffusion and we still do at GM.
3. "Caldwell always employed variable volume deliveries, in contrast to fixed fan speed of conventional system and we still do.
4. "Caldwell generally used the control principle of varying both air temperatures and volumes simultaneously, which is very unconventional in the trade, and still does. Further, he uses 'floating' controls, which is also unconventional.
5. "No other system has even employed volumetric expanders at the point of exits from ducts. This is our newest development."

**Much special equipment needed**

Details of the principal Caldwell specialties—fan, washer, expander-silencer, ducts and three types of outlet—follow:

**Fans.** Caldwell admits that "any attempt to get the pressures we employ with standard ventilating fans would, of course, consume too much power, since conventional fans suffer a sharp reduction in mechanical efficiency at static pressures in excess of 2 in." His associates believe his pressure vane blower is the first important advance in fan design since the old Sirocco was first introduced over 50 years ago.

Caldwell makes 14 sizes of single stage pressure vane blowers ranging in size from 5,000 to 140,000 c.f.m., 2 in. to 10 in. w.g. and four sizes of 2-stage blowers with capacities ranging from 3,000 to 25,000 c.f.m. and with working pressures from 25 in. to 250 in. w.g. His No. 20 fan used on the G.M. job is designed to deliver 20,000 c.f.m. at 4 in. w.g. with 10.3 h.p. motors (actually, 15 h.p. motors will be used).

Caldwell says one advantage of his fans is that they need 60 per cent less space than conventional fans of comparable capacity. They use less space because while smaller, the blades turn faster, and because of Caldwell's patented vane on the blade which he claims gains efficiency for the fan by preventing air from escaping from the high pressure side of the blade to the low pressure side. He says that the fan approaches in effect a displacement pump, especially in the two stage unit which can develop pressures up to 250 in. w.g. The blower is driven by a wound rotor, or "slip ring" variable speed motor. Each size of fan is designed so that the size of its outlet matches duct sizes to be used. To achieve a closed air path, blowers are mounted in steel cabinets. For winter heating of air, a steam or hot water coil is located at the top of the cabinet.

**Washer.** Caldwell calls this special apparatus a centrifugal air washer-conditioner. It is a cork-insulated, stainless steel, funnel shaped cone, sizes varying in height, from 8 to 12 ft. Air enters from one side at the top, passing through a high velocity water spray from a grid of nozzles. This water also floods the walls of the washer, presenting additional cooling surface against which the air scrubs. Air spirals down around the shell of the washer in a centrifugal pattern. At the bottom it abruptly changes direction and is drawn to the top through an axial tube. The circular action plus the sharp direction change at the bottom does away with eliminator plates and is said to free entrained moisture. Dirt in the air is washed down into a sump at the bottom. Most of the dirt is carried away in the overflow to the sewer. Periodically the sump is cleaned of silt by flushing with a hose. No filters are used.

**Duct work and elbows.** Because ducts are under greater pressure from the fast-moving air, several differences exist in their construction. Main ducts are claimed to be from one-third to one-fifth those of conventional size, but gauges are about two sizes heavier. Sections are fastened together at flanged ends that butt together and are fitted with rubber or heavy paper gaskets which are drawn tightly together with a squeeze fixture that operates like a hose clamp.

Not only are ducts made tight at all connections so that the entire system serves as a pressure vessel, but special attention must be paid to keep down the noise level that usually accompanies fast-moving air. Elbows, "X" and "Y" connecting members are made with a maximum bending radius of one diameter.

**Expander-silencer units.** Located along the main ducts whenever air is to be taken off for an outlet are Caldwell's expander-silencer units. Primary purpose is to reduce the pressures from main ducts to the established velocities wanted for room distribution. Air passes through perforations of 1/16th or 3/32nds in. diameter in a metal plate. The plate can be turned inside a shell so that the volume of air passing through can be adjusted to room requirements. This is a permanent adjustment which is not changed unless the function of the room is changed. In addition there is a flap damper controlled by a room thermostat, the damper on the warm air duct working in opposition to that on the cold duct, one opening as the other closes. By its design, this entire unit serves to keep noises from passing out of the main duct into the smaller room-supply ducts.

**Nozzles.** Caldwell's nozzles are claimed to be an important part of his design and are necessary for proper delivery of high pressure air. He has three basic designs, the first of which is a fanned type for use on walls. It is rectangular in shape and each segment of both horizontal and vertical fins can be individually adjusted. He says he gets better control because adjustment of all fins is at the leading edge. A second type, also for walls, is his rifle nozzle. It consists of a tube through which are horizontal, adjustable vanes. These fasten to a fixed spider at the inlet to the tube and to a rotating spider at the outlet. By adjusting the face spider, a twist is imparted to the interior vanes, which in turn imparts a rotation to the air. The degree of twist is said to alter the air from a pencil jet to a cone. A third nozzle, is a centrifugal ceiling type. Air enters a vertical tube on top of which is a volute or spiral scroll. This is claimed to give the air a twisting action as it leaves the nozzle through wide-angle slotted openings. Originally the nozzles were 6 in. in diameter but from capacity and noise level tests it was decided to enlarge them to 8 in.

There is considerable criticism of Caldwell's claims that he can make the air behave after it leaves his outlets. And air pattern and diffusion are the final test of how efficient his system is. He was able to satisfy General Motors engineers, and he says he has a new motion picture showing smoke tests to support his claims.

Heretofore all Caldwell jobs had to be specially engineered by Caldwell himself, but now he is getting ready to publish all his engineering data and encourage other engineers to use his equipment.

As for costs, the Caldwell system starts with a real advantage for large spaces, where his high velocities can be used as a substitute for duct work, but on jobs like General Motors' office building he claims only that his system costs no more than the most expensive of his competitors: the window unit systems with individual controls. His No. 20 fan costs approximately $1,200 with motor. His ducts save a little on metal, but little if anything on fabrication. His expander-silencers, not needed on any other system, cost $67, and one is needed for each take-off from a main duct in the deluxe system. His wall outlets cost $17, his new centrifugal ceiling outlets cost $58.

(For details of GM installation, see next page.)
Caldwell at General Motors—just how the new air conditioning system will work in its first big demonstration

The fanciest specifications ever required of an air conditioning system were set up by General Motors and architects Eero and Eliel Saarinen for the first unit of the GM Technical Center.

1. Despite the 367 ft. length of the building, all ducts must be small enough to pass through the triangular openings of its Zeppelin trusses (Forum, July '49).
2. There would be no units at the windows despite the large glass areas in metal frames.
3. All private offices must have individual control, making possible a spread of plus or minus 5º from the overall thermostat setting.
4. All air conditioning outlets must be in the ceiling at the nodes of the 5 ft. module system (Forum, July '49), and be inconspicuous.
5. All risers must be concentrated in the service core flanking the center of the structure, since the office area itself was designed with no interior columns at all and only very small ones at the perimeter.

Caldwell landed the assignment partly because other engineers considered all these requirements a costly straight jacket, partly because the GM building engineers, Smith, Hinckman & Grylls, were sold on his system after working with him on many Michigan telephone exchanges, and partly because GM's famed research chief, Charles F. Kettering, found in him a kindred spirit and fellow iconoclast. Kettering was sure that most air conditioning engineers had their heads filled with unscientific preconceptions and knew too many things that were not so. He wanted his technical center's engineering to be as advanced as the research it was designed to house. Caldwell, like Kettering, was a free-wheeling inventor, and Kettering was quite ready to buy Caldwell's enthusiasm for the high velocity principle.

Many changes during the mockup

Before Caldwell got the contract, however, half a dozen GM executives made a careful inspection of various Caldwell installations. And as the first step after he was hired they built a mock-up complete with all the trimmings to experiment with Caldwell's equipment. Here for some 15 months Caldwell worked with architects, engineers and GM people. It is significant that over this period ways were found to improve nearly all parts of the system except the washer and fan. Modifications were made in expanders, dampers, nozzles, the way ducts were fastened together, controls and other features. Considerable progress was made in noise reduction. From the experimental work came such new conceptions as a booster system, operated by a wall switch, that can quickly pump from 50 to 100 per cent more air into a conference room than is ordinarily needed. This gives a fast purging of stale air and smoke.

For GM, Caldwell decided, it would be better to use a two-duct system (common in more moderate climates) than to use a one-duct system with water supplied to local reheaters.

The GM Engineering building, for which the first two-duct system was designed, is long and narrow. On each of the three floors there will be a complete air conditioning unit located in a small area jutting off near the center. Because General Motors wanted to use its own compressors, four 20-ton compressors are on each floor and two water chillers that operate in conjunction with two Caldwell washers.

Outside air is mixed with recirculated air in conventional manner and drawn into the Caldwell washer described previously. From each washer, air at temperatures of from 55º to 60º is drawn into a separate fan cabinet, each of which serves half a floor. In winter, air passes over a steam heating coil at the top of the fan cabinet, but in summer the heater is by-passed.

Two ducts provide close control

Air from the fan is blown into the two main ducts, which are rectangular in shape and 10 x 16 in. in size throughout their entire length. They are insulated with 1 in. of glass fiber. One is the warm duct, the other the cool. Throughout the year the temperatures of air in the two ducts is varied so that the entire system is kept at a level believed to be most nearly comfortable for everyone. The building will have scores of private offices, as well as open areas used for drafting rooms. Individual thermostats will permit adjustments of plus or minus five degrees from the overall building temperature.

At a point where the air from the fan divides into the warm and cool duct a swing damper is located that splits the air and proportions it between the ducts. The position of the damper is governed by a damper motor operated by a duct volume proportioning control located at the extreme end of the system. This control consists of a diaphragm-type floating switch with the two sides of the diaphragm subjected to pressures within the two ducts by means of connecting tubing. When the system is calling for a disproportionate share of air from one duct, thereby reducing pressure in that duct, the splitter damper is automatically operated to give more air to the starved duct until pressure is normal again.

In the warm duct beyond the splitter damper is a hairpin-shaped booster coil for heating the air. This operates all year. In winter the warm duct may be as much as 35º higher than the cool duct, but in summer the difference may be less than 10º. Humidity is centrally controlled and cannot be adjusted by room occupants.

Keeping down the noise level is a major problem in using high velocity air. The design of the air supply ducts calls for minimum turning radius of one cross section of the duct. No turning vanes are needed due to fluid air flow at pressure and velocities utilized.

From the main ducts air is carried to ceiling outlets through a 5 in. flexible canvas hose that is wire bound and coated with neoprene. Air leaves the main ducts through a metal expander-silencer unit. In addition, individual adjustment can be made through a pair of linked flap dampers that control the amount of air under supply.
Small blades that throw the air in a circular pattern close to the ceiling. The capacity of these nozzles for rooms with high ceilings is 400 cu. ft. per min., although they would be noisy. After its tests, GM decided to use the nozzles at 240 c.f.m. considering the ceiling height and in order to keep the noise level down to 52 db.

Flexible hose from the main ducts come together at a point where the air is mixed and then lead out again to one, two or three ceiling outlets. The usual GM arrangement is to feed two air control nozzles from one pair of expanders. The usual GM arrangement is to feed two air control nozzles from one pair of expanders. Three outlets are tied together only for conference rooms or offices where a booster control is included.

Noise level at 52 db.

An accompanying drawing shows the design of the outlet's eight small blades that throw the air in a circular pattern close to the ceiling. The capacity of these nozzles for rooms with high ceilings is 400 cu. ft. per min., although they would be noisy. After its tests, GM decided to use the nozzles at 240 c.f.m. considering the ceiling height and in order to keep the noise level down to 52 db.

In GM's private offices nozzles are 10 ft. apart. Floor to ceiling height is 9 ft. 4 in. Nozzles are located along nodes of a 5 ft. module network which is designed to accommodate a sprinkler valve, a partition attachment or the air conditioning nozzle. While some motors are over corridors, others because of design necessity are over the ceilings of private offices and the 50 x 55 ft. drafting room. The drafting room is divided into north and south zones, each with a thermostat that controls air temperatures for ten outlets. Panel ceilings are designed for easy removal. Return air for all rooms flows through corridors to return air grilles and fan rooms.

Less expensive than ceiling nozzles are wall outlets which GM will use in some of its other buildings. Caldwell claims his easily adjusted fin-type nozzles provide positive directional control to the compartmented air jets for throws of 100 to 250 ft. In both ceiling and wall outlets, air flows across the ceiling and is said to be at zero velocity as it reaches the side walls. Caldwell claims that air leaves his nozzles in such a pattern that it creates just the amount of turbulence necessary for a thorough mixture that avoids layering and stratification.

Caldwell's change of pace is demonstrated by his heating system for the large engineering shop adjacent to the Engineering Administration building. It is a high-ceiling, one story building. Fans are in three penthouses on the roof. Bottom-type vertical discharge blowers shoot the air into a cluster of short transposition pieces that end in fin-type nozzles, the perimeter of which does not project beyond the boundaries of the pent house above. The installation is free of all ducts and is an unusually clean design. Filtering is done by means of fiber glass filters. There is no washer unit.

GM's other building

Plans for several other technical center buildings are far enough along so that the heating and ventilating designs have been settled. General Motors unit coolers will be used for cooling private offices in several buildings where the entire structure is not being cooled. It is contemplated Caldwell heating and cooling will be used in the offices of the Metallurgical building as well as in a portion of the Service Center Shop building. In some buildings, including the Engine Dynamometer building, other types of heating, air conditioning and ventilating equipment will be used. Thus far, the Engineering Administration building is the only large building to call for the entire Caldwell air conditioning program.

How well this original Caldwell two-duct system will work during its first test only the next year will reveal. While Caldwell has done two telephone buildings that had a considerable amount of glass, he has never designed a job for as much glass area as the GM building. Both GM and Smith-Hinchman are confident that when the building is finished this fall the principal job will be one of balancing, which is always the real test of any air conditioning system.

"It's like a city water system," one GM official said. "We know we have plenty of supply, but we don't know yet that our distribution system is perfect and that everyone will get the amount he needs. But we feel sure we can adjust that."

After working with Caldwell for well over a year, the General Motors people are still satisfied he is fully conversant with the problems of moving air. They make it clear that they are not committed to any one air conditioning system. As progress occurs—and they believe the next year or two will bring a number of new developments in air conditioning—they will incorporate the best ideas and practices they can find. Just as this 360 acre development has given great freedom to the Saarinens' imagination, so it may be the means of encouragement to new techniques in air conditioning over the next few years.
HANGING SHINGLES ON TRACK

A new system speeds application and cuts cost

Shingles are hung on tracks in this new application system, instead of being individually aligned and nailed. The resulting time-and-labor saving is as high as 50 per cent over the conventional double-coursing method which the new scheme is designed to duplicate.

Basic parts are the Nova-Speed shingling clip, a coated aluminum track in 8 ft. lengths, and the Nova shingle, an 18 in. red cedar shingle, kerfed—or slotted—in the back to hang on the track. The first (bottom) track is nailed to the studs over sheathing or insulation, then shingles are slipped in and pinned in place with a quick staple at top. From then on up, each track is nailed through the next lower course of shingles, 14 in. up from the track below. The kerf in the back of the shingle fits over the front lip of the track, projecting the butts outward to provide both heavy shadow lines and insulating space between courses. The bottom flange of the track is pierced with 3/16 in. holes on 12 in. centers to provide air circulation behind the shingles and also to drain any moisture that might penetrate in high winds.

Since these shingles are single-coursed, coverage is high. Two bundles of the shingles will cover one square (100 sq. ft.) at 14 in. exposure. Prices for carload lots of the Nova shingles, complete with track, are $11.90 per square, unstained, and $15.30 per square, stained.

About 1½ labor hours are used to complete placing a square, according to contractors who have used the shingles. Figuring in labor, the cost per square (on wood sheathing) is figured to be $36.17 for the Nova system, against $48.60 for double coursed shingles, $53.48 for wood siding, and $46.18 for asbestos siding.

Kerfed shingles fit into track, as shown in drawings and photos, left. Track (drawing, right) is made of coated aluminum with notches for nails on 4 in. centers. Single shingles can be replaced easily if they are split.

Track projects bottom of shingles out from wall, making a deep, distinct shadow line between courses. Clutch of track also helps prevent curling in shingles.
Owners LIKE what they GET in Rō-Way Overhead Type Doors

Look at overhead type doors from the owner's standpoint and it's easy to see why so many prefer Ro-Way.

THEY LIKE RO-WAY STYLING
Clean, simple lines designed to blend with any style of architecture.

THEY LIKE RO-WAY QUALITY
Personally selected, high grade west coast lumber in stiles and rails. Three-ply exterior grade water-resistant Douglas Fir panels. Heavy-gauge steel hardware.

THEY LIKE RO-WAY CONSTRUCTION
All mortise and tenon joints glued—then steel doweled. Muntins, rails and stiles accurately squared up. Sections rabbeted to assure weathertight joints. Track rollers built with double-thick tread. Springs Power-Metered to the weight of each door.

THEY LIKE RO-WAY FINISHING
Millwork drum sanded to a uniform preliminary finish, then hand sanded for the final touch of silky smoothness. All hardware Parkerized and painted after fabrication—no rusting, no unsightly rust streaks.

THEY LIKE RO-WAY OPERATION
The smooth, easy-up easy-down operation of ball bearing rollers running in Ro-Way's exclusive friction-reducing track.

It all adds up to owner satisfaction. And after all, isn't that what you want? To be sure you get it, specify Ro-Way Overhead Type Doors for all industrial, commercial and residential applications. ROWE MANUFACTURING CO., 969 Holton St., Galesburg, Illinois.

Owners also like the care with which Ro-Way's National Network of selected Distributors erect all Ro-Way Industrial, Commercial and Residential doors.

There's a RoWay for every Doorway!
YOU CAN MAINTAIN HIGH ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS AND REDUCE BUILDING COSTS... THROUGH THE SKILLFUL USE OF CUSTOM-STYLEK KAWNEER STOCK METALS
You can achieve all the unique distinction of custom-styling — all the clean-lined simplicity of modern design — by creatively adapting Kawneer Stock Metals to your individual style.

A perfect example is this outstanding women's shop in Long Beach, California.

To increase customer traffic, Kenneth S. Wing, A.I.A., decided to create an inviting open-air atmosphere which would eliminate the usual building line barrier and put the attractive interior on display.

To achieve this effect Mr. Wing specified Kawneer Patented Flush Glazing Sash, one of the many modern Kawneer Stock Metals.

The face of this sash is flush with surrounding wall and ceiling surfaces, because all projecting members are eliminated. To the eye, the surfaces on both sides of the glass appear to be a single smooth plane, continuous and uninterrupted by glazing sash.

By using such Kawneer Stock Metals you can meet your clients' demands for lower building costs — and you can reduce your own operating costs. Kawneer Stock Metals are far less costly than special, made-to-order assemblies — and they eliminate time-consuming drafting and detailing in your own office.

For information, consult your Portfolio of Kawneer Details or write 289 N. Front St., Niles, Mich.; or 2589 8th St., Berkeley, Cal.

THE KAWNEER COMPANY

ARCHITECTURAL METAL PRODUCTS

Store Front Metals • Modern Entrances
Facing Materials • Aluminum Louvered Ceilings
Aluminum Roll-Type Awnings
Among the hopeful generation of artist-designers who rejuvenated art between the two World wars, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy stood out as "the fiery stimulator". In an Introduction to this excellent biography written by Moholy-Nagy's wife, Sibyl, Walter Gropius says of him—"His genius ventured into all realms of science and art to un-riddle the phenomena of light and space... In painting, sculpture and architecture, in theater and industrial design, in photography and film, advertising and typography, he incessantly strove to interpret space in its relation to time, that is, motion in space." Just as important as the artistic breadth and depth indicated by this tribute is the relation to human needs which Moholy incorporated as the basis of his most abstract designs—a relation, sometimes obscure in his art, but one which reassumes its proper place in this study of his life and work. He sought to express "the basic ideas which keep human content alert and vital."

During his twenties Moholy-Nagy set aside for ten years his promising career as painter because it seemed to him at the time that "canvas" art had no longer a place in everyday life. Without forsaking for a moment his interest in the problems of light and vision, he then set out to study and apply these to arts more directly connected with human use. He studied construction and motion, analyzing his theories in the famous space-light Modulator which expressed so well his love of motion and precision (photo lower left). In 1923, when he was only 28 Moholy was appointed teacher and head of the Metal Work-

(Continued on page 126)
A terrazzo floor is a good floor for a modern store — looks attractive, easy to clean, stands up well. But one very important quality is missing if you haven't made your floor slip-proof. Positive, non-slip protection can be imparted to any terrazzo floor by using Alundum* Terrazzo Aggregate. Mixed, in proper proportion, with the marble or granite chips, Alundum Aggregate will give your terrazzo floor that important non-slip feature — a feature not impaired by water, oil or other liquids. Give yourself the benefit of permanent freedom from the slipping hazard (your insurance company will be pleased, too) by specifying Norton Non-slip Floors.

Write for free catalog No. 1935

*Reg. Trade Mark for Norton fused aluminum oxide

NORTON COMPANY • WORCESTER 6, MASS.
The concrete roof deck of the new Sears, Roebuck store at Winston-Salem, North Carolina, used as a parking lot, is insulated with PC Foamglas. This prevents excessive heat travel into the salesrooms below, helps to keep customers cool and comfortable. The Foamglas blocks are laid on the roof deck, then covered by a five-inch concrete traffic slab. PC Foamglas carries heavy loads under the cover slab without fear of rotting, swelling or crushing. Architects: Shutze & Armistead, Atlanta, Georgia. General Contractor: Moorhead Construction Company, Durham, North Carolina.

Here you see PC Foamglas being installed on the concrete roof deck. Later, built-up felt roofing was applied and a poured concrete traffic slab completed the construction. When installed according to our specifications for recommended applications, PC Foamglas retains its original insulating effectiveness.

This is FOAMGLAS® The entire strong, rigid block is composed of millions of sealed glass bubbles. They form a continuous structure, which has unusually high resistance to moisture, vapor and acid atmospheres, is noncombustible, verminproof and odorless. In those closed glass cells, which contain still air, lies the secret of the material's long life insulating efficiency.
are insulated
the long life insulation

In this core wall at Cadillac Textile Mills, Inc., Cumberland, Rhode Island, PC Foamglas Insulation is laid up between poured concrete outer wall and brick veneer facing. The strong, rigid Foamglas blocks become an integral part of the wall, support their own weight and stay in place. Since Foamglas has unusually high resistance to many destructive elements, it is widely known as the long life insulation. General Contractor: Rawley Construction Company, Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Architect: Ray F. Arnold, Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

The concrete block foundation wall of this basementless model home at Flint, Michigan, is insulated with PC Foamglas. The insulation was applied to the inside of the wall, then a concrete floor slab was poured over it. Radium heating system. More and more home buyers and builders are insuring added value for their dwellings by using PC Foamglas—the long life insulation. Architect: S. A. Nurmi, Flint, Michigan.

A NEW 36-PAGE BOOK ON PC FOAMGLAS

We have just published a new book on the use of PC Foamglas Insulation in Industrial, Commercial and Public Buildings. It contains new illustrations, new tables, new specifications, new construction details. It tells you why PC Foamglas is so widely known as the most effective, most economical, insulating material.

When you insulate with Foamglas...the insulation lasts!
GLASS SHOWER DOORS

...dress up the bathroom

A Fiat glass door greatly improves any shower. Tile, marble, structural glass, or metal showers are enhanced in appearance and practical usability when equipped with a Fiat door. Perhaps at no other place in a house can so little cost mean so much in desirability.

§ The solid extruded metal used in all Fiat doors is a much superior type of construction that permits a fine elite styled frame combined with strength.

§ The Fiat Dolphin shower door is constructed of extruded solid brass, heavily chromium plated with continuous piano hinge forming a smooth-working, rigid door. Double friction bullet catches, offset handles and water channel to prevent dripping on floor are features that mark the Dolphin as the finest in shower bath doors.

§ The Zephyr is a medium priced door, styled same as the Dolphin but made of extruded aluminum with satin aluminum finish. Standard size of both the Dolphin and Zephyr shower doors is 72" high for opening 24" wide.

§ The Neptune is the lowest priced Fiat glass door. Made of one piece heavy extruded aluminum with satin finish. Size 24" x 64" and is reversible for left or right hinging.

§ All Fiat doors are simple and easy to install on Fiat shower cabinets, tile, marble or structural glass showers.

Fiat shower doors have neat, modern styling combined with maximum strength.

FIAT METAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Three Manufacturing Plants
9301 Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, Ill.
Los Angeles 33, Calif.

In Canada—Fiat showers are made by the Porcelain and Metal Products, Ltd., Orillia, Ontario

REVIEWS

In that center of advance experiment, he distinguished himself by a fabulous zeal to tackle any and every problem. W. Gropius he prepared 14 textbook volumes or architecture, written by the various Bauhaus members. His Metal Workshop was used to attack the problems of mass production and of light in building. His solutions achieved the same precision he had formerly shown in his paintings and constructions. The results of this study are not only evident in the fixtures he produced at the Bauhaus but they vitally affected his later creation of metal-and-plastic sculpture. For him, there was "no esthetic difference between a fine lamp and a piece of sculpture—they were both conceived as carriers of light." A man with such clarity of vision, together with the talent and training which enabled him to awaken it in others, was bound to have an eventful life. Moholy-Nagy had such a life.

When political pressure caused Gropius and a number of his Bauhaus staff (Moholy among them) to resign in 1928, Moholy worked as a designer, first in Berlin, then for six months in Holland and for several years in England. His enthusiasm for every type of project from sales tags to theater sets, from magazine covers to experimental movies, was summed up in the credo he later enjoined on his students: "There's no task too small and no project too big to make it a manifesto of incorruptible design."

His last and most total adventure, in a career which his wife has subtitled "an experiment in totality," came in 1937 when Moholy was invited to head the "New Bauhaus" in Chicago. This school of design was to be sponsored by the American Association of Arts and Industries. Just a year after the school's enthusiastic opening, however, a depression threatened. The supporters not only failed to produce the promised funds, but tried to blame its closing on Moholy's poor management. The obvious facts of the case, as well as the loyalty of the staff and of several of the Board members, settled the case in Moholy's favor when it came to court—but it seemed the end of his American ideal. Single-handed he set out to develop in the U. S. "an institution which strives for the synthesis of all specialized knowledge ... we have lost access to entirety because we have learned to concentrate on parts alone." In an epic car trip he traveled up and down the country visiting manufacturers whose names he had picked out of Dun and Bradstreet. So impressed were these with his practical grasp, as well as his design zeal, that all of them (except a mill in Pennsylvania) agreed to provide the school with working materials—wood, metal, plastics—and a number agreed to refer to it their own design problems. The death of the "New Bauhaus" was really the birth of the "School of Design." In spite of scanty funds, sickness, depletion of students, teachers and materials by the war, and outside interference (both well-meaning and not) Moholy's ideal of teaching increasingly justified itself in the work and development of his Chicago school. The price of the

(Continued on page 132)
Tremolite Talc, with its purity, whiteness, fibrous composition and completely inert nature that will not deteriorate with age, is the most nearly perfect asphalt tile filler ever discovered. Only its comparative scarcity and high cost have kept it from replacing such ordinary fillers as marble dust, dolomite, limestone, silica flour and others.

NOW, AT NO INCREASE IN PRICE, UVALDE BRINGS YOU THE ONLY ASPHALT TILE CONTAINING....

Tremolite Talc

For you and your clients this means floors of lighter, brighter colors than ever before...floors with better surfaces that will rapidly improve with age...floors that will resist damage from alcohol, alkali and acids...floors that can take years and years of hard wear! In short, the finest non-premium asphalt tile floors ever offered!

YOU'LL HAVE TO SEE AND HANDLE THIS SUPERB NEW AZROCK TILE TO REALLY APPRECIATE WHAT TREMOLITE TALC HAS ADDED TO IT. FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION AND SAMPLES, CALL YOUR LOCAL AZROCK-AZPHLEX DEALER...OR WRITE DIRECT TO DEPT. A.

UVALDE ROCK ASPHALT CO.

Makers of AZROCK and AZPHLEX Asphalt Tile

FROST BANK BLDG.  SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
ANOTHER BUILDING OF PROMINENCE SLOAN EQUIPPED

BAXTER LABORATORIES, INC., is credited with the world’s largest production of intravenous solutions for hospital use. Within its new, streamlined laboratories technical skill and the finest of precision equipment are devoted to the development and manufacture of products for saving lives.

In every detail this building is in keeping with the high standards of a producer of quality products. Nothing second best was good enough for construction and equipment. Thus it is significant that SLOAN precision-made Flush Valves were selected for use throughout the new Baxter Laboratories buildings.

more SLOAN Flush VALVES are sold than all other makes combined
Good Facts to know from "10 Good Names to Know" when you want Facing Tile at its best

Good names to know because they can supply you with Facing Tile at its best.

Good facts to know because they help you make the best use of Facing Tile.

You'll discover that these three books are wonderful time-and-trouble savers, too. They tell you just about all there is to know about Structural Clay Facing Tile. They tabulate technical and detailed data so that it's easy to find and easy to use.

Our catalogs 50-C and 50-S—both free—will be especially valuable in helping you get acquainted with the products of the "10 good names to know.”

50-C describes the quality specifications, grading rules and tests Structural Clay Facing Tile must pass to meet Institute standards. Thus, you know exactly what you're getting when you use this tile.

50-S is a handy reference that helps you in planning and designing by showing all the shapes and sizes produced by Institute members.

"Tile Engineering" is an authoritative handbook of design, now specially priced at $1.50. This well bound, 400 page book is a "must" for anyone concerned with the practical or technical aspects of the use of tile.

Send the coupon below for these "good facts to know" today. And, when you want help with a special problem, call on any of the "10 good names to know." Each is always glad to serve you in any way possible.

10 GOOD NAMES TO KNOW

BELDEN BRICK CO.
Canton, Ohio

CHARLESTON CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
Charleston 22, West Virginia

HANLEY CO.
New York 17, New York

HYDRAULIC PRESS BRICK CO.
Indianapolis, Indiana

MAPLETON CLAY PRODUCTS CO.
Canton, Ohio

METROPOLITAN BRICK, INC.
Canton, Ohio

McNEES-KITTANNING CO.
Kittanning, Pennsylvania

NATIONAL FIREPROOFING CORP.
Pittsburgh 12, Pennsylvania

STARK CERAMICS, INC.
Canton, Ohio

WEST VIRGINIA BRICK CO.
Charleston, West Virginia

FACING TILE INSTITUTE
1520 18th Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
17,000 house hunters lined up Saturday and Sunday for an opportunity to go through the pilot house. (Price: $10,950) Yet, more amazing is the fact that other builders' homes in the Chicago area—completed months previously—still remain unsold!

Builders and real estate people state, without reservation, that overwhelming success of this "House of Charm" project is complete General Electric Kitchen-Laundry. Why not let General Electric help sell your houses faster, too?

General Electric offers you all this:

- Tested merchandising programs that have helped so many other builders enjoy phenomenal sales results.
- The brand of electrical appliances that people prefer to all others.
- One source of supply for matched equipment
- . . . a full line of cabinets and appliances.
- Assistance in designing and improving kitchen layouts for your houses.
- And most important: Remember that General Electric equipment is world-famous for its dependability! You can put your confidence in General Electric!
"One week after this advertisement was run, 131 houses with General Electric Kitchen-Laundries were sold at $10,950 each. Now our only limit to house sales is our ability to obtain additional manpower for construction!"

Messrs. Abbott and White of Chicago, Ill. tell you, in their own words, of their experiences—

On Saturday, 7,000 people went through the pilot house; on Sunday an estimated 10,000 people went through. Prospects were frankly amazed, and the question asked tedly was: Do we get all this General Electric equipment in the house? The answer 'YES' surprised and pleased them. People who did not have sufficient cash with them dug their pockets for as little as twenty dollars and asked whether we would hold a house for them until they could get back with the full down payment. You would have to see what was happening to believe it. We are getting phone calls, cards, and letters from a radius of one hundred miles from Chicago.

"Today our only limit to house sales is our ability to obtain additional manpower for construction! This, in spite of the fact that some other low-priced houses in this area are moving very slowly.

"We certainly appreciate all the cooperation that the General Electric people have extended to us in launching our successful program, and we are awed by the faith and enthusiasm that so many house hunters have for General Electric equipment."

"Let us help pre-sell your houses! We will work hand-in-hand with you to achieve similar results in your area. Remember, too, that this successful Chicago program has been duplicated in many other sections of the country. From Maryland, Colorado, New York, Washington, D. C., and other cities come similar enthusiastic reports.

Contact your local General Electric distributor for complete facts about the G-E "Kitchen Package," or write to the Home Bureau, General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

You can put your confidence in—

GENERAL ELECTRIC
REVIEWS

struggle, however, was a high one—his death of leukemia in November 1946 at the age of 51.

Since then, the "genuine success" which Moholy-Nagy believed was "measured in intellectual influence that can be achieved not in a lifetime, but in the lifetime of generations" seems more and more assuredly his. His wife has rendered his admirers, and modern design in general, a great service by her understanding, vivid and objective account of a "total" artist. —S. K.

MODERN SWISS ARCHITECTURE, 1925-
Edited by Max Bill. pub. Karl Werner, Basel, Switzerland. In U. S. Wittenborn & Co. 38 E. 5 St., New York, N. Y. 208 pp. 8 1/2 x 11%. Illus. Text in English, French and German. $11.

The assured and varied output of modern Swiss architects has aroused international interest and admiration during the last decade or so. It is ironic that during the same period (as Art Editor Max Bill reports in his Preface) the conservative group, which earlier banished M"llar's bridge designs to remote mountain pass has again stirred for a concerted "return to neo-classical, neo-romantic, neo-empire styles."

This selection of modern Swiss buildings reveals, however, a design movement of such integrity and ingenuity that any permanent building seems doubtful. Readers already familiar with G. E. Kidder-Smith's excellent photographic study of Swiss building (FORUM, March 1951) will find here a more thorough technical treatment of many of the examples pictured the. Each of the 56 buildings is illustrated by interior and exterior photographs, floor plans, elevation detail drawings and construction data. The loose leaf sheets are held and indexed in a bound portfolio.

The recreation hall above shows Swiss ingenuity at its typical best. The glass-covered hall transformable into an open-air arena with double seating facilities; glass-and-steel roof sections roll back into concrete end frames. —S. C.


Whatever may be our planning faults today, one is likely to hear the remark, "There is need for town planning. The cities are all built. This attitude—which Patrick Geddes found most formidable opponent at the turn of the century—has long disappeared, largely due to L (Continued on page 138)
Installation and finishing expense leads most architects to demand the extra beauty, durability, economy and sales appeal of Mengel Hollow-Core Flush Doors.

1. Balanced seven-ply construction to provide controlled reaction in changing weather conditions.
2. Hardwood construction throughout — stronger, more durable, free from grain-raising, more easily and economically finished.
3. Exclusive Insulok grid core material has inherent resiliency, cannot cause warping, nor transfer grid pattern to faces.
4. Greater strength. Adequate core stock surface area provides maximum gluing surface and resistance to warpage.
5. Precision key-locked dove-tailed jointings of stiles and rails add strength and stability.
6. Ready to finish. Door faces are smoothly belt-sanded. Stiles are machine-planed at factory — prefir to standard book sizes.
7. Fully guaranteed. Each door must meet rigid quality control standards and constant inspection throughout manufacture.
8. Mengel Hardwood Flush Doors are economical — no mouldings to paint — no corners to collect dirt. Smooth hardwood surfaces are less absorbent and less costly to finish — easier to clean and longer-lived.

Write for complete specifications. Use the convenient coupon.

Also see —
MENGEL STABILIZED SOLID-CORE DOORS
the finest products of their type on the market.

The Mengel Co., Plywood Division
2301 South Fourth Street, Louisville, Ky.

Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation, full specifications on
—— Mengel Hollow-Core Flush Doors; —— Mengel Stabilized
Solid-Core Doors.

Name
Street
City

State
Impart a sweeping new
to your structures...endow them with
spacious floor areas unobstructed by intermediate supporting
columns or pillars. Plan with Truscon "Clerespan" Joists, and get up
to 80-foot clear reaches with adequate safety. Long spans such as these
permit more efficient arrangement of partitions, display counters, stocks,
machinery, etc., and make possible the development of large, free, floor
expanses for garages, bowling alleys and similar requirements. The
number of structural elements required is substantially reduced. The
shallow depth of "Clerespan" Joists also permits a saving in masonry
work by reducing the required height of building walls. Free
illustrated literature on Truscon "Clerespan"
Steel Joists sent on request.

FREE BOOK
gives complete
details on Truscon
"Clerespan" Joists

TRUSCON'S STEEL WINDOW LINE INCLUDES ALL CONVENTIONAL TYPES PLUS EXCLUSIVE TRUSCON DESIGNS

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Warehouses and sales offices
in principal cities
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PUSH... and electrical service is restored with BullDog

**Pushmatic**

THAT'S ALL there is to it! A simple push of the finger makes or breaks the circuit. No resetting manually when the circuit is broken by short or overload. Just PUSH—and service is restored.

Pushmatic is compact, sturdy, simple... the most versatile and flexible unit available today. It will meet every new or changing load condition.

And Pushmatic units are easy to install! There are no complicated group mountings... individual single-pole units make additions and changes a simple matter.

There are four types of Pushmatic: THERMAL ONLY, THERMAL-MAGNETIC, or either of these types with AMBIENT COMPENSATING FEATURES. All are identical in size and contour, in ratings of 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50 amperes, 120 V., 1 pole, or 120-240 V., 2 poles, AC. All are interchangeable for rating and type.

Write today for Pushmatic Bulletin #493. This descriptive bulletin contains complete information and prices on BullDog Electri-Centers and the new Pushmatic.

Only Pushmatic Electri-Centers provide push-button control, automatic protection!

REVOLUTIONARY, new Pushmatic ELECTRI-CENTERS provide electrical control centers that are the last word in efficiency and protection.

They are attractive, compact, simple... easy to wire. There's plenty of gutter room even in the smallest cabinets.

With Electri-Centers there are no fuses to buy, no complicated operations or installation techniques to remember. You get versatility and adaptability, ease of installation and operation never before obtainable in any panelboard.

See the new ELECTRI-CENTERS at first opportunity, or write today for Pushmatic Bulletin #493.

BULLDOG ELECTRIC PRODUCTS COMPANY
DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN - FIELD OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
IN CANADA: BULLDOG ELECTRIC PRODUCTS OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO

BULLDOG HEADQUARTERS FOR ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
FRIENDLINESS. Large, friendly classrooms, conducive to easy concentration on school work, take advantage of the natural beauty of wood as a finishing material. Schools of wood have an inviting, home-like appearance. They "belong" in a neighborhood of homes.

FLEXIBILITY. Attractive school buildings, reflecting the natural beauty of wood, may be designed for any setting. Schools built of wood are the easiest to alter or enlarge in keeping with a community's changing needs and financial condition.

HEALTH. Wood is the ideal building material when you design classrooms that give full consideration to the health of children and teachers.

SAFETY. Wood frame construction is inherently wind and earthquake resistant. Many modern schools of wood further reduce disaster hazards—and reduce building costs, too—through designs that feature direct exit from all rooms at ground level.

Specify WEST COAST WOODS
Douglas Fir • West Coast Hemlock
Western Red Cedar • Sitka Spruce
FOR THE SCHOOLS YOU DESIGN
You plan soundly and for long building life, when you specify wood—especially West Coast Woods species—as the construction material.

Wood is durable, adaptable to every architectural style—and always in style. Wherever it is used, inside or outside, it can be depended upon to serve exceedingly well with genuine economy.

Schools of wood may be built quickly and economically. Wood is easy to obtain and craftsmen know how to use it effectively to build sturdy, solid structures of quality construction.

WEST COAST WOODS
DOUGLAS FIR • WEST COAST HEMLOCK • WESTERN RED CEDAR • SITKA SPRUCE
Lumber of Quality Produced by Member Mills
WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Send for This FREE Booklet. Beautifully illustrated in full color, "Today's Better Schools" points out the many advantages of wood in school construction. This new booklet tells how schools of wood meet today's educational needs. Send the coupon (below) now for your free copy.

WEST COAST LUMBERMEN'S ASSOCIATION
1410 S.W. Morrison Street — Room 828
Portland 5, Oregon

Please send me my free copy of "Today's Better Schools."

Name
Address
City Zone State
Don't Worry... It's Genuine Clay Tile!

Even husbands can't mar the rich good looks of Genuine Clay Tile! One quick swish of a damp cloth and the fired-in colors of floors, walls and countertops are sparkling-bright . . . it defies stains, scratches, burns and scars . . . no waxing, polishing or scrubbing! Best of all, you don't have to talk "substitutes" . . .

Genuine Clay Tile is available now!

The Tile Council of America, Room 3401: 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, New York. Room 433: 727 West Seventh Street, Los Angeles, California.
energetic efforts. Through lectures, writings and exhibits on three continents he completely revitalized, if not entirely recreated, the art of town planning. He preached, not a set doctrine of either the garden or the imperial city plan, but a method of open-minded study. "The great thing," he said, "is not so much to control and administer things and people, as to inspire, to arouse youth to carry out its aspirations towards life at its best." Since Geddes practiced what he preached, his great influence has been spread through the enthusiasm of his disciples rather than textbook appraisals of his ideas.

*Cities in Evolution,* the most complete expression of his thought, has continued to this new edition been out of print for over 30 years. Like most of his writings, it was intended as a "political tract to precipitate action in his own time," and it contains a good deal of material that is of only historical interest to us today. But his ideas and words are still vital. So is his lifelong goal: that city as well as country people might have "a livelihood which is at the same time a life."

Geddes' basic aim was to raise the level of city life from that of the present "Paleotechnic" futility, a confusion resulting from the Industrial Revolution, to a "Neotechnic" beneficence, where human culture patterns would be assisted and amplified rather than crushed. This aim which he had in common with all the critics and reformers of the Nineteenth Century was aided by his remarkable "synoptic" vision (a word, coined by Aristotle and recirculated by Geddes, meaning the ability to see complicated life-patterns as a single whole). He seemed able to see immediately across the artificial lines which had rigidified between sciences. Putting to intellectual use the lately discovered physical law of relativity, Geddes said: "Relatedness is the parent of reality; objects by themselves have no meaning. . . Sociology, is not—as so many think—some new, separate, remote science, it is first of all the widening outlook of biology." He urged the co-consideration of eugenics and civics (a revolutionary thing at the time)—"Many of those whom eugenists are apt to think of as 'degenerates' in type and stock are really but deteriorates, and this in correspondence to their depressive environment."

His reputation as a prophet is certainly upheld by the republication of this book written before 1910. Warning of the dangers of 'conurbation' in the U.S. (a Geddian term to express the swelling of individual cities to join each other in a single inchoate mass) he warned, "the Pittsburg region is but a conspicuous example . . . in which increase and pressure, if not foresight, must soon involve a conurbation survey and reorganization." The subtler malaise which arises from unplanned cities, and of which we are becoming increasingly aware, was evident to Geddes in 1899: "The endless grid of an American town, with no center, no gardens, and no limits horizontally or vertically, can but produce confusion of soul."

Although his construction of *Cities in Evolution* is a bit rough and ready, it is good to be able to consult the great Mr. Geddes at first hand.—S.K. (Continued on page 144)
“ELECTRIC RANGES HELP ME TO
Offer more...Sell more,”
says builder Arnold Hartmann
of Oak Hill Village
in Newton Centre, Mass.

“When anyone asks me why
Oak Hill Village homes sell
so readily, the answer is
simple,” says Mr. Hartmann.
“The reason is that these
homes offer utmost value to
the prospective purchaser.
All-electric equipment—
including modern Electric
Ranges—combined with
good design and construction
make them a good buy—and
they sell.” Successful
builders everywhere have
found that it pays to install
Electric Ranges.

Specifications show that these homes really do
offer extra value for the money. Six rooms, all
on one floor. Three bedrooms, each large
enough for twin beds, 10 sq. ft. of closet space
in each. Completely insulated, sash balances in
windows, 65 electrical outlets, telephone race­
ways. Finest quality materials and construction.
The beautiful, practical kitchen of this dream
home is designed for modern living. It’s all­
electric, has ample work surfaces. The modern
appliances include an automatic range, and—
OF COURSE, IT’S ELECTRIC!

EQUIP
YOUR HOUSES WITH
ELECTRIC
RANGES

ELECTRIC RANGE SECTION, National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 155 East 44th Street, New York 17, N. Y.
ADIRAL • COOLERATOR • CROSLEY • DEEPFREEZE • FRIGIDAIRE • GENERAL ELECTRIC • GIBSON
HOTPOINT • KELVINATOR • LEDO • MONARCH • NORGE • UNIVERSAL • WESTINGHOUSE
In the recent enlarging and remodeling program of the Society for Savings in the City of Cleveland, peach Vitrolite was installed in employees' washrooms. It makes a smart appearance and is easy to keep sanitary. Architects: Garfield, Harris, Robinson & Shafer, Cleveland, Ohio.

**Brilliant Way to Win Public Approval**

Colorful beauty. Sparkling cleanliness. Low upkeep. You meet these basic demands for all modern buildings, when you specify walls of Vitrolite®.

*Vitrolite* is GLASS paneling. It's ideal for walls and partitions in washrooms, lobbies, corridors, kitchens, cafeterias... wherever it's essential to make a good impression yet hold down maintenance costs.

Like all glass, *Vitrolite* keeps its luster for life. It doesn’t fade, craze, warp or burn. Never needs refinishing. Its mirror-smooth surface deflects dust. Does not absorb odors, germs or moisture. Inexpensive cleaning with water or glass cleaner quickly removes every trace of dirt.

*Vitrolite*'s colors are correlated to blend or contrast for a wide variety of decorative effects. For complete data, see your L·O·F Glass Distributor or write for our architects' file book on *Vitrolite*.

10 Correlated Colors Suggest Distinctive Decorative Ideas

- Sky Blue
- Light Gray
- Jade
- Peach
- Red
- Cadet Blue
- Dark Gray
- Cactus Green
- Alamo Tan
- Mahogany
- Plus Black and White

MADE BY
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD GLASS COMPANY
5275 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio
This Forced Hot Water System sets new standards of comfort and economy

Forced hot water has inherent advantages which mean better heating in buildings of every size and description. That's why you find B & G Hydro-Flo Systems in small low-cost homes and in buildings where radiation is measured in hundreds of thousands of square feet.

B & G Hydro-Flo Heating provides controlled radiant warmth. . . assures both economy of fuel and supreme comfort in any weather. For heat distributors you have a choice of radiators, baseboards, convectors or that miracle of modern heating—completely concealed radiant panels!

Uniform indoor temperature—no wasteful overheating

The heat supply is always matched to the weather—so exactly that from Fall to Spring indoor temperature is kept constantly at the comfort level. The B & G Hydro-Flo System furnishes just enough heat. . . never burns fuel needlessly.

B & G Hydro-Flo Heating is not for just a few. Everyone can enjoy its benefits because this great advance in living comfort comes within the cost limits of even modest homes.

Send today for free booklet, "Capture the Sun with B & G Hydro-Flo Heating."
Steel pipe is first choice for radiant heating advantages

Remember when a heating plant was just intended to keep folks warm? That day is gone!

Heating needs of modern business now go far beyond that of merely providing for human comforts. Today's heating systems must often function in capacities involving such requirements as quality of heat, consistency of temperature, preservation of humidity levels, conservation of space, and even psychological factors of health and efficiency.

Radiant heating has often proved the successful solution to such heating problems, and steel pipe, of course, is the logical choice for successful radiant heating systems.

There are many good reasons why. For one, steel pipe has more than 60 years of proved performance behind it in conventional hot water and steam heating systems. It has become almost standard material for this use. Then, too, steel pipe is economical, easy to form and weld, durable, and its expansion and contraction in concrete or plaster for all practical purposes may be considered the same.

Yes, steel pipe is first choice for radiant heating in modern industrial buildings, public buildings, schools, churches and homes.

COMMITTEE ON STEEL PIPE RESEARCH
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE
350 Fifth Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.
Natco Structural Facing Tile has earned performance credits for every school building requirement: strength, permanence, serviceability, fire safety, sanitation, architectural beauty, brightness, cleanliness and cheerful appearance. Most important of all, it is maintenance-free. No other structural material of similar nature offers the same degree of lifetime economy. Modular sizes make erection costs reasonable, too. It's easy-to-set-up, with less material waste, less delay and better workmanship. The name NATCO is stamped on every tile and is your assurance of top quality tile.

There is a type of Natco Structural Clay Tile adaptable for every school structural purpose both exterior and interior.

Write for a copy of Catalog SA-50.
REVIEWS

ALUMINUM MASTS AND BANNERS SCALE DOWN A HOME SHOW TO HUMAN SIZE

It seems the horrible destiny of all Home Shows to be set in lofty halls whose rafters cast a pall of gloom or glare from far above the small individual exhibit booths. This year's Ideal Home Exhibition, sponsored in London by the Daily Mail newspaper, showed that design ingenuity can answer this common exhibit problem.

Crawford

announces the publication of a new tool for
Architects and Engineers

THE CRAWFORD 60-SECOND DOOR SELECTOR

This new type of reference book is dedicated to the idea that you should be able to find any door you want in 60 seconds, together with all the information you need for specifications. Covers doors for warehouses, loading docks, factories, service stations, boat wells, residence garages, etc., and all auxiliary equipment such as operators, controls, etc. This book should save you much time and effort. A copy is yours for the asking.

Call your local Crawford Door Sales Company, listed in your Yellow Pages, or write us direct.

CRAWFORD DOOR COMPANY
Main Plant: 8-401 St. Jean Ave., Detroit 14, Michigan

FABRICATING PLANTS in Portland • Tacoma • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Dallas
Kansas City • Chattanooga • Milwaukee • Hudson, Mass. • Cadillac • Ottawa, Canada.
DISTRIBUTING WAREHOUSES in 67 major cities.
SALES AND SERVICE companies everywhere.

An airy aluminum framework and banners—graceful as well as festive—create visual harmony between the enormous proportions of the Olympia Hall and the small exhibit units, which are also framed and supported by aluminum tubing (see plan and large photo above). Sergei Kadlegh, the imaginative designer of the show, has used aluminum in all the varied skills highly developed by Britain through wartime use. The elements are extruded, cast, drawn, wrought and rolled; are joined by pop-riveting in aircraft fashion. The entire display—masts, banners, tubes and coils—was designed to be quickly set up and dismantled.

ARCHITECTURAL MOVIE RATES “A” FOR EFFORT; “B” FOR PERFORMANCE

American Homes, the first in a series of 16 mm. films by Strick Film Co., Los Angeles, Calif., tries in an 8-minute span to: 1) show the historical background of conventional U. S. houses and 2) give an insight into modern planning. To do either in the short time would be an achievement; to do both is impossible. Although lacking sufficient architectural focus, it does, however, provide enlightening glimpses of houses by Charles Eames, The Architects' Collaborative, and F. L. Wright. Future issues should be of interest.

MODERN ARCHITECTURE INVADES THE NURSERY

John Lloyd Wright, son of FLW and creator of Lincoln Logs, has brought building forms into the playroom with a system of light, interlocking wood blocks. Wright Blocks, Delmar, Calif., have an avant-garde appearance (see above), hold together in true construction fashion. Sets of 36 or 70 pieces comprise posts, caps, connections, mullions and beams.
FOR PRODUCING STEAM

THE MODERN Cleaver-Brooks MODEL LR

NOW — A Better Boiler-Burner Unit to Utilize Today’s Low-Cost Fuels — Heavy Oil and Gas

The Cleaver-Brooks Model LR is a "trailblazer" in modern self-contained boiler design and construction. It makes more effective use of today’s low-cost fuels, (heavy oils and gas), and you are assured of better boiler performance.

A Brief List of Notable Features:
— the new Cleaver-Brooks rotary burner — simple — compact — precision machined — perfect mechanical balance — fully automatic — provides unprecedented flexibility in burning heavy fuel oils or industrial gases.
— single low-speed, low-power consumption blower furnishes both primary and secondary air for combustion—less weight and space requirements — reduction in sound levels.
— totally enclosed, drip and dust-proof panel for all major electrical controls.
— electronic combustion safety devices, dual low water cutoffs — are standard equipment.
— simplified design of combination gas-oil burner permits change-over from oil to gas or vice versa in less than a minute.
— improved design of boiler furnace and liberal heating surfaces provide greatest economy with all fuels.
— boilers of all-welded construction — meet standards of A.S.M.E. boiler code and leading underwriters — burner approved by recognized national agencies.

The Cleaver-Brooks Model LR self-contained boilers are of a highly developed four-pass fire tube design — tested and proved by factory and field experience on several thousand boilers of this type.

Write for complete specifications, dimension data, firing rates.

CLEAVER-BROOKS COMPANY
333 EAST KEENE AVENUE
MILWAUKEE 12, WISCONSIN

Now Ready: Bulletin SG 142 contains detailed data and description of the MODEL LR. Send for your copy today!
Here's what Sells

Desirable Location is Important —

So is Appealing Architecture —

But

Sales are Made or Lost in the Kitchen!

Today more than ever before, new home sales are being made (or lost) in the kitchen. Architecture and location are important, but the kitchen has become the heart of the home, and home buyers are demanding modern, convenient, eye-appealing kitchens.

RANGES • REFRIGERATORS • DISHWASHERS • DISPOSALLS® • WATER HEATERS • FOOD FREEZERS • AUTOMATIC WASHERS
Homes . . .

All-Electric Appliances
In The Kitchen!

Men build houses, but women buy homes. When you please her, the sale is made. Hotpoint All-Electric Kitchens appeal to women. Women know Hotpoint quality and how Hotpoint adds beauty, efficiency, comfort and gracious living to any home. They know they can enjoy extra hours of leisure when Hotpoint work-saving appliances are at their command. Men also quickly appreciate the engineering skill, economy and convenience of Hotpoint Kitchens.

The weight and scope of Hotpoint advertising and the word-of-mouth praise for Hotpoint performance have taught home buyers to look to Hotpoint for the finest first. Hotpoint's All-Electric Kitchens and All-Electric Home Laundry Equipment are your key to easier and faster home sales.

Hotpoint appliance prices are strictly competitive. In most cases, the entire cost of an All-Electric Kitchen and Home Laundry can be absorbed in the buyers' realty mortgage with slight effect on their monthly payments.

Talk to the Hotpoint distributor in your territory or write to Hotpoint, Inc., 5600 West Taylor Street, Chicago 44, Illinois, and ask for Kitchen Planning information from our Builder's Division.

Close the Sale with Hotpoint!

Hotpoint Inc.

(A General Electric Affiliate)

5600 West Taylor Street, Chicago 44, Illinois
Check these 5 reasons why you should specify U-S-S Stainless Steel.

• Stainless Steel provides a high strength-to-weight ratio.
• It retains its lustrous beauty and superior strength indefinitely with a minimum of care and maintenance.
• It remains virtually unaffected by corrosive attack, by extremes of heat and cold.
• It offers unsurpassed resistance to abrasion, wear and severe service. It is incombustible.
• It does not bleed or discolor adjacent areas.

U-S-S Stainless Steel is available in a type and style to fit practically any application that you may be considering. This perfected, service-tested stainless steel comes in sheets, plates, strip, bars, wire, tubing and piping of practically any dimension; in structural sections and special shapes of great variety. It can be obtained in all the standard architectural surface finishes.

U-S-S Stainless Steel has an extremely wide range of applications. Because of its light-reflecting properties, stainless can be combined with concealed lighting to provide strikingly beautiful wall surfaces. Stainless-faced fully-insulated curtain walls can be used in place of brick, stone and tile construction. These panels provide substantial economies by decreasing the load on foundations and building framework, and also provide additional usable space.

There are literally dozens of other ways in which you can use U-S-S Stainless Steel in both large and small construction projects. For lasting beauty, economy and outstanding utility . . . specify U-S-S STAINLESS STEEL . . . probably the most permanent building material known.

The new Lawrence School in San Mateo, California, embodies many of the latest features in school construction. Note particularly the use of U-S-S Stainless Steel in cornices and columns. The lasting beauty of stainless steel is a perfect complement to the building's modern lines. Ernest J. Kump, Architect and Mark Follis, Structural Engineer, San Francisco. Sheet Metal Fabrication by McKune Metal Products Company, San Francisco.

Here's where U-S-S Stainless Steel will improve appearance, prolong life and reduce costs

Gutters, downspouts and flashings • Copings, parapets and cornices
Window frames, sashes and screens • Show windows
Sculpture, relief or free-standing • Elevator doors and cars
Hoisting panels • Stair and door nosings • Hardware
Fireplace facings • Multistoried building pilasters • Store fronts
Counter surfaces • Pergolas and spondrels • Wall panels • Chutes and conveyors • Doors, interior and exterior • Kick and push plates
Sills • Stair rails • Escalator housings • Interior and exterior trim
Shower stalls • Grilles, plaques, louvers • Elevator doors
Cold-formed sections • Decorative trim
WHY SHOULD AN INSULATION BE EASY TO APPLY?

Insulation is only as good as its application. And correct application must be continuous—with no gaps, voids or differences in thickness . . . no opportunity for skimping.

With Balsam-Wool, ease of application is actually "built in"—a part of the product design. Balsam-Wool comes to the job as a completely finished product with uniform, factory-controlled thickness and density. It is clean and non-irritating—pleasant to work with. It is quickly and easily cut to proper length. Balsam-Wool's two spacer flanges assure a tight, foolproof fit and proper air spaces front and back. These tough flanges are nailed or stapled to the face of the studs, joists or rafters for lasting security. The ends are also sealed to plates or headers, providing continuous vapor barrier protection over the entire stud or joist space—no butt joints or openings at ends. No wonder Balsam-Wool provides positive protection!

- Integral continuous vapor barrier
- Sturdy wind barrier
- Double air spaces
- Special spacer flanges
- Double bonding of mat to liners
- Rot and termite treatment
- Highly fire retardant
- Rigid quality control

To bring you up-to-date authoritative information on application, the makers of Balsam-Wool have prepared 32 application data sheets . . . a little "library" of valuable data, contained in an A.I.A.A. folder. Send today for your set—it is yours for the asking. Just mail the coupon.
In conjunction with the analysis of contemporary store design on page 62, this month’s Product News is devoted almost exclusively to material and equipment which are particularly useful in store construction.

An educated switchboard, the Rollocolor computes the different quantities of three colors and white needed to create various hues. On the automatic model (above) magnetic clutch drives operate the dimmers on each of the four circuits. On the manual device (right), one dimmer is used for white and a rotating commutator handles three colors.

LIGHTING CONTROL enables four-circuit equipment to create 500 colors.

New manual and automatic models of the Rollocolor color lighting controller (FORUM, June ’48) make this see-it-to-believe-it device adaptable to almost every store need and budget for display lighting. More than 500 different hues of colored and tinted light can be produced by means of four-circuit lighting equipment (cornice, or window strips, footlights, flood bunches, etc.) which is wired to the Rollocolor. Lights are fitted with four different glass filters (as monochromatic as possible) so that the four circuits correspond to red, blue, green, and white light. These four sources are mixed (red and blue for lavender, red and green for yellow, etc.) by the Rollocolor to obtain 14 basic colors and all their perceptible intermediates. The glass filters never have to be changed; all blending is done by the controller. The 50 possible shades of white light alone make the device invaluable for putting merchandise in its best light. Even navy blue suits—the window dresser’s despair—present very little problem.

A person relatively inexperienced in color and illumination can, with a few minutes’ briefing, dial any color, establish the desired brightness without altering its hue, jot down the color’s number indicated on the scale and at any time recreate the identical shade and intensity. While guesswork is eliminated, experimentation is facilitated. For unusual display effects, two or more colors may be used at the same time and, with the automatic equipment, in sequence. By a slight adjustment, a single unit can predetermine the multiple colors and produce them simultaneously. As a particular hue is selected, the proper contrasting tint is established. Another feature of the automatic equipment is that hue and brightness changes can be obtained instantly or gradually and can be preset at any desired speed. The operator can select his own time and color sequence of up to 20 different intervals and shades.

Prices for Rollocolor units range from $400 for the small manual model, capable of handling 2,000 w. per color for the average store window display, up to $4,100 for the fully automatic 13.5 kw, controller with 20 preset plugs. The spotlight pictured above sells for about $100 complete with four lamps and filters.

Manufacturer: Color Lighting Corp., 100 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

(Continued on page 154)
LOADING DOCK (LEFT) AND CAR PORT (BELOW) UTILIZING STRAN-STEEL NAILABLE FRAMING.

WHY IT PAYS TO STOCK-PILE STRAN-STEEL FRAMING

In any industrial operation there are times when additional buildings and plant alterations of a temporary or permanent nature are required. At such times a stock pile of Stran-Steel framing members pays off handsomely.

MULTI-PURPOSE. Stran-Steel framing can be used on any enclosed building or shelter-type structure such as garage, shed, warehouse, lean-to or canopy ... also for permanent and movable incombustible partitions.

NAILABLE. All joists, studs, rafters and purlins have patented nailing groove, permitting the application of collateral material, inside and outside, with ordinary tools and nails.

RE-USEABLE. Framing members are of light, tough, high-quality steel ... they are incombustible and virtually indestructible ... can be used over and over. In storage they will not shrink or lose their usefulness.

FAST ERECTION. No special skill is required ... ordinary workmen using carpenters' tools can erect Stran-Steel framing swiftly, accurately and economically. The "in place" cost is usually less.

GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION
STRAN-STEEL DIVISION • ECORSE, DETROIT 29, MICH. • UNIT OF NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
The Bilt-Well Line. Superior Unit Wood Windows • Exterior & Interior Doors • Entrances & Shutters • Cas-lite Casements • Carr-dor Garage Doors • Basement Unit Windows • Louvers & Gable Sash • Breakfast Nooks • Combination Doors • Screens & Storm Sash • Corner (China) Cabinets • Gli-dor Cabinets • Ironing Board Cabinets • Mantels & Telephone Cabinets • Multiple-Use & Linen Cabinets • Stair Ports.

For the cabinet that is flexible, both to installation and use... specify Nu-Style Cabinets. Comparison proves Nu-Style Cabinets excel on all six points.

1. Exclusive Nu-Style door with "the Famous Profile"... in perfect harmony with latest ranges and refrigerators.
2. Nu-Style... strongest cabinet made... dovetailed drawers... Solid (3/4" thick) standards and mortised frame.
3. Nu-Style Cabinets can be scribed or sawn to join plastered surfaces.
4. Enamel any color or finish natural.
5. Produced by experts trained in latest scientific methods.
6. Made from thoroughly seasoned, kiln-dried Ponderosa Pine... the best base for a wide variety of finishes.

Nu-Style Cabinets are sectional units in graduated sizes offering the utmost in flexibility of Color, Size and Layout.

Smooth Styling... Easy to Install... Fit any size or shape room... Sturdy... Rigid... Dovetailed Drawers... Extra Deep Drawers... Simple to Decorate or Redecorate... Can be finished any color or left natural.

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER CO. Dubuque, Iowa
Good brickwork = good design + good workmanship + good materials

Full head joints, with Brixment, help prevent leaky walls

Good workmanship

Plenty of mortar should be thrown on the end of the brick to be placed. The brick should then be pushed into place, so that mortar oozes out of the head joint.

Poor workmanship

When dabs of mortar are spotted on the corners of the brick, the mortar does not completely fill the head joint, and voids are still left.

We suggest that—

All head joints in both face brick and back-up work should be completely filled with mortar. If head joints are not completely filled, water may penetrate to the inside of the wall through openings in the joints. Dabs of mortar spotted on the corners of the brick are not nearly enough to fill the joints.

Take a look at the two examples shown at the left, and you'll instantly see why full head joints are an essential part of good workmanship in bricklaying.

No mortar material alone, not even Brixment, can make watertight masonry walls, so long as open crevices and pockets are left in the mortar joints.

Brixment mortar makes it far easier for the bricklayer to do good work. It is smooth and plastic—so soft and workable that the bricklayer can use enough mortar to fill the joint, and still "place" the brick easily and accurately to the line.

Brixment mortar has greater plasticity, higher water-retaining capacity and bonding quality, greater resistance to freezing and thawing, and freedom from efflorescence. Because of this combination of advantages, Brixment is the leading masonry cement on the market.

Louisville Cement Company, Incorporated, Louisville, Kentucky
BUSWAY DUCT WIRING feeds flexible and portable lighting systems.

Two prefabricated electrical distribution systems on the market can serve as the basis for highly adaptable lighting layouts where frequent changes are requisite. Trol-E-Duct and Feedrail, long utilized industrially to distribute current to portable tools, cranes, hoists, sewing machines, etc., are now also being used not only for factory illumination but for contemporary showroom and store window lighting. In both systems, mobile outlets make contact with the enclosed copper bus bars to present a continuous connection for electrical devices. When store displays call for addition or rearrangement of fixtures, these outlets or "trolleys" are snapped into a duct or removed easily by the layman—without new electrical work or power shut-offs. Other advantages of these wiring methods are their low initial cost and maintenance, simple installation, and complete salvability.

Feedrail "60" consists of an 18 gauge zinc plated steel enclosure with a slot at the bottom and a heavy rib in the top. Cold rolled copper bus bars, capable of carrying 60 amp. (250 v. a.c. or d.c.) continuously without overheating, are mounted inside. Door sections are polarized to assure proper insertion of the trolleys. The track is made in 5 and 10 ft. lengths. The 10 ft. sections cost from $30 for the one phase plain track to $40 for the three phase door track. Each weighs 20 lb. Non-fusible trolleys (15 amp.) range from $5.50 to $8.

Trol-E-Duct "700" is made of electroplated sheet steel in ten lengths, from 1 to 10 ft. Square slots in the duct ends engage interlocking clips in the coupling casing to join two sections together. Trol-E-Duct is rated at 50 amp., 250 v. On the fixture end of the system, General Lighting Corp. has adapted flood and spot lights to the Trol-E-Duct with special attachments. These units can be beamed in any direction by means of a tension swivel joint, and are available in many models in gray-green, coral red, oyster-white, white and brushed aluminum. Single lamps fitted with Twist-Out

(Continued on page 160)
Designing a plant addition?

Unless you figure feeders in aluminum, you don't figure low.

There's no better way to save a client money than to figure plant wiring in both aluminum and copper before you specify. For equal current-carrying capacity, aluminum costs less.

Insulated aluminum saves two ways: it is lower in price. And it can be installed faster because of its lighter weight.

For names of manufacturers, and a copy of "Questions and Answers about Insulated Aluminum Conductors", call your nearby Alcoa sales office. Or write ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1778G Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
A total of 2200 Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors are in use at the United States Navy Medical Center in Bethesda, Maryland.

Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors are included in the permanent equipment of the modern Mercy Hospital in Rockville Centre, New York.

The new building of the Nassau Hospital, Mineola, New York, has Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors throughout.

### Roddiscraft

**SOLID-CORE FLUSH VENEERED DOORS PROVED IN HOSPITAL SERVICE**

5 reasons why it pays to include these quality doors in your hospital construction plans

#### Identification and Guarantee

- All Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors are guaranteed without qualification as to workmanship and materials. Inserted in the hinge rail of every door is a red, white, and blue dowel which permanently identifies the door.

#### Resistance to Abuse

- Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors easily withstand the punishment of heavy hospital duty. The entire door assembly is welded into a solid unit—permanently puncture-proof, waterproof, and resistant to decay.

#### Standard Thickness Face Veneers

- Roddiscraft Standard Construction is a feature which adds to the durability of these Flush Veneered Doors. The Roddiscraft method utilizes Standard Thickness Face Veneers—as opposed to thinner veneers. Less moisture penetration — greater durability.

#### Sound Resistance

- The high resistance of Roddiscraft solid-core construction to the passage of sound has been established by independently conducted laboratory tests. The standard 1 1/4" Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Door develops an average sound transmission loss of 30.9 decibels.

#### Fire Resistance

- One reason why Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors are ideal for hospitals is their exceptional resistance to fire. This fact has been established by independent laboratories, where standard Roddiscraft doors exceeded the 40-minute fire test.

Both from the standpoint of utility and safety, Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors measure up to the stringent requirements of hospital planners. The service record of these exceptional doors stands as proof in itself. Every day—in new hospitals and old — Roddiscraft Solid-Core Flush Veneered Doors are providing dependable, satisfactory service. It's no wonder that more and more hospitals are turning to Roddiscraft for their doors.

Write for book—"An Open and Shut Case for the Finest Flush Doors"—giving complete details and specifications of the Roddiscraft Door line.

### Roddiscraft

RODDIS PLYWOOD CORPORATION
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN

Warehouses in:
- Cambridge, Mass.
- Charlotte, N. C.
- Chicago, Ill.
- Cincinnati, Ohio
- Dallas, Texas
- Detroit, Mich.
- Houston, Texas
- Kansas City, Kansas
- L. I. City, N. Y.
- Los Angeles, Calif.
- Louisville, Ky.
- Marshfield, Wisc.
- Milwaukee, Wis.
- New York, N. Y.
- St. Louis, Mo.
- San Antonio, Texas
- San Francisco, Calif.
For low cost per year of service, you can't beat a copper roof like this one on the Northway Christian Church, Dallas, Texas. Architect: Tatum & Quade; General Contractor: Miller & Norton; Sheet Metal Contractor: Mustang Sheet Metal & Mfg. Co.; Revere Distributor: Moncrief-Lenoir Mfg. Co.—All of Dallas, Texas.

Dollar for Dollar, There Is No Substitute for a Copper Roof!

Whenever you want lasting sheet metal construction, there is no substitute for copper. Because copper—beyond any other material commonly used for roofing, gutters and flashing—has proved its ability to give longer service per dollar of cost when properly designed and installed. These statements are backed by facts and figures developed by intensive research and by case histories of well-known buildings. No other sheet metal construction material can support so strong a claim.

To make certain of correct design and take advantage of proved installation techniques, it will pay you to use the new design and installation data developed by the Revere Research Laboratories. You'll find these data in Revere's book, "Copper and Common Sense," an authoritative manual of sheet copper construction that has been widely distributed to architects and sheet metal contractors. There is probably a copy in your files. Be sure to refer to it as your guide to finer and more durable sheet copper construction.

Revere sheet and roll copper and other Revere quality materials are available from leading distributors throughout the United States. A Revere Technical Adviser will always be glad to consult with you without obligation.

REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere in 1801
230 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York
All this crowd to see a house?

Yes, because it's one of those modern, new homes that attract people faster than sugar draws flies. And one of the big reasons is its Bryant automatic gas heating that's going to make it sell or rent faster, and for more money!

It's no secret to Mr. and Mrs. America that the Bryant nameplate means quality. In fact, you'll hear many a story of how the Bryant that Uncle Jim bought back in the early 1900's still is doing a fine job.

Today, Bryant offers the most reliable, most diversified gas heating equipment ever presented to help make your houses the kind of homes America wants.

There's a Bryant representative near you. Call him or mail the coupon. Let him aid with your heating problems... and tell Officer Clancy to stand by to handle the crowds when you open your Bryant-heated homes!

Bryant Heater, Dept. 224,
17825 St. Clair, Cleveland, Ohio.

□ Send me the new booklet that tells the Bryant story. □ Have your distributor call on me.

Name ______________________
Company ___________________
Address ____________________
City ________________________ State ____________________
Architects are like doctors and lawyers! Because your clients rely almost completely on your judgment.

When you recommend a certain make of kitchen, they count on you to see that they get the best value. And "best value"—as you can prove for yourself—means an American Kitchen!

You can find cheaper kitchens. That's easy. But you'll discover they're only a little cheaper in price, yet a great deal cheaper in quality!

That's why House "A", above, is a better value than House "B"—"A" has a famous American Kitchen. That means "A" has a higher resale value... that the architect saved hours of tedious planning by using flexible American Kitchen units... and that the owner of House "A" is more than satisfied!

Yes, you can be sure of client goodwill when you specify American Kitchens. Mail the coupon for full details so you can see for yourself why so many families prefer American Kitchens, as is so dramatically proved in the letter at right!

American Central Division, Dept. AF-7
AYCO Manufacturing Corporation
Connersville, Indiana

Please have my distributor send me your new 1950 Architects' File.
I design homes priced from $ to $
I expect to handle units in 1950.
Name
Address
City    County    State

There's No Question About It, Mrs. White-American Kitchens Are the Finest Made!

MAIL COUPON FOR ARCHITECTS' FILE—IT'S FREE!
Again, new Hood Asphalt Tile has been chosen, this time for the new Butternut School in North Olmstead, Ohio, and again this superior tile is the choice of the architect, the general contractor and the flooring contractor... men who know better flooring!

And for good reason! New Hood Asphalt Tile is now available in a choice of 24 sparkling colors with directional marbleization that will meet the requirements of the most exacting decorative plan, above or below grade, and its square, precision-cut edges mean all-important savings on labor and installation costs. More and more every day, Hood is adding to its long list of new installations in which it has been the choice of those whose responsibility is to install longer lasting, more colorful and more economical flooring. Let this choice of those who know better be your guide on your next job whether it be for remodeling or a new building program for schools, colleges, hospitals, buildings, homes... wherever better asphalt tile is needed. Your inquiry for further information will be handled promptly.

Be specific... specify HOOD ASPHALT TILE

Mellenbrook, Foley & Scott, Berea, Ohio.
R. S. Ursprung Co., Hanna Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
Burk Asphalt Tile Company, Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio.

PRODUCT NEWS

Plugs for direct insertion to the wiring duct range from $9 to $15.

PROXIMITY SWITCH turns on window display lights as viewer approaches.
The Electro-Switch can work to attract attention or as a protective device. With its No. 40 wiring, mounted across the inside face of a store window, the mechanism will trip a light switch as a passer-by comes within 3 ft. of the window. It is also effective through thin walls and partitions. Besides serving as a switch for turning lights on and off or activating moving displays, the Electro-Switch may be utilized to open and close doors or signal an approach to a cash register or locked entrance. Price is $65 and installation is simple. The device will handle up to 8 amp. output. For heavier loads, a relay box is used with the unit.

DISPLAY LAMPS with interchangeable parts offer adaptable lighting.
Swivelite fixtures are very useful in store installations where showcase and promotional displays demand constant refreshing, and consequently, new focus lighting arrangements. Although the lamps come completely assembled to specifications, their parts can be interchanged, creating a flexible arrangement. Not only are the midget and standard torpedo aluminum lamps interchangeable, but when the porcelain casing of the swivel socket is removed, cluster canopies, rigid or flexible pipes may be added to the unit. All components are satin finished aluminum. The basic design includes a double ball swivel which provides a complete 360° horizontal adjustment and 170° vertical (Continued on page 162)
...when you specify **kno-draft** adjustable air diffusers

Handsome is... the way Kno-Draft *Adjustable Air Diffusers* integrate with *any* decorative theme... as soft contrasts in their natural aluminum or, as in the picture above, blended by painting to match the ceiling.

And handsome does... a superlatively efficient job of distributing the air to meet *any* desired pattern of flow... assuring equalized temperature and volume—*without draft*—throughout the conditioned area.

With Kno-Draft Air Diffusers, both air volume and direction can be adjusted and controlled *after installation*—an important feature. There are models and sizes for every need.

**KNO-DRAFT DATA BOOK:** Complete specifications, engineering and installation data on Kno-Draft *Adjustable Air Diffusers.* To get your copy, simply fill in and mail the coupon. No obligation, of course.

W. B. CONNOR ENGINEERING CORP.
114 East 32nd Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Air Diffusion • Air Purification • Air Recovery

In Canada: Douglas Engineering Co., Ltd.,
190 Murray Street, Montreal 3, P. Q.
PRODUCT NEWS

Deflector and suspension mechanism are concealed inside body of sprinkler so that only the fusible link projects below ceiling. When the fire detecting element fuses, the deflector plate drops.

**SPRINKLER HEAD** features jack-in-the-box construction.

The only visible portion of the Viking flush sprinkler head is its fusible link which projects ¾ in. below the ceiling. When the head "goes off" however, the mechanism contained inside the sprinkler body drops down so that the deflector plate is 4 in. below the ceiling. It is claimed that the four chains suspending the deflector actually help achieve better water distribution. Having a fusing point of 160° this model, Underwriters' approved for ordinary hazard, is suitable for most store areas and particularly desirable because of its small size. Although the Viking flush sprinkler is priced about 10 per cent higher than ordinary sprinklers, these are such a small part of the system that total installation cost for new construction or remodeling is about the same.

**Manufacturer:** Viking Corp., Hastings, Mich.

**SPRINKLER HEAD with quick operating bulb extends 1 in. below ceiling.**

Providing automatic fire protection in stores, restaurants, etc., Grinnell sprinklers are barely noticeable. Installed in a pendant position the sprinklers themselves project 1 in. below the ceiling. Only the tiny quartzoid bulb and stainless steel deflector and its supporting arms are apparent. All piping is concealed above the plaster or acoustical panels of the ceiling. The thin escutcheon plate, available in brushed or chrome finish, may be painted to blend with surrounding area. Temperature at the ceiling need reach only 135° to burst the quartzoid bulb and release the water. Each deflector discharges a wide even spray over the floor and ceiling. The device is approved by Underwriters' Laboratories.

**Manufacturer:** Grinnell Co., Inc. 260 West Exchange St., Providence, R. I.

(Continued on page 168)
A DISTINCTIVE, NEW SIDING MATERIAL
FOR LOW-COST ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION

THIS NEW VERSION OF WELDTEX* PLYWOOD IS FINDING FAVOR WITH ARCHITECTS

Chances are you've used Weldtex panels before... with striking effect. Now this popular material is available in a new form... convenient, easy-handling size for exterior siding.

The deep striations give you all the beauty of the finest cedar shakes... plus a smooth, trim, modern line that gives beauty to your designs. In one material, you combine all the good points of shingles and clapboard... and minimize the problems.

And look at the structural advantages.

Only 22 pieces cover a square. You get a 13¾" exposure and only a 2" lap. You have a minimum of seams, and those easily backed up.

With a combination like that, you can see why architects who have used it are enthusiastic about Weldtex Siding.

Fast application saves substantially in labor costs. Short laps and long exposure cut material requirements far below those of shingles. The easy, effective back-up for the few seams makes weather-proofing simple and certain.

Weldtex Siding is approved by F.H.A. on Federal Housing jobs.

Get complete information on this new siding material. It speeds, simplifies and improves construction... and adds beauty to any home. Write us today. We'll rush you full details.

WELDTEX* Siding is 3-ply Exterior Grade Douglas Fir Plywood ¾" thick.
Panel size: 48" by 15¾".

Detail 1 shows normal installation of Weldtex Siding. Detail 2 shows how simply and easily you can fair out the butt of the board to create a deeper shadow line, when desired.
FOR LEAKPROOF, TROUBLE-FREE PIPE RUNS

Cut-a-way view of a Walseal Tee showing a factory inserted ring of silver brazing alloy, and completed Silbraz joint.

On all types of piping jobs where Type "B" copper or red brass pipe is used, trouble can be avoided by installing Silbraz® joints — made with Walseal valves, fittings and flanges.

Threadless, patented Silbraz joints are silver brazed (not soft soldered) pipe joints that are leakproof, trouble-free — permanent connections that will not creep or pull apart; that literally join with the piping system to form a "one-piece pipe line". Thus, these modern joints eliminate the need for maintenance and costly repairs — especially important where lowered operating costs are imperative.

For complete details on the modern Silbraz joint, made with Walseal products, write for a copy of Walworth Circular 84.


 Specify Walseal® Products

Recommended for

Hot and Cold Water Circulating Systems
Boiler Feed Lines
Steam Return Lines
Condensate Lines
Low and High Pressure Air Systems
Lubricating Oil Circulating Systems
Industrial Gas Piping
Solvent and Vacuum Piping Systems

Make it a "one-piece pipe line" with WALSEAL

WALWORTH valves and fittings
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
Look-Ahead Builder,
D. C. Burns

BURNS REALTY FOUND A WAY TO MAKE BUYERS OUT OF LOOKERS!

Every home in the great Brentwood Development comes equipped with a Bendix Washer

Out Denver way, they do things up big. And this huge development by the Burns Realty Co., is a typical example. 1150 homes will be the total count by the end of this year. And every home will be equipped with a Bendix Washer!

Why did Burns—along with so many other "look-ahead builders"—choose Bendix? A woman wants convenience. A man wants value. They both get what they're looking for in a house that's equipped for modern living. And a Bendix is the very symbol of today's time-saving convenience.

Many, many builders have discovered that a Bendix home Laundry as part of their package is the "extra" that closes sales—even in the heat of today's keen competition. The Bendix builder story is a story worth looking into. Check up on it through your nearest Bendix distributor—or write us for his name.

Bendix is participating in the Good American Homes Program

BENDIX HOME APPLIANCES, INC. SOUTH BEND 24, INDIANA
The cost of heating takes a beating at Columbia Carpet

Many firms today are paying too much for heat, but not Columbia Carpet Mills, Inc., Philadelphia. Columbia has the cost of heating well under control with a Carrier installation. Circled here are some of the units that do the job.

These Carrier Horizontal Discharge Unit Heaters have a lot to recommend them. Their revolutionary single-row coil construction offers less air resistance, reduces power consumption, facilitates cleaning. Their adjustable discharge louvers provide control of the heat flow where it's needed, eliminate dead spots. Though light in weight, they're so ruggedly built they're right for heavy duty in factories and garages. And they're so handsome they're also ideal for quality stores and exclusive shops.

Economy of operation and long life are built into all Carrier Unit Heaters. Whatever the job, you and your clients can count on them for superior performance. The Carrier name is assurance of plus values. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse 1, New York.

Carrier 46U Horizontal Discharge Unit Heater. Sturdy and attractively styled. With steam or hot water. Capacities: 13,400 to 200,000 Btu's per hour.

Carrier 46S Four-way Directed-flu Unit Heater. For quick heat from relatively high ceiling suspension. With steam or hot water. Capacities: 49,000 to 500,000 Btu's per hour.

Carrier 46T Gas-fired Unit Heater. AGA approved. With LP gas, and manufactured, mixed and natural gases. Heart of Aluminized Steel for long life. Capacities: 70,000 to 230,000 Btu's per hour.

Carrier 46PQR Heat Diffusers. For heating large enclosed areas at low cost. With multiple outlets and adjustable louvers. Floor, wall or ceiling mounted. Capacities: up to 1,500,000 Btu's per hour.
Oak flooring gives home owners a lifetime of beauty and easy upkeep that can't be matched. There's no periodic replacement... no unsightly deterioration with oak. So it's only natural that 85% of all prospective home buyers prefer oak flooring.

This established preference also helps to sell. When prospects enter and see oak floors, they are then disposed to look favorably on the other attractive features of your design. And since there is a grade of oak for every style and price of house, it's easy to give all home buyers the oak flooring they prefer.

See our catalog in Sweet's.
PRODUCT NEWS

TROFFER LIGHTING FIXTURES AND SPOTLIGHTS are easily installed.

Westinghouse's new troffer fluorescent fixtures may be attached directly to incandescent spotlights for an integrated lighting system. Their shallow construction requires only 7¾ in. above the finished ceiling; the fixtures are installed quite simply by attaching the housing to "U" bracket supports, and are leveled by four screws. The three types of shielding—louver, plain ribbed glass and prismatic lens—are interchangeable. Each hinges to the housing and a sliding pin latch permits access to the lamps without tools. Housings are supplied in 4 ft. lengths in two and three lamp models at about $28 and $38. A two lamp 8 ft. unit sells for about $61. The SR 150 companion swiveling incandescent spotlight, priced at $20, is designed for use as a separate recessed unit or within rows or groups of the troffers. It utilizes a 150 w. projector lamp and is well shielded by a concentric ring louver. End plates (two are necessary for each individual fixture or continuous row) cost $1.10 and $1.60 each, depending on type of mounting used.


LIGHTING SYSTEM can be used in many curved and angular patterns.

Day-Brite Plexoline units may be installed individually or combined in a wide variety of lighting networks. Two basic units make up the line—linear sections with two or four fluorescent lamps and circular incandescent units. With die-formed adapter fittings, the circular fixtures act as pivots for the linear sections to form almost any angle. The two types of circular units available are adjustable accent lamps and fixed units. Both are made in two sizes—15 in. diameter for use with two-light linear sections and 21 in. diameter for the four-light. Prices for these circular models range from $15 to $27.50. The linear sections have ribbed glass side panels and may be either suspended or surface mounted. All the Plexoline fixtures are finished in white enamel. Instant starters are furnished for the fluorescent lamps.

Manufacturer: Day-Brite Lighting, Inc. 5411 Bulwer Ave., St. Louis 7, Mo.

(Continued on page 172)
FIFTY LOW-COST HOMES, like those pictured above on Orchard Heights Drive, Mayfield Heights, Ohio, were built last year; one hundred more are being built this year by Orchard Park Building Co., Morris Levitt, builder. Specified for all of them are A. O. Smith gas-fired, forced-circulation hot water boilers, for radiant panel installations.

MORE RADIANT HEAT FOR SMALL HOMES!
Ohio Builders Specify A. O. Smith Gas-Fired Boilers

- Pioneer in radiant heating in the Cleveland region is Daniel D. Passoff, president of The City Plumbing & Heating Co. In the housing developments pictured on this page, and others, Mr. Passoff's firm installed A. O. Smith Hot Water Boilers.
- Ideal for all types of forced-circulation hot water heating, the gas-fired A. O. Smith Boiler speeds hot water to all points, even in ranch-type homes, in seconds. No heavy cast-iron sections. "Water-wall" combustion chamber is copper tubing—plus a finned heat exchanger. Rust-free design permits water to touch nothing but copper, brass, bronze.

SEND THE COUPON for complete specifications of boilers illustrated, also A. O. Smith "package" boilers for homes of all sizes up to 12 rooms.

MAYFIELD, O., HOME, one of 15 built in 1949 on Worton Blvd. by Roberts Construction Co., Robert Kaplan, builder. Twenty more are going up this year. A. O. Smith Boilers, for radiant floor panel heating, supplied through Baird-Foerst Corp., Cleveland, A. O. Smith distributors.

UTILITY ROOM installation includes both boiler and automatic gas water heater by A. O. Smith. Both are available for all kinds of gas, including LP. AGA-approved.

A. O. Smith Corporation
Dept. AF-750, Toledo 7, Ohio
Send us complete specifications on A. O. Smith Gas-fired Hot Water Boilers.

Name
Firm
Street
City    State
Expert assistance in the selection and application of the right acoustical product for every Sound Conditioning job. He is your local distributor of Acousti-Celotex products—the nation's most complete, quality line of acoustical materials.

His Sound Conditioning skills reflect over 25 years of experience and hundreds of thousands of installations. His acoustical products have been tested and proved to meet every building code, specification and requirement.

For custom-made installations of lasting beauty and quiet, make sure to contact the man with the most widely used acoustical products ever developed, plus the most extensive experience in Sound Conditioning.

ACOUSTI-CELOTEX®
CANEB FIBRE TILE
A lightweight, rigid unit, combining acoustical efficiency with a durable, smooth surface. Perforations (to within 1/4" of the back) assure repeated paintability and ease of maintenance. Available in a variety of sound-absorbent ratings. Rot proof and vermin proof (patented Ferox process).

ACOUSTI-CELOTEX®
MINERAL TILE
Made of mineral fibre, felled with a binder to form a rigid tile with a universal rating of incombustibility. Perforated with small holes extending almost to the back of the tile, high acoustical absorption is provided together with unrestricted paintability by either brush or spray method.

ACOUSTI-CELOTEX®
FLAME-RESISTANT SURFACED TILE
A cane fibre tile with a flame-resistant surface. This tile meets Slow Burning rating contained in Federal Specifications SS-A-118a. It may be washed with any commonly used solution satisfactory for good quality oil-base paint finishes without impairing its flame-resistant surface characteristics and without loss of sound-absorbing capacity. Repainting with Duo-Tex flame-retarding paint will maintain peak efficiency. Supplied in all sizes and thicknesses of regular cane tile.

ACOUSTI-CELOTEX®
FISSURETONE®
A totally new mineral fibre acoustical tile. Attractively styled to simulate travertine, it beautifies any interior and effectively controls sound reverberation. Lightweight, rigid and incombustible, it is factory-finished in a soft, flat white of high light-reflection rating.

ACOUSTEEL®
Combines a face of perforated steel with a rigid pad of sound absorbing Rock Wool to provide excellent sound absorption, together with attractive appearance, durability and incombustibility. The exposed surface of perforated steel is finished in baked-on enamel. Acousteele is paintable, washable, cleanable.

The Celotex Corporation, Dept. A-7, 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill. • Dominion Sound Equipments, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Architects and builders agree that it pays to choose Frigidaire... because Frigidaire makes a good building better.

And the makers of America's No. 1 Refrigerator—makers of over 12 million refrigerating units—stand firmly back of that statement.

You can't match a FRIGIDAIRE Apartment-Size Refrigerator!

Cut refrigerating maintenance costs by specifying refrigerators that can be depended on year in, year out, to give economical, trouble-free service. Frigidaire's Standard Model SM-60 (illustrated) has been designed to meet the particular demands of apartment and small-home kitchens. It requires little more than 4 sq. ft. of floor space, is 51\(\frac{3}{4}\)" high, yet has a full 6 cu. ft. of storage capacity, 11.7 sq. ft. of shelf space and stores 16 lbs. of frozen foods.

Genuine Frigidaire quality features include new, streamlined Raymond Loewy styling—colder-than-ever Super-Freezer—acid-resisting Lifetime Porcelain in Hydrator and food compartment—glass Cold Storage Tray.

See your Frigidaire Dealer for proof that you can't match Frigidaire products for apartment kitchens and laundries. Look for his name in Classified Phone Directory. Or write Frigidaire Division of General Motors, Dayton 1, Ohio. In Canada, Leaside 12, Ontario.

FRIGIDAIRE
America's No. 1 Refrigerator

Money-saving Meter-Miser... simplest cold-maker ever built. Oiled for life, sealed in steel, it is amazingly economical, compact, trouble-free.

Acid-resisting Porcelain Hydrator... keeps fruit and vegetables fresh. Slides easily, even when loaded. Plastic cover serves as extra shelf.

Double-Easy Quickube Ice Trays... slide out instantly and release cubes quickly with finger-touch ease—two or a trayful. All-aluminum construction.

Ask for facts on these other Apartment Products by Frigidaire

Complete quick facts about the compact, low-cost Frigidaire products shown below are yours for the asking. Get in touch with your Frigidaire Dealer.

Model AM-43 Refrigerator
4.3 cu. ft. capacity—shelf area, 8 sq. ft. Ideal for Pullman-type apartment kitchens.

Model RK-2 Electric Range
21 inches wide—yet has all basic cooking facilities.

Model RM-30 Electric Range
Has new Thrifty Giant oven, yet is only 30 inches wide.

Frigidaire Water Heaters
30-to 80-gallon capacity. Round and tabletop models.

Frigidaire Kitchen Cabinets
Variety of types and sizes. Individual units—yet they give kitchens a custom-built look.

Frigidaire Kitchen Sinks
Single and double sink styles. Plenty of organized storage space.

Frigidaire Electric Dehumidifier
Removes moisture from air automatically. Dozens of uses. Powered by Meter-Miser.

Frigidaire Automatic Washer
Has exclusive Live-Water Action. Frigidaire Ironer and Electric Clothes Dryer are also available.
PRODUCT NEWS

AIR CONDITIONING METHOD uses hygienic liquid absorbent to remove excess moisture.

With a number of successful industrial installations to its credit, the Niagara Controlled Humidity Method should interest store designers because of its reported low air conditioning operating costs and comfortable humidity conditions. Initial cost of this system (complete with air cooler) for a department store would run about the same as a conventional air conditioning system. For the smaller store with a 20 to 25 ton air conditioning load, its cost would run about 25 per cent higher, except where 60° well water might be available. In this case, the Niagara system could be used without refrigeration equipment to maintain a comfortable 80° indoor temperature with a relative humidity of 50 per cent, even when outside temperatures soared to 90°.

The Niagara Controlled Humidity Method uses Hygrol absorbent solution to bring the humidity of fresh outside air down to 25 per cent before it enters the refrigeration system. Freed of the dehumidifying job, the refrigeration plant has only to reduce the temperature of this fresh air and the air to be recirculated through the store. The more fresh outside air to be taken into the system, or the more moisture to be removed from the air, the more advantageous the Niagara system.

In comparing the operating costs of the Niagara system with a conventional air conditioning setup, the manufacturer's figures show a 40 ton savings in the refrigeration load in the former's favor. These figures are based on a 95° outside dry bulb temperature with 40 per cent relative humidity, a desired inside temperature of 80° with a 50 per cent relative humidity, and a 25 per cent fresh air intake with 1,000,000 Btu's per hr., sensible heat load. To meet these conditions with a conventional air conditioning system, the refrigeration and dehumidification would impose a 132 ton refrigeration load on the compressors.

The Niagara system, by removing the dehumidification load from the refrigeration compressors, is said to meet the same temperature conditions and at the same time have total heat load of only 92 tons on the compressors. The diagram above illustrates the Niagara process. Fresh air enters the conditioner and passes through the Hygrol absorbent spray. (Cooling coils in this compartment are connected to same cooling tower as the refrigeration system.) All but 25 per cent of the moisture is taken from the air before it is mixed with recirculated air, and flows to the sensible heat cooler. The mixed air is then cooled and transmitted to the outlets. Meanwhile, constantly diluted by absorbing moisture from the air, the Hygrol liquid is pumped to a concentrator where it is heated and reconcentrated automatically as the moisture evaporates into the air. The air is then cooled to condense any Hygrol vapors in it and thus prevent appreciable loss of the liquid from the system. In addition to its absorbing qualities, the Hygrol does a good job of cleaning the air. Niagara units are manufactured in sizes from 1,000 to 24,000 CFM.

Manufacturer: Niagara Blower Co., 405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

HYDRAULIC DOOR CLOSER is gear operated. A concealed hydraulic closer for wood and metal doors, this Norton development is said to be the first completely geared mechanism of its kind to be manufactured. No links or chains are used in (Continued on page 178)
ONLY module PERFORMS THIS MIRACLE OF LOW COST CUSTOM-FITTING LIGHTING

These 4 MODULES are the "BUILDING BLOCKS" of LIGHT

A  4 14-Watt T-12 15" Type F Lamps

B  33-Watt 12" Circular Lamp, and 1 PAR Spot or Flood Lamp

C  4 40-Watt T-12 48" Type F Lamps

D  4 75-Watt T-12 425 Milliamp Slimline Lamps

They fit together like THIS—for lighting magic like THIS

50,000 different patterns possible—20% more light

It's amazing! With just 4 simple, low cost "building blocks of light", MITCHELL MODULE offers unlimited custom-fitting lighting patterns to fit any commercial interior. MODULE's exclusive plastic louvers pass 20% MORE LIGHT. Simple fitting together of units (mechanically and electrically) permits low cost rearrangement of patterns at any time to suit changing needs. MODULE mixes all light sources smoothly in one harmonious, handsome system—puts the light exactly where it's needed. No ordinary fixtures can match MODULE—the only lighting that custom-fits with standard low-cost units.

Only MITCHELL makes MODULE

There's nothing in lighting like MODULE. It custom-fits and "grows" with every lighting need; it delivers more light; it stays beautiful, new; it costs no more than ordinary fixtures. If you haven't all the MODULE facts, write today.

MITCHELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2525 N. Clybourn Avenue • Chicago 14, Illinois
In Canada: Mitchell Mfg. Co., Ltd., 11-23 Davies Ave., Toronto

YOU SELL module INSTALLATIONS WHEN YOU TELL THIS SELLING STORY
How to save money for your clients on ROOFING and SHEET METAL WORK

This chart is designed as a time-saver for you, a money-saver for your clients. You can determine at a glance the suggested gauges of Monel® Roofing Sheet for principal sheet metal building applications.

### APPLICATION | U.S.S. GAUGE | THICKNESS IN INCHES
--- | --- | ---
Flat Seam Roofing | 25 | .021"*
Standing Seam Roofing
Pans (20" Wide) | 26 | .018"
(24" Wide) | 25 | .018"
Valleys | 24 | .025"
Cover Strips | 26 | .018"
Volleys | 26 | .018"
Eaves | 24 | .025"
Cleats | 26 | .018"

### APPLICATION | U.S.S. GAUGE | THICKNESS IN INCHES
--- | --- | ---
Valley Flashings
With Wood or Asphalt Shingles | 26 | .018"
With Slate or Tile Roofing | 24 | .025"
Expansion Joints
Exterior Walls | 26 | .018"
Roof Corbs | 25 | .021"
"V" Cover and Floors | 26 | .018"
Eaves Flashings | 26 | .018"
Louvers (Stationary) | 26 | .018" min.
Frame Covering | 24 | .025" min.
Loower Slats (under 6 ft.) | 25 | .021" min.
(over 6 ft.) | 24 | .025" min.
Vertical Strips | 24 | .025" min.
Gravel Stops
Stops | 25 | .021"
Edge Strips | 24 | .025"
Coping Covers
Edge Strips on Wood Copings | 24 | .025"
Edge Strips on Stone Copings | 22 | .031"
Standing Seams | 26 | .018"
Flat Sheet Coping | 22 | .021"
Corrugates and Belt Courses
Edge Strip on Wood Corrugates | 24 | .025"
Edge Strip on Stone Corrugates | 22 | .031"
Belt Courses | 22 | .031"
Flat Covering | 25 | .021"

* Indicates width of Sheets not width of Pant.

These gauges, you'll note, are somewhat lighter than you might ordinarily specify. But service records prove that relatively light gauge Monel can safely be used—even under such severe conditions as are often found in many coastal cities and industrial areas.

Among the important reasons for this are the high corrosion-resistance and mechanical properties of Monel. This dependable Nickel Alloy withstands attack by smoke, rain and chemical fumes. It endures heat and cold with less buckling and no cracking. It has the strength to stand snow, ice and tearing winds. It takes years of flexing without showing signs of fatigue.

Keep Monel in mind—not only for entire roofs—but also for drainage systems, flashings, ventilators, louvers, skylight frames, siding, expansion joints, coping, gutters and downspouts. Its initial cost is low, its maintenance expense negligible.

### When you need help
On request, The International Nickel Company will send you detailed information on the use of Monel Roofing Sheet. There is no charge or obligation for this service. If you want samples of Monel Roofing Sheet, or profusely illustrated booklets for your clients, you need only ask for them.

The particularly useful bulletin, Monel Roofing Sheet — Basic Application Data, from which the above chart was adapted, contains a full review of the properties and characteristics of Monel, a discussion of installation procedures, and a sample specification wording. A copy deserves a place in your file. May we send it to you?

**MONEL... for the life of the building**

174 Architectural FORUM July 1950
THE Edward Everett Elementary School, Detroit, Michigan, embodies the latest developments in structural design, lighting and equipment. As in many recently completed educational buildings, Kohler plumbing fixtures and fittings were used throughout.

It is estimated that one billion dollars will be spent in building new schools and remodeling present ones during 1950. Plumbing fixtures will receive careful consideration because they contribute to health and cleanliness. Kohler lavatories, drinking fountains, water closets, urinals and other fixtures are a sound investment in efficient sanitation and low-cost maintenance. They have earned the approval of administrators, architects and engineers for long, satisfactory school service.

Send for our latest catalog, showing a complete line of Kohler fixtures and fittings especially designed for schools and other institutions. Kohler Co., Dept. 15-F, Kohler, Wis. Established 1873.
Over 170,700 sq. feet of Alcoa Aluminum Sheet cover the tipple, conveyor belt housing and other buildings at Stonega Coke and Coal Company's Glenbrook Mine.

Twenty-four years of coal dust and smoke have not harmed this un-painted Alcoa Industrial Building Sheet covering tipple and conveyors of Philadelphia Reading Coal & Iron Co.

ALCOA
FIRST IN ALUMINUM

Supports 80 p.s.f. uniform load with 4 foot purlin spacing. Weighs only 56 lbs. per hundred square feet. Available in 5 to 12 foot lengths, with all flashing and fastening accessories, from conveniently located distributors. For details and prices, call your Alcoa Sales Office.
Twenty-four years of corrosive coal dust have not harmed Alcoa Building Sheet

In the damp, corrosive, dust and smoke-laden air of a coal tipple, metal roofing and siding meets one of its severest tests. Under these conditions, for twenty-four years and more, unpainted Alcoa Aluminum Building Sheet has performed perfectly and still is on the job.

No other material so well combines low first cost, ease of erection, freedom from maintenance, long life and good appearance. You can speed construction, eliminate painting costs, be sure of corrosion resistance when you plan industrial buildings using Alcoa Building Sheet.

Conveniently located distributors supply Alcoa Industrial Building Sheet in all standard sizes with accessories and fasteners. For complete details, design and fastening methods, ask your nearby Alcoa sales office for the booklet, “Alcoa Industrial Building Sheet”, or write ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1887G Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Penna.

Alcoa Industrial Building Sheet

Supports 80 p.s.f. uniform load with 4 foot purlin spacing. Weighs only 56 lbs. per square foot. Available in 5 to 12 foot lengths, with all flashing and fastening accessories, from conveniently located distributors. For details and prices, call your Alcoa Sales Office.
Walls That Harmonize with the Architecture

DI-LON

Wallpaper Extraordinary

is a boon to architects and decorators who have been limited in effects obtained by ordinary wallpaper. DI-LON offers absolutely authentic reproductions of beautiful wood grains, interesting marbles, warm rich leathers and other unusual subjects. DI-LON Wallpaper is practical, economical, sunfast and washable.

DI-LON WALLPAPER FOR HOMES, OFFICES, INSTITUTIONS AND INDUSTRIAL PLANTS.

Write for samples, descriptive literature and name of nearest dealer.

THE DI-NOC COMPANY
1700 London Road • Cleveland 12, Ohio

PRODUCT NEWS

the closer which incorporates a double piston and provides a back check to prevent doors from hitting the wall at 90°. The apparatus employs one shaft that runs through the center of a coil to which is attached a ratchet and a gear that moves in two oil impregnated self lubricating bronze bearings. Power is supplied directly through the gearing, eliminating lost motion and giving constant control of the door from a 180° opening to latch position. The new closer may be interchanged on the job for righthand or lefthand doors. Prices for various single acting models with concealed arms range from $54 to $77.

Manufacturer: Norton Door Closer Co., 2900-2918 N. Western Ave., Chicago 18, III.

TAMPERPROOF TIME LOCKS record exact time doors are opened and shut.

For peace of mind and better insurance coverage, the store owner would do well to consider time lock protection. Two time recorder lock companies offering nationwide service are the Silent Watchman Corp. and Phelps Time Recording Lock Corp. Each charges about $25 for installation and a monthly rental fee of $3.50. In return, the store executive receives an accurate weekly account of just what time the door is opened and closed by key. The regular door bolting device cannot be opened or closed without first unlocking or locking the time lock. By recording every entry and departure the time lock provides the proof of forcible entry required in open stock burglary policies. Both firms have devised ways of fitting the locks inconspicuously on

(Continued on page 184)
All interior surfaces of exterior walls, to be plastered, shall be thoroughly cleaned, making sure that all excess mortar, projecting from wall surface, has been removed and repointing done by mason contractor, where necessary.

After thorough preparation of surface, heavy brush coat of VaBar Plaster Bond shall be applied over all surfaces to be plastered, minimum of 3 lbs VaBar Plaster Bond per square yard or sufficient material used to completely fill and seal the surface.

As application proceeds, surface shall be roughened by sweeping in vertical and horizontal sweeps, with regular house broom.

Curing period of several days is recommended.

Mixing and application of VaBar shall be in accordance with printed specifications, furnished by manufacturer.
A house with extra sales appeal . . . built faster . . . for less money. That's what builder N. P. Ninneman of Harrisburg, Pa., reports on his unique method of framing Thermopane® insulating glass in window walls.

Mr. Ninneman figures his Thermopane window wall not only costs less than conventional window construction, but also saves 20 or more days in construction time.

These benefits are made possible by using structural members of the house as frames to hold standard size Thermopane units. This window wall construction goes up so quickly that the house is completely closed in and glazed by the end of the fifth day, so inside work can proceed.

By using window walls, Mr. Ninneman is able to provide a spacious-looking home on a small floor plan. By glazing them with Thermopane, Mr. Ninneman assures buyers of comfort they wouldn't have with single-glazed window walls.

Case after case is being reported of builders who are adding the sales appeal of Thermopane window walls at little or no extra cost. Have you recently measured its possibilities for your houses?
Better 5 Ways With Chase Copper Tube

FOR SOIL, WASTE AND VENT LINES

You'll find that Chase Copper Tube can be installed quicker, lasts longer and does a better job for soil, waste and vent lines.

It comes in 20-foot lengths so you need fewer joints—and the joints you do need are quickly made with solder-joint fittings. You can speed installation even further by pre-assembling—and still have rugged units that withstand plenty of rough handling. And tube and fittings will fit within standard wall partitions.

Chase Copper Tube is resistant to corrosive action, has a smooth inner surface that does not hamper flow of wastes, solder-joint fittings that prevent formation of pockets.

Write for complete information on Chase Copper Tube for drainage lines to Dept. AF-750.

Chase
the Nation's Headquarters for BRASS & COPPER

WATERBURY 20 CONNECTICUT SUBSIDIARY OF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

THIS IS THE CHASE NETWORK... handiest way to buy brass

ALBANY, ATLANTA, BALTIMORE, BOSTON, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, DALLAS, DENVER, DETROIT, HOUSTON, INDIANAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY, MD., LOS ANGELES, MILWAUKEE, MINNEAPOLIS, NEWARK, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURGH, PROVIDENCE, ROCHESTER, ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, WATERBURY (Sales Office Only)
MAGNIFICENT 18-story, 1100-room Shamrock Hotel of Houston, Texas, is an architectural triumph. Here, Pittsburgh Products contributed importantly. For in its construction were used 11,000 panes of Pennvernon, the quality window glass; forty-four Herculite doors; 6,000 square feet of clear Polished Plate Glass for the exterior of the first floor; large quantities of Plate Glass for vanity and furniture tops; approximately 10,000 square feet of quality mirrors on vanities and doors, Alumilited Pittco De Luxe store front metal, and 1,550 gallons of Pittsburgh Wallhide and Waterspar paints. Architect: Wyatt C. Hedrick, Houston, Tex.

PROFIT-WISE merchants insist upon "open vision" store fronts. They know that is the way to show off their merchandise to the best advantage. This showroom in Sherman Oaks, California, is a representative example of how a large expanse of Pittsburgh Polished Plate Glass can help the architect achieve a design of distinction — eye-catching and sales-winning. Architects: Conklin & Coleman, North Hollywood, Calif.
EFFICIENT INSULATING properties of Twindow (the window with built-in insulation) are convincingly demonstrated by this photograph. In this home in Duluth, Minnesota, single-pane Plate Glass was temporarily installed in the right hand panel. Note the icy formation. On the other hand, the Twindow unit, installed at left, is clear, without condensation. Shortly after this picture was taken, a second Twindow unit was used to replace the single-pane window. Architect: H. S. Starin, Duluth, Minn.

THIS CUTAWAY shows the construction of a Twindow unit with two panes of Pittsburgh Plate Glass. The hermetically-sealed air space between the panes provides effective insulation which minimizes downdrafts, cuts heat losses through windows, reduces condensation. Insulation is even more efficient when three or more panes are used. There are forty-five standard sizes available, adaptable either for wood or steel sash.

HOME INTERIORS assume greater charm, when you design them with large expanses of Plate Glass structural mirrors. Around the fireplace in the living room, as shown here, is a popular application. Why not give your homes the magic of mirrors? Pittsburgh mirrors are available in clear plate, blue, green or flesh tint, with gold, silver or gunmetal backing. Photographed at the Manor House, New York.
PRODUCT NEWS

glass as well as other types of doors. Either lock may be used horizontally on top or bottom rails of glass doors. Phelps suggests however, that for more positive double door protection, both doors be secured together by placing the time lock behind an escutcheon plate—an item not usually specified on glass door orders. For vertical mounting, Phelps has developed a smaller lock, 6 1/4 in. long, 3 1/8 in. wide and 2 1/2 in. deep. This model, 2 1/4 in. shorter than the standard lock, requires no drilling for key cylinder because it utilizes the regular lock on bottom rail. The Silent Watchman measures 8 1/2 in. x 4 in. x 3 in. and has a jeweled clock movement.

Manufacturers: Silent Watchman Corp., 505 W. 42 St., New York 18, N. Y. Phelps Time Recording Lock Corp., 227 Fulton St., New York 7, N. Y.

AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENER may be used on store fronts set flush with sidewalk.

Production is starting on a double acting power hinge which needs no posts or electric eye traffic channels and does not require much space, many major structural changes, or air compressors. Operated in both directions by electric hydraulic action, the Pittomatic may be entirely self-contained in a checking floor hinge unit about as big as a shoe box or may be controlled remotely. It regulates in and out traffic through 250 lb. doors smoothly and efficiently and may be installed with complete safety to pedestrians on an entrance having a single door. The lightest touch or forearm pressure from the package-laden shopper is all that is needed to open a heavy glass door fitted with this apparatus. Nicknamed "the invisible doorman," the Pittomatic incorporates a small 10 v. switch hidden in the door handle, which starts the hydraulic movement the moment the door is touched. Power is supplied by a piston rising 1 1/2 in. in a hydraulic cylinder. Through a cam action this vertical movement is translated into a turning one. As the piston rises, it compresses springs which force it down to close the door after the opening process. A 1/2 h.p. motor completes the equipment. Because the door works first by hydraulic action, the user, passer-by and the door are all protected against a violent swing. If the door should meet an obstacle while opening, a relief valve allows oil to by-pass the hinge. A moderate pressure will stop the door and if partially closed before the next pedestrian starts through, it will reopen as soon as the push bar is touched. The compact control panel provides an unlimited range of speeds and operational variations to meet the needs of specific installations. For instance, the door may be adjusted so that it will

(Continued on page 190)
TESTS PROVE... POWERS

THERMOSTATIC SHOWER MIXERS
Give SAFEST Control Obtainable

ONLY ONE MOVING PART — Powerful thermostatic motor assembly is easily accessible from the front. Simple and durable construction insures long life and minimum of maintenance.

STANDARD TESTS
Federal Government Specifications (WW-P-541a) require that thermostatic water mixing valves be tested under conditions specified below:

Pressure Changes in Hot and Cold Water Supplies
- 50% increase in pressure
- 50% decrease in pressure
- Failure of Cold or Hot Water Supply

Temperature Rise in Hot Water Supply
- 100° rise in temperature of hot water supply from 125 to 225°F

If You Test Various Water Mixing Valves by the above conditions . . . you will find that POWERS Type H THERMOSTATIC WATER MIXERS Will Out-perform All Other Mixers

Note that Government test specifications include TEMPERATURE rise. Pressure actuated mixers do not safeguard shower users against this danger.

"The BEST Showers are regulated by POWERS"

Proof obtained from tests described at left will show that no other thermostatic or pressure actuated shower mixer provides the greater safety insured by a Powers Type H Mixer.

In 1923 POWERS pioneered with the first pressure actuated type mixer which has been obsoleted by our far superior Type H Thermostatic Mixer. Its powerful quick acting thermostatic motor gives the most accurate control obtainable regardless of pressure or temperature changes in water supply lines.

When only one shower accident may cost many times more than POWERS mixers, why risk being "half-safe" with less than the safest mixer made?

THE POWERS REGULATOR CO.
OFFICES IN OVER 50 CITIES • SEE YOUR PHONE BOOK
Over 58 Years of Water Temperature Control

CHICAGO 14, ILL., 2720 Greenview Ave. • NEW YORK 17, N.Y., 231 E. 46 St.
LOS ANGELES 5, CAL., 1808 W. 8th St. • TORONTO, ONT., 195 Spadina Ave.
5 New Models! Delco-Heat Announces a Brilliantly Engineered Line of New Gas-Fired Conditionairs

Products of General Motors!

Here is a new line of gas-fired forced warm air furnaces that will add sales appeal and make your new homes easier to sell! Because for features, for value and for appearance—the new Delco-Heat "GA" Conditionairs challenge all competition!

The new "GA" Series includes 5 AGA-approved, forced warm air models—in both 12 and 16 gauge steel. Capacities are 62,500, 90,000, 120,000, 150,000, and 210,000 Btu input...a range that makes them applicable for all sizes of homes.

Note that the new "GA" Conditionair has extreme eye-appeal. It's compact, streamlined, and tastefully finished in Delco-green. Nothing protrudes—even the draft hood is concealed beneath the louvered panel.

Outstanding features of the "GA" Conditionair include the exclusive Multi-Rad heat exchanger—ribbon-type twin burners—and a blower-filter unit that is powered by Delco's famous Rigid-frame motor.

New Homes sell better when they're equipped with Delco-Heat!

Delco-Heat manufactures a complete line of automatic home heating products—for all types of fuels, all systems of heating and all sizes of homes. And our engineering and sales departments will be glad to serve you in any way possible. For information about Delco-Heat products, write to Delco Appliance Division, Dept. AF-7, General Motors Corporation, Rochester 1, New York.

Also manufacturers of Electric Water Systems for farms and homes—fractional horsepower electric motors—electric automobile clocks.
Better Light
FOR OUR CHILDREN

Over the past 10 years, Owens-Illinois, in collaboration with the University of Michigan, has made an extensive study of the daylighting of classrooms with light-directing glass block. Many of our findings were reported in a series of lectures to architectural groups.

Because of the widespread interest displayed, we have condensed the lecture material in a 24-page book—

"Better Light For Our Children." It is brief and to the point, yet contains important facts and fundamentals of daylight control for school classrooms.

For copies for yourself, and for distribution among your school clients, just fill in and mail the coupon. Also check coupon for data on our completely new type of glass block—Insulux Number 363. It's light-directing, "azimuth-correcting."

INSULUX DIVISION
American Structural Products Company
Dept. G-106, P.O. Box 1033
Toledo 1, Ohio

Please send me free copies of "Better Light For Our Children."

( ) Also send more information on the new daylight-directing Insulux Glass Block Number 363.

Name

Address

City. County. State
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TRADITIONALLY
THE BEST IN BRASS

S-1735 SPEAKMAN Sentinel Balanced Pressure Mixing Valve (Concealed Model).
A triumph of engineering. Holds water temperatures steady regardless of fluctuations in pressures in hot or cold water supply lines. Works automatically on water pressure alone. No thermostats, rockers, springs or gadgets to get out of order.

The Real News

in showers...is this combination...

New Bathing Comfort!
New Water-Saving Economy
New Low Maintenance!

OTHER OUTSTANDING SPEAKMAN PRODUCT:

Self-Closing Metering Lavatory Fixture
(S-4150)
This self-closing, metering fixture cuts water waste and reduces maintenance costs. Water volume may be regulated from a "dash" to 1.5 gallons per operation. Permits washing in tempered water. Non-hammering and non-dripping. Non-clogging by-pass. Operating unit renewable.

Si-Flo Quiet Operating Flush Valve
(K-9000 BSP)
The flush valve that whispers—never SHOUTS. Easiest to install—easiest to maintain. All wearing parts contained in single piston unit which may be removed and replaced in 5 minutes or less. Self-cleaning by-pass. Adjustable connection (by+ or —) between valve and stop makes installation easy and compensates for slight variations in regular roughing-in of 4½ inhab. A type for every use in apartments, hotels, schools, theatres and homes.
250 Model 1 SPEAKMAN Anystream Self-Cleaning Shower Head.

America's most famous aid to better shower bathing. A turn of the lever allows the bather to select exactly the type of spray he wants—needle for stimulation, regular stream for relaxation, flood for no-splash rinse. S-1700 delivers full pattern shower.

SENTINEL-ANYSTREAM

The Shower that has no equal...

Together—or used independently—the Sentinel Balanced Pressure Mixing Valve and the Anystream Self-Cleaning Shower Head offer exclusive features not to be found in any other shower. Here are the exclusive features that make Speakman Sentinel-Anystream Showers outstanding:

THE ANYSTREAM SHOWER HEAD—
1. Anystream Shower Heads take care of more bathers per gallon of water. Users report water savings up to 50%. This is an important feature during periods of peak demand on hot water. Provides full-pattern shower even on low water pressure.
2. Type of spray—From stimulating, stinging needle spray, or relaxing, smooth normal spray, to non-splash flood spray for rinsing, the Anystream delivers what the user wants. A turn of the lever sets the spray as desired. And, when turned off, there's no annoying after-drip.
3. Self-Cleaning—won't clog. In flood position all dirt and sediment is immediately flushed out. Precision-built for long wear. Integral ball joint with concealed volume control (Model 1). Heads for use in public places may be supplied with Allen set screw to discourage malicious removal.

THE SPEAKMAN SENTINEL BALANCED PRESSURE MIXING VALVE
Here's the answer to the problem of what to do about fluctuating water pressure that causes sudden surges of steaming hot or icy cold water in the shower bath. With the Sentinel, the bather sets the temperature where he wants it—and the Speakman Sentinel Mixing Valve holds it there. Here are the outstanding features of this valve.

1. Holds discharge temperatures even.
2. Operation not affected by pressure variations in supply lines.
3. All wearing parts renewable from face of valve.
4. No thermostats, rockers or springs to get out of order—a simple float-acting piston does the work. Minimum maintenance.

In Our 81st Year

SPEAKMAN SHOWERS AND FIXTURES
SPEAKMAN COMPANY, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
To Satisfy Buyers...

FAN-PLAN
with EMERSON-ELECTRIC
Attic Fans

There’s no mistaking the trend! Dependable, nationally advertised Emerson-Electric Attic Fans have proved themselves the effective, economical answer to the problem of summer comfort in the home! Fan-planning becomes a real reputation-builder for you... because the benefits are so obvious that your clients are quick to "spread the word." And remember, you save them half on installation costs, by installing an Emerson-Electric Attic Fan during original construction.

Emerson-Electric’s complete line of Home Cooler Fans and accessories lets you select exactly what you need... assures unmatched performance, backed by 60 years of fan manufacturing experience. For complete data, refer to 1950 Sweet’s Builders’ or Architectural Files, or write for Bulletin No. 409.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St. Louis 21, Mo.

PRODUCT NEWS

open ahead of the user or can be set so that a slight pressure is necessary continuously.

Developed by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., primarily for use on its all-glass Hercutile doors, the Pittcomatic is adaptable to doors of all types and weights. It will sell for under $500.


TUBE HANGER for radiant heating installations provides accurate and proper spacing.

Supporting the tubes in a ceiling radiant panel tightly against the joists, these Kynex hangers save installation time and assure proper alignment of the coil rows. They also help keep the metal lath level when plaster is applied. Two drive points on the hangers are hammered into the face of the joists; no other fastener is required. Although intended primarily for radiant heating application, the hangers will also serve conveniently for installing parallel lines of general water piping. They will accommodate various sizes of tubes on 4 and 6 in. centers on any standard joist size and spacing. Retail price is $38 per 1,000.

Manufacturer: The Kynex Co., 21 West St., New York 6, N. Y.

GUN TYPE SAW will cut in any position.

Valuable in numerous construction operations, the Transa reciprocal gun type saw will cut through a wide variety of materials—from rubber to stainless steel. The tool has a stroke adjustable up to 2 in. and special guides for blade widths of 1/2 to 1 in. are said to eliminate whipping and snapping. These guides also act as sights for accurate sawing. Equipped with a handle which can be moved in any position to ease arm fatigue, the unit will swivel a full circle and lock in any cutting tangent. A model with all necessary accessories for attachment to an electric drill, air drill or flexible shaft sells for $67.50. The Transa saw complete with heavy duty electric drill is $110.50.

Manufacturer: National Machine Tool & Supply Co., 13 N. 1 St., Minneapolis, Minn.

(Continued on page 196)
Customer satisfaction begins outside your doors when you have an inviting entrance. Stainless steel—used for marquees, as trim for windows and doors, and for ornamental paneling—will give the right approach.

To increase this sales appeal follow through with stainless steel for interior ornamental trim, display fixtures, fittings, etc. In addition to its attractive appearance, the maintenance cost of this steel is practically nil, as no seasonal painting or retouching is necessary. Furthermore, its proven durability is also an economic advantage, for it is practically ageless.

We do not make steel but we do produce the alloy—ferro chromium—which is the most important ingredient in stainless steel. Our Vancoram Brand Ferro Chromium is made by closely controlled processing methods from carefully selected raw materials to assist the steelmaker in the manufacture of consistently high grade steel.
A "HIDDEN FEATURE" OF MODERN HOMES—TELEPHONE RACEWAYS

Most modern homes owe their beauty to clean simplicity of design—inside and out. Such beauty is always enhanced when telephone wires are concealed within the walls.

Telephone conduit, built in during construction, makes concealed wiring easy. And it promises that more telephones may be added later with the same regard for handsome walls and woodwork. One or two lengths of pipe or tubing placed in the walls are usually enough for the average house—and the cost is low.

Your Bell Telephone Company will be glad to help you plan telephone wiring facilities for any type of home. Why not call your Telephone Business Office for free telephone planning service?

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
"Myrtle is getting a lovely tan since she discovered that . . .

Everything Hinges on Hager!

ELIMINATE NOISY, SLAMMING DOORS!

Exclusive flexible friction adjustor in the barrel of Hager Friction-Type Butts controls the friction exerted to just the desired degree. Proper adjustment of friction pressure prevents doors from slamming shut . . . holds them open to any desired ventilating position.

Removal of screw-type-plug at top end of butt provides quick access to the slotted pin. A few screw driver turns in one direction exert additional friction that retards the ease of door movement; several screw driver turns in the other direction eliminate friction . . . allow door to silently float back and forth.

Specify Hager Friction-Type Butts in hospitals or other buildings where quietness is either desirable or a necessity.

HAGER Hinges
C. HAGER & SONS HINGE MFG. CO. • St. Louis, Mo.

FOUNDED 1849 — EVERY HAGER HINGE SWINGS ON 100 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

© 1950

HAGER No. 1147
EXTRA HEAVY FRICITION-TYPE BUTT HINGE
Available also with "Hospital-Type" rounded top ends to prevent attaching ropes, wires, etc.

© 1950
GOT A STAKE IN STAINLESS

Stainless steel's popularity for both residential and commercial roof drainage systems is growing fast. This attractive, long-lasting metal is becoming more and more important in the construction industry. Your clients will be asking all sorts of questions about using it. As an architect you've got a stake in stainless, so it's important that you know all the answers.

HERE ARE THE FACTS:

• Berger manufactures a complete line of ready-to-use roof drainage products, fittings and accessories for you. All are made of Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel, the metal proved by more than 20 years of service in buildings of every type.

Berger ENDURO Stainless Steel Roof Drainage Systems are stronger and more attractive than ordinary systems. Virtually waterproof, they do not rust or tarnish. They do not bleed or discolor paint. They resist the action of corrosive industrial atmospheres as well as salt-laden coastal atmospheres.

- Virtually wearproof, they resist abrasion and denting. They have the strength needed to stand up under heavy ice and snow loads. They withstand severe temperature changes without expansion cracking and buckling.

Very likely, a Berger all-ENDURO Roof Drainage System will serve for the life of the building on which it is hung. It will require little or no maintenance, will save your client trouble and expense, will cost him less in the long run.

You'll find distributors' stocks of Berger ENDURO Roof Drainage Products in most cities, and competent sheet metal contractors to erect them. Write us for more information, without obligation.

Berger Manufacturing Division

BERGER Stainless Steel Roof Drainage Products include Snap-Rite Eaves Trough; "K" Gutter; Plain Round, Corrugated Round, and Corrugated Square Conductor Pipe; Ridge Roll; Flashing Roll Valley; plus a complete line of all necessary fittings. All are made of 28-gauge Republic ENDURO Stainless Steel, type 301, No. 2 satin finish.
IN A LABORATORY "ICEBOX" BIG ENOUGH TO HOLD A HOUSE

tests prove principle by which the INSULITE* "Wall of Protection" controls moisture condensation in walls!

To find out by scientific experiment how to prevent moisture condensation (and frost) in walls, a prominent Mid-West University built a giant "ice-box" 30 feet square and 25 feet high, cooled by a 25 ton refrigerating machine.

Inside, they built a full-size four room bungalow of standard construction but with removable wall sections of various materials to document the test. The house was heated to 70° F. with humidities up to 40%. The outside was cooled to —10° F. to duplicate winter conditions.

Here's what they found out

To properly control condensation, a wall should be "sealed on the warm side and vented on the cold side." This is exactly the principle of construction used for 10 years in the INSULITE Wall of Protection.

INSULITE Sealed Lok-Joint Lath provides the vapor barrier required on the warm side of the wall. Bildrite Sheathing on the cold side of the wall provides permeability that lets vapor "breathe" through towards the outside. The INSULITE Wall of Protection controls moisture condensation and frost in walls. Now is the time to build winter comfort into your homes. Correct construction is important at any season—summer or winter.

AND in addition, you get extra bracing strength, extra insulating value and extra protection because INSULITE is asphalt-treated inside and outside—every fiber protected.

Specify Double-Duty INSULITE for better wall construction:

Refer to Sweefl's File, Architectural Section 10a/B
Too many architects, builders and floor covering dealers use an incomplete line of reasoning when they come to selecting floors for commercial or residential kitchens. They say, "Kitchens are greasy . . . grease ruins rubber . . . therefore I can't use rubber tile in the kitchen."

NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH! In using this line of reasoning they are depriving their customers of the best possible floor covering for the purpose.

Let's look at the facts and see why, instead of being unacceptable, WRIGHT RUBBER TILE is completely satisfactory for kitchen use.

THERE ARE ALL KINDS OF RUBBER with all degrees of resistance to oil. There are rubber packings for hydraulic pumps that give excellent service even though they are in constant contact with oil. In view of this fact it is not wise to condemn a floor covering for service in oily areas just because it is rubber.

THERE ARE ALL KINDS OF RUBBER FLOORS. Some rubber floors are soft, some are porous, and some have porous fillers. Some manufacturers of rubber tile recommend that their material not be used in kitchens.

BUT WRIGHT RUBBER TILE is dense, firm, tough and non-porous. It has excellent resistance to all normal exposure to oils and greases and there is plenty of proof to support this statement.

For example, WRIGHT RUBBER TILE has been successfully used in commercial and residential kitchens for nearly thirty years. Service has been excellent and many users have specified WRIGHT RUBBER TILE repeatedly.

In more severe service, WRIGHTFLOR Hard Surface Rubber Tile has been used successfully in service stations where the floors are in constant contact with gasoline, oils and greases. The Brusch & Lomb Optical Company has used WRIGHTFLOR successfully in their plant where the floor is constantly exposed to kerosene, oils, abrasives and ground glass.

There is no doubt that WRIGHT RUBBER TILE is grease resistant. Furthermore, its clear colors make a more beautiful floor. The dense, smooth, non-porous surface makes the floor easier to keep clean and new looking. Its resilience makes it more comfortable to walk on and provides extra safety in the form of skid protection. Lastly, its long life makes it more economical.

In short, WRIGHT RUBBER TILE is the finest of all floor coverings for kitchen use. Don't let a superstition place you at a disadvantage. Get acquainted with WRIGHT RUBBER TILE and you will be specifying it more and more.

WRIGHT MANUFACTURING CO.
5204 Post Oak Road • Houston 5, Texas
4-Square Special S2E Joists
KILN-DRIED FOR STABILITY...SIZED FOR STRENGTH

People who buy homes are not only interested in design and floor plan, but they also have a consuming curiosity about construction. "Is this going to be a well-built house?" they ask.

When you explain the structural values, the low upkeep and long life you have incorporated in your design, tell them about Weyerhaeuser 4-Square S2E Joists.

Joists must not only support loads over spans... they must also impart stability and stiffness to a structure. They must support loads without movement.

Specially kiln-dried to a 12% moisture content to avoid shrinkage after installation, Weyerhaeuser 4-Square S2E Joists prevent cracks, binding of doors and windows, separation of interior trim, floor settling and squeaking.

Specially sawn, after drying, to a thickness of 1-13/16" and surfaced on two edges, S2E Joists will support over 10% more load than S4S joists surfaced to 1 5/8" thickness.

Architects who specialize in the design of homes and small structures find in Weyerhaeuser 4-Square S2E Joists the strong, stable, load bearing members they need for sound construction.

Other SPECIAL 4-SQUARE LUMBER PRODUCTS
DRIFTWOOD, KNOTTY PINE, RIDGEWOOD AND KNOTTY CEDAR PANELING • END-MATCHED SHEATHING, SUB-FLOORING, HEMLOCK FLOORING (Hardwood Pattern), FIR AND HEMLOCK CEILING, DROP SIDING, FLOORING • FABRICATED PARTS • TREATED LUMBER • NU-LOC STUDS • CLEAR-TYPE DIMENSION • HEART DIMENSION • GLUED-UP LUMBER • WOOD GUTTER • LOG CABIN SIDING • S2E JOISTS • PICTURE WINDOW FRAMING • FIR CORNER MOLDING.

Design for COMFORT, BEAUTY and ECONOMY with SPECIAL 4-SQUARE LUMBER PRODUCTS

WEYERHAEUSER SALES COMPANY
ST. PAUL 1, MINNESOTA
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NEWS FLASH FROM NEW ORLEANS

671-TON COOLING SYSTEM INSTALLED IN NEWSPAPER OFFICES

World-famed Chrysler Airtemp Sealed Radial Compressor. Ten of these Central System units and seven "Packaged" Air Conditioners cool the 6-story Times-Picayune Building.

Another distinguished name—that of the New Orleans Times-Picayune—has been added to the growing roster of modern buildings air conditioned by Chrysler Airtemp. When the decision was made to air condition this newspaper plant—Chrysler Airtemp was, of course, the logical choice.

For Chrysler Airtemp—builder of THREE basic systems—was the one firm which could provide the IDEAL installation for this complex operation. To supply adequate cooling for the entire building—in the face of widely varied heat loads of the many departments vital to a newspaper—it was necessary to install 17 different cooling units—from 75-ton Radial Compressors to compact 3-ton "Packaged" Air Conditioners.

Chrysler Airtemp's specialized knowledge and experience in solving difficult problems are available to you at all times. Through regional offices and dealers in principal cities—Chrysler Airtemp offers the services of trained engineers to assist Architects, Builders and Contractors in selecting and installing the RIGHT system for each job. When desired—Airtemp Construction Corporation, subsidiary of Chrysler Corporation, will assume entire responsibility for all or any part of your air conditioning projects—from specification to final inspection.

Let us send you the complete story of Chrysler Airtemp's services and products. It should prove a big help to you. Just fill out the coupon and mail it today.

Gentlemen: Please send me details about Chrysler Airtemp's engineering services for planning and installing air conditioning systems.

NAME______________________________
ADDRESS______________________________
CITY______________ZONE______STATE______
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IF THERE EVER WAS A REASON FOR NOT USING WALL TYPE FIXTURES, IT NO LONGER EXISTS!

THE **ZURN** WAY

OF INSTALLING WALL TYPE CLOSETS IS THE EASY, FAST, SAFE WAY

NEW Zurn Catalog and Handbook No. 50 on Wall Closet Fittings and Carriers for Wall Type Fixtures

The Zurn Way lifts fixtures up off the floor—frees them from support of the wall. Both the floor and the fixture are more easily and quickly cleaned. Wall type toilet facilities are more sanitary and reduce maintenance cost.

The new Zurn Carrier Catalog and Handbook No. 50 is the only complete and authoritative book on when, where and how to install wall type fixtures. It's a time-saver—leaves nothing to be guessed at! It is virtually a manual for the specification, buying and installing of all types and makes of wall fixtures. Write for a copy now! You'll be needing it! No charge to architects, engineers and contractors.

The Zurn Way is the fast way; adjustments are easy; nothing is left to chance. Wall type closets installed in batteries or singly with Zurn Wall Closet Fittings provide all necessary drainage facilities up to the drainage line. Zurn Wall Closet Fittings are designed for any make of wall type closet.

**J. A. ZURN MFG. CO. PLUMBING DIVISION ERIE, PA., U.S.A.**

Please send me the new Zurn "Carrier Catalog and Handbook No. 50" for wall type fixtures.

Name and Title

Company

Street  City and State

Please attach coupon to your business letterhead.

Dept. AF
TECHNICAL LITERATURE


Presenting an easily comprehended explanation of the principles of light control through the use of light-directing glass block in combination with clear glass windows, this booklet is an excellent non-technical post script to the manual Daylight in School Classrooms published in 1947. Line drawings show how prismatic glass block directs daylight toward ceilings, which reflect it downward for even distribution over work surfaces throughout the room.

Health advantages (to child growth and posture as well as eyesight) resulting from proper fenestration are illustrated graphically. A simple device provides the reader with a convincing demonstration of how good seeing conditions are achieved by eliminating excessively high and low lighting contrasts.

WALL AND CEILING PANELS. Marlite Wood and Marble Patterns. Install it Right with Marlite. Marsh Wall Products, Inc., Dover, Ohio. 4 pp. 16 pp. 8½ x 11 in.

The first of these publications is a full color folder which shows the manufacturer's new wood and marble pattern plastic-finished wall panels. Five of the patterns reproduce the coloring and grain of selected woods. Five others simulate the surface of rare marbles. The new patterns are adaptable to many architectural treatments and decorative themes. Like other Marlite plastic finished panels the new wall panels are durable, easy to handle and maintain, and are moderately priced.

Utilizing the slide film technique of still shots and dialogue, the second booklet gives complete directions for installing Marlite panels.


Construction features, listings of types and sizes, and detail drawings provide complete reference on the manufacturer's insulated hollow metal doors. Also covered are preassembled steel frames, a fire-rated door and frame combination, and sliding doors and frames. (Continued on page 206)
LOWEST COST SOUND CONDITIONING

Right: Library ceiling shows typical use of Zonolite Acoustical Plastic. Frequently, low cost and ease of application over irregular surfaces permit use where other acoustical treatments would be prohibitive.

IT "COULDN'T BE BUILT"
But they did it with ZONOLITE
VERMICULITE AGGREGATES!

The new Senile Ward Building—Eastern State Hospital, Medical Lake, Wash.—illustrates graphically how Zonolite vermiculite aggregates are used in plaster and concrete to eliminate dead weight. They permit construction of class-A buildings at great savings over conventional materials. Many observers declare that the Medical Lake job could not have been built without lightweight aggregates.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

A. Zonolite Acoustical Plastic used on library ceiling.
B. Paper-backed, welded wire mesh for Zonolite concrete roof slabs.
C. Applying metal lath for fireproofing girders with Zonolite Plaster.
D. Installing radiant heating pipes over Zonolite concrete floors.
E. Zonolite Plaster 2" solid partitions—first side.

Where Zonolite plaster was used in lieu of conventional materials for suspended ceilings, for 2" solid partitions and for fireproofing beams, up to 66% of the dead weight was eliminated. Zonolite concrete used throughout for lightweight roof and floor slabs weighed only 20% as much as conventional concrete applications.

This wholesale elimination of dead weight made practical the use of much lighter structural steel members. By reducing weight in these 3 ways, further drastic reductions in time and costs were made possible.

But why not get the whole story? Mail the coupon below for a detailed story about the Medical Lake job and complete reference material on the use of Zonolite Vermiculite Aggregates.

WEIGHT COSTS MONEY—
ZONOLITE REDUCES WEIGHT

ZONOLITE COMPANY, Dept. AF-70
135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Illinois

Please mail me detailed reference material on use of Zonolite Vermiculite Aggregates in plaster and concrete.

Name:__________________________
Address:_______________________
City:___________________________Zone:________State:________

*Zonolite is the registered trademark of Zonolite Company
The beauty in your mind's eye becomes radiant reality with Moultile Floors!

You'll be delighted when you see how your finished MOULTILE Floors reflect the beauty in your mind's eye. There's much about MOULTILE to please your clients, too. For example, see what MOULTILE does for store floors.

The radiant, harmonious colors set the stage for sales by enhancing merchandise on display... subtly suggesting store prestige. Hard-wearing MOULTILE retains its clarity of color even after years of heavy traffic. Shoppers and salespeople will appreciate the walk-easy buoyancy and slip-safe footing provided by MOULTILE.

It's a pleasure to work with and live with MOULTILE... the low-cost, high-efficiency flooring ideal for stores, offices, schools, hospitals, churches, homes.

For complete facts, consult Sweet's or write for color catalog to: THOS. MOULDING FLOOR MFG. CO., Dept. AF-7, 165 W. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.

Build better! Sell faster! with DURALL SCREENS

Snaps into place from inside!
Durall Aluminum Tension Screens can be installed quickly, easily. No ladder climbing, no side frames to cut.

Aluminum! No rust and no painting!
Durall is a hard-wearing all-weather screen that keeps its good looks! Will not rust or stain light surfaces.

Light, flexible, easy to store!
Turn a thumbscrew for a snug fit! Screen swings free for window washing... makes a compact roll for storing!

Only $3.75 for average size!

New York Wire Cloth Company, Dept. AF-7
445 Park Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

Please send me complete specifications and catalog on DURALL SCREENS. Also the name of your distributor nearest me.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ___________________________ State: __________________________
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SCHLAGE... first name in cylindrical locks

Canibe Hilton
...SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

ARCHITECTS: Toro, Ferrer & Torregrosa
San Juan, P. R.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS:
George A. Fuller Co., New York City

SATURN DESIGN
with occupancy indicator
and 5" backset
used in this luxurious hotel.

SCHLAGE LOCK COMPANY
777 Mark Street
Francisco, CA
P.O. Box 668
New York, N.Y.
There are two sides to the Superiority of PAINE REZO DOORS

One is the 3" Standard Thickness that helps deliver unsurpassed rigidity and strength;

the other is Dimensional Stability provided by an interlocking wood mesh core that has been time-tested and time-proved by more than four million installations from coast to coast.

And both sides give you and your clients An Unconditional Guarantee of Satisfactory Service a product warranty backed by the world's largest exclusive producer of cell-type flush doors.

Is it any wonder that Paine Rezo is the door most specified, most demanded and most insisted upon by architects and contractors everywhere. See SWEET'S FILE, or write directly for a data bulletin.

Manufactured by the PAINE LUMBER CO., LTD. Oshkosh, Wisconsin ESTABLISHED 1853

Beauty's not the half of it ... with "MODERNFOLD" doors

Of course, "Modernfold" accordion-type doors are beautiful! Their colorful, distinctive vinyl covering is fire-resistant, will not crack, peel or fade. This alone was good reason for the architect to choose them for this beauty parlor. But that's not all!

**they save space**! Here, too, is more room for placing furniture ... for improving and balancing decoration. That's because "Modernfold" doors don't swing ... they fold to save the space swinging doors waste.

**they insure privacy**! The shop's customers need never fear invasion of privacy—for "Modernfold" doors are solid, sturdy closures, thanks to a rigid steel frame. And, incidentally, this assures smooth, dependable service for years and years.

**in application after application.** This, of course, is only one example of how "Modernfold" doors solved an architect's problem. They provide infinitely greater scope in planning for all kinds of commercial and residential building. Many times, for instance, a "Modernfold" door acts as a movable wall to create two rooms out of one.

Why not see if "Modernfold" doors can aid you either as a closure or a partition? You'll be surprised how little they cost. For full details look up our installing distributor in your classified telephone book under "doors" ... or mail coupon.

**Sold and Serviced Nationally**

See our catalog in SWEET's

NEW CASTLE PRODUCTS
New Castle, Indiana

In Canada:
Modernfold Door Company of Canada, Limited, Montreal

By NEW CASTLE

Gentlemen:
Send information on "Modernfold" doors.

Name: ..........................................

Address: ......................................

City: ...........................................

State: .................................
Special coil manufacturing equipment assures uniformity of coil quality and dependability.

In cooling or heating coils

Sturtevant

For practically every cooling or heating application, you will find a Sturtevant coil that fills your needs. Because it is built under rigid specifications by skilled craftsmen using specialized equipment, it will be a quality product—with performance proved through years of successful installations.

Take the U. S. Department of the Interior Building in Washington, D. C., as an example. The thousands of Sturtevant coils installed there in 1934 have performed perfectly ever since. This is only one of many installations with a record of 15 years or more of efficient service.

Sturtevant's complete, standardized line contains all types and sizes of heat transfer coils. They are available in a wide range of capacities, with aluminum or copper fins that offer minimum resistance to air flow and are easy to clean.

By specifying Sturtevant, you are assured of long coil life at rated performance...the product of sound engineering, modern tooling and first-class workmanship. Call your nearest Westinghouse Sturtevant Office, or write to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Sturtevant Division, Hyde Park, Boston 36, Mass.

YOU CAN BE SURE...IF IT'S WESTINGHOUSE
TECHNICAL LITERATURE

AIR CIRCULATION. How to Cool for Comfort. Hunter Fan & Ventilating Co., 400 S. Front St., Memphis, Tenn. 32 pp. 8½ x 11 in.

This manual on proper use and installation of fans incorporates many additions to the 1949 edition. The first three sections cover the cooling and ventilating problems encountered in residential, commercial and industrial buildings. Basic design data is presented for each kind of construction and modifications for local climates and special types of occupancy are noted. A technical section includes definitions of terms used in air control. Detail drawings illustrate 30 kinds of installations.


This publication describes steam humidifiers for automatically controlling relative humidity for prevention of dry air damage to paper, leather, wood, foods, textiles and other materials in storage or in process. Explaining the effect of relative humidity on human comfort and health, the bulletin then tells how maintenance of proper humidity prevents the fire and explosion hazards of static electricity where there are inflammable dust, vapors or liquids. Tables give the desirable relative humidity for various industries, and water content of saturated air at different temperatures. Installation, operation and prices of eight models of the firm’s steam humidifiers are also contained in the booklet.

HEATING. Kohler Boilers. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. 16 pp. 8½ x 11 in.

Boilers fired by hand, stoker or oil which are adaptable to both domestic or commercial use are described fully in this new illustrated catalogue. Also included is information on selection and installation of the boilers.


The first half of the booklet is devoted to the manufacturer’s rigid steel conduits. Electrical metallic tubing and fittings are then reviewed as well as flexible steel conduit for branch circuit wiring. Non-metallic tubings are listed by inside diameter sizes. Flexible metallic (brass and steel) tubing and accessories complete the catalogue.

STORE WINDOW SHADES. Infra-Chem Transparent Shades. Transparent Shade Co., 501 N. Figueroa St., Los Angeles 12, Calif.

A new color chart depicts in small scale how Infra-Chem transparent shades look in three different store windows. Offering sun protection plus visibility, these shades are available in Amber, New Gold and Clear Blue. (Continued on page 212)
Heating men everywhere are being served by the talent, experience, man power and facilities housed in these 4 Fedders-Quigan plants. They are built on a foundation of quality products, satisfactory performance and volume sales.

Write for data on Fedders Unit Heaters, Convectors, Radiators, Wall Radiation and Baseboard Radiation for home, commercial, industrial and institutional needs.

FEDDERS-QUIGAN CORPORATION
BUFFALO 7, NEW YORK
Smoke, grease-laden steam and odors are definitely an architect's problem. The best solution is Bio-Fan, the only ventilator with the patented combination fan and blower blade, plus a nine-position switch that allows Mrs. Home-maker to control the rate of ventilation in her home as easily as she regulates the thermostat on the kitchen range.

*Trade Mark Reg.

FACTOAICS: Pomona, Calif.; Newark, New Jersey

warehouse's:

Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago

A postcard will bring you complete Bio-Fan information.

Manufacturers of Phy-Lites—the modern recessed lighting fixtures with snap-on fronts.

PRYNE & CO., INC., Box A-7, Pomona, Calif.

TIM-TRUSS BOWSTRING

... for finest construction and true economy

One-piece glued laminated chords of the Tim-Truss provide a permanently stable, fire retardant bowstring truss with span of from 40 to over 150 feet.

Attractive Appearance. Open, streamlined, with minimum number of web members; creates handsome wide span areas. Ceilings are not necessary.

Adaptable. For single or multiple span buildings. Provides arched, peaked or partially flat roof lines without special build-ups.

No Maintenance. Chords are made of kiln dried material; "stays put" without shrinking, checking, twisting or warping.

For additional information on the Tim-Truss, see the Timber Structures office nearest you, or write for catalog, 'Timber Members'.

TIMBER STRUCTURES, INC.
P. O. Box 3765-S, Portland 8, Oregon

Officer in Boise, Idaho; Eugene, Oregon; Lawrenceville, N. J.; Chicago; Dallas; Kansas City; New York; Seattle; Spokane.

TIMBER STRUCTURES, INC. OF CALIFORNIA—Oakland, Sacramento, Santa Rosa

TIMBER STRUCTURES OF CANADA, LTD.—Peterborough, Ontario

Local Representatives Coast to Coast

LEMC Monumenital

Series 62

• AWNING TYPE
• EXTRUDED ALUMINUM WINDOWS

• Especially designed for use in Schools, Hospitals, Public Buildings and Fine Residences

HEAVY 2½" SECTIONS

Write for descriptive literature or see our Catalog in 1950 Sweet's

CROFT STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.

16 MARKET STREET • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

INSULITE

INSULATING WOOL

FIBERGLAS

in the New improved

ROLL BLANKET PACKAGE

AND THREE OTHER

HANDY FORMS

POURING WOOL

BAT BLANKET

UTILITY BAT

• 25% longer roll, uniformly compressed.
• Fewer packages to handle on the job.
• Less fitting and cutting.
• Easier . . . faster to install.
• No bags or cartons to discard.
• Better vapor barrier of stronger tougher paper.

INSULITE

THE ORIGINAL WOOD FIBER

STRUCTURAL INSULATING BOARD

BARO of FIBERGLAS

a S. M.

INSULITE WOOL COATING COMPANY

500 ROYAL AVENUE, MADISON, WISCONSIN
These three distinctive state government buildings in the new Capitol Center at Tallahassee demonstrate the versatility of architectural concrete. They combine impressive beauty with rugged strength, economy and durability.

Architectural concrete is equally adaptable to schools, hospitals, theaters, apartments, stores, factories and office buildings. It fulfills every construction requirement—firesafety, fine appearance, low upkeep expense, long life. It delivers dependable, low-annual-cost service year after year.

Architectural concrete is economical because both the structural and ornamental parts (molded to express any design or period desired) can easily be cast in a single operation.

By applying the tested and proven principles of quality concrete construction, architects can design architectural concrete buildings with every assurance of lasting satisfaction to client, taxpayer, investor and designer alike.

For helpful information in obtaining quality concrete structures write today for free, 70-page booklet, "Design and Control of Concrete Mixtures." Distributed only in the United States and Canada.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 7-7, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Ill.
A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete...through scientific research and engineering field work.
KORK-PAK® CORRUGATED CLOSURE STRIPS

• NON-SAGGING—RIGID
• RESILIENT
• FASTER APPLICATION
• LIGHT WEIGHT

The new KORK-PAK (Patents Pending) Closure Strips will give you tighter siding and roofing seals because KORK-PAK, the cork impregnated with asphalt material, will remain rigid and firmly in place under all weather conditions—won’t sag, crack or shift. KORK-PAK is faster to apply—requires minimum fastening because it’s rigid—weighs half as much as asphalt or rubber and reaches your job for approximately the same cost as asphalt. KORK-PAK is made for horizontal vertical or bevel closures on standard steel, aluminum or asbestos cement corrugated sheets.

Write for complete details, illustrated circular and samples.

SERVICISED PRODUCTS CORP.
6051 W. 65th ST., CHICAGO 38, ILL.

for trouble-free comfort, satisfaction and ease of installation...

STAINLESS STEEL SINK TOPS AND BOWLS
Eliminate costly replacement expense

A Largest variety of seamless drawn bowls in the United States. Depths to 16".

B Single, double and triple bowl combinations. Back ledges available if desired. Also sink and tray units.

C Hard wearing sink tops—designed for homes and apartments. Stock sizes: 39" 42" 48" 54" 60" 66" and 72" long. Custom-built to special requirements.

D Scullery and pantry sinks with legs or wall brackets. Supplied with or without drainboards and splashbacks.

For information write to:
LEGION STAINLESS SINK CORP.
21-09 40th Avenue, Long Island City 1, New York

JAMESTOWN METAL CORPORATION
104 BLACKSTONE AVENUE JAMESTOWN, N.Y.
In elevators, passengers can't help being curious.

Signaling for an elevator is no longer a push-the-button-and-wait routine.
It's an exciting, and somewhat mystifying, experience with the new Otis electronic touch button. Nothing moves. A mere touch of a finger lights the directional arrow.

What makes it work? The Otis electronic touch button has no moving parts; no contacts. There's an electronic tube behind each arrow. A simple touch excites the tube and lights it to show that the call has been registered. Then, as a car arrives, the call is canceled; the tube stops conducting and goes dark. Simple—and dramatic!

The Otis electronic touch button dramatizes another great advance in vertical transportation—AUTOTRONIC Traffic-Timed Elevating. You'll find it in 88 NEW and MODERNIZED office buildings, hotels, banks, hospitals and department stores.

Otis Elevator Company, 260 11th Avenue, New York 1, N.Y.
CLEANER HEAT

- This unit heater promotes gas to top place as America's wonder fuel for cleanliness. Reznor heating experience dates back to the gas industry's pioneer days. As a result, the new 1950 suspended and floor unit heaters are as up-to-the-minute as America's finest stores, offices and manufacturing plants. Yes . . . Reznors are the world's fastest selling gas unit heaters. See your dealer now or write direct to Reznor Manufacturing Co.

TECHNICAL LITERATURE


Down-to-earth ways of making color work to advantage furnish the theme for this handsome booklet. "Color Conditioning" is the name given to Du Pont's painting plan, an outgrowth of many years of research on functional use of color. Initiated in the '40s for industrial plants as a means of creating pleasant working surroundings, and hence cutting down absenteeism, the system has been developed currently to cover other places where people work and congregate—restaurants, apartments, hotels, offices, stores, etc.

Serving in hospitals to speed recovery for the convalescent, in schools and offices to increase the proficiency of the student and employee, color in the store is described as "an asset to proper merchandising; it attracts customers, sells them, invites them back again and again." Because color plays a very large part in establishing the character of any store, the business man is advised to consider color as carefully as the merchandise he plans to stock. Shades recommended in this category have been formulated for customer appeal. Attraction of brightness and attention in highlighting are two effective uses of color illustrated. Schemes for large areas are also pictured and explained.

A companion 16 mm. film, The Case for Color, deals with psychological use of color. It is available for showings at no charge.

METAL FRAMING. Unistrut Concrete Insert. Unistrut Products Co., 1013 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, Ill. 4 pp. 8½ x 11 in.

This illustrated bulletin describes an improved low cost concrete insert. A feature pointed out for the new product is that its continuous slot permits attachment of fittings at any point along the entire insert face without disturbing attachments made previously. The bulletin also explains a way of making concrete inserts from short pieces of Unistrut channel by adding anchor type drive-in end caps. Complete specifications and ordering information are included.

CONCRETE. 15 Steps to Better Concrete Construction. Sika Chemical Corp., Gregory Ave., Passaic 8, N. J. 12 pp. 8½ x 11 in.

This illustrated booklet, written for architects and consulting and construction engineers, gives detailed information and specifications on the manufacturer's compounds, which are formulated to meet certain problems of concrete and masonry construction. Among the products described is Plastiment Retarding Densifier, said to make structures resistant to water, cracking and absorption and to keep water content, concrete quality and setting time uniform regardless of atmospheric temperature. Composition of 14 other materials for coating, sealing, hardening and repair work on concrete and masonry are discussed and their specific applications explained.

Save the cost of chipping rust away—paint metal with S.R.P. Tests by independent laboratories prove S.R.P. outlasts red lead...yet costs about 1/3 less! S.R.P. tests have always been cheaper than rust removal.

Rust prevention has always been expensive. Now S.R.P. cuts the cost of rust prevention. Rust prevention is chemically applied. The appearance is pleasing. The S.R.P. prevents the rust damage—gives long life to houses, metal, chemicals and structures. In factory, after factory, S.R.P. test results show S.R.P. lasts. In factory, after factory, the S.R.P. test results show S.R.P. lasts. Save on paint and labor. And does S.R.P. last? In everywhere exposed and concealed metal, S.R.P. outlasts red lead, even where exposed to the elements for more than one year. Metal contracts for S.R.P.!
Announcing the Special Fenestra Hot-Dip Galvanizing Process
FOR MAINTENANCE-FREE Steel Windows

Available soon from Fenestra's New Galvanizing Plant

Special equipment! Special technique! Complete quality control by highly skilled craftsmen of America's oldest and largest steel window manufacturer—Fenestra*!

Hot-dip, keyed-in galvanizing—after fabrication! No metal left unprotected!

These maintenance-free Fenestra Steel Windows are built of fine-quality hot-rolled steel sections . . . then specially hot-dip galvanized . . . then Bonderized for a perfect finish (as well as for an excellent base for a decorative paint-finish when desired)!

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Dept. AF-7, 2251 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan

STEEL-STRONG WINDOWS MADE TO STAY NEW

Fenestra

Hot-dip Galvanized Steel Windows
You can see that Trinity White is the whitest white cement!

You'll get fine results with this extra white cement. It's true Portland Cement made to ASTM and Federal Specifications. If your dealer does not have it, write the office nearest you: Trinity Portland Cement Division, General Portland Cement Co., 111 West Monroe St., Chicago; Republic Bank Bldg., Dallas; 816 W. 5th St., Los Angeles.

IN-SINK-ERATOR

In-Sink-Erator is the ONLY food waste disposer conceived and engineered by an Architect to meet the exacting requirements of the building professional.

Note compact streamlined smoothness—no projections—so easy to keep clean.

Unlimited Capacity

Safe continuous feeding, during operation eliminates stop-and-start nuisance where capacity is restricted in units which operate only when cover is locked.

Alternating Shredder

Exerts two-way cleansing, overcomes clogging, doubles life of shredder and provides self-sharpening action.

Write for catalog or see Sweet's Bills—24th/6th Architectural—6th/13 Builders

John W. Hammes, Registered Architect... President, In-Sink-Erator (founded 1938)

IN-SINK-ERATOR MANUFACTURING CO.
RACINE, WISCONSIN

HALSEY TAYLOR

71 installed in the UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT BLDG.

In specifying Halsey Taylor Drinking Fountains for this historic edifice, the architects were guided of course by considerations of sanitation, trouble-free maintenance and styling. These fountains are favorites everywhere for schools, hospitals, theatres, churches and public buildings.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO.
Warren, Ohio

Architect: Harrison & Abramovitz
Engineers: Sykes & Hennessy, Inc.
General Contractors: Fuller, Turner, Waite, Slutsky, Inc.
Plumbing Contractors: Eugene Dublaker, Inc.

Save Maintenance AND TOWEL COSTS...

New Data File For Architects and Engineers

With MODERN ... FASTER-DRYING Sani-Dri

Eliminates Need for Towels!

Provides Cleaner, More Sanitary Washrooms

Compare present day towel costs with modern Sani-Dri electric hand dryers. You'll discover amazing savings over towels... and the time and trouble of servicing empty towel cabinets and waste containers is eliminated completely! New, faster-drying Sani-Dri provides automatic 24-hour hand or face drying service with a stream of hot air... the most sanitary method known! New heating element and faster-flow nozzle dries hands or face faster than ever before!

Saves 85% of Washroom Costs

Sani-Dri quickly pays for itself out of savings! No buying or stocking of towels. No unsanitary litter to clean up... no paper-clogged pipes... no fire hazard... no servicing of towel cabinets. Sani-Dri has carried the Underwriter's Seal of Approval for 18 years. It is the only electric dryer that has proven its dependability in over 22 years' use!

Distributors in Principal Cities

THE CHICAGO HARDWARE FOUNDRY CO.
"Dependable Since 1897"
9550 Commonwealth Avenue
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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As a result of the national advertising being done by the Morrison ROLY-DOOR, the new four-sectional, all-steel overhead residential garage door, architects and builders interviewed ROLY, and released these answers to the “Press”...

**QUESTION:** What's your price set-up?

**ANSWER:** Precision engineering and mass production methods in one of the country's most scientific modern steel stamping plants—plus new design principles make possible the industry's lowest cost for the world's only residential all-steel four-sectional overhead garage door. No extras to buy—it's complete even to stops, rubber astragal, hangers.

**QUESTION:** How many Philadelphia lawyers do you need to install a ROLY-DOOR?

**ANSWER:** It is only necessary to install the tracks, drop the sections in place with rollers inserted, snap pivot points of adjusting sections together, and connect springs. There are no holes to drill, no hinges to apply. No skilled workmen or special tools are necessary. Because of the simple installation, the Morrison Roly-Door is installed in a fraction of the time required for other overhead doors.

**QUESTION:** What'll happen if an atomic bomb hits a ROLY-DOOR?

**ANSWER:** Made of steel roll formed into a rigid cross section, it is sag-resistant with rugged all-welded steel construction. Nothing to rot or warp; no knots or panel splays to fall out as it weathers; no soft metals to dent, pit or corrode.

**QUESTION:** How many men are needed to paint a ROLY-DOOR?

**ANSWER:** It needs no painting—because its finish is baked on in enduring neutral grey; no priming or finish-coat painting after installation (it will take any ordinary paint, should the home-owner prefer).

**QUESTION:** What do we have to do to get it O.K.'d to meet building codes specifications?

**ANSWER:** Because it operates completely within the garage, it does not operate through the jambs. Installation is self-contained and completely inside the garage; settling, shifting, sagging, or out-of-square building conditions cannot interfere with the "Touch and Go" operation of the Roly-Door. It does not require air rights (it can be installed on lot line openings), and conforms to nationwide building code specifications.

**QUESTION:** Where can we buy ROLY-DOORS?

**ANSWER:** Write us for name of nearest distributor!

---

**GUARD AGAINST HOLDUPS — with MIRROPane**

Here's a practical, up-to-the-minute idea for banks, post offices, cashiers' booths, stores—wherever added protection against holdups, shoplifting or pilfering is wanted. The switchboard operator in this savings and loan office functions as an unobserved overseer of the whole business floor—hidden behind Mirropane*.

From the side having the strongest illumination, Mirropane looks like an ordinary mirror. From the other side, Mirropane is transparent.

The idea of a partition, or a window, glazed with this exciting product opens up important new possibilities for better supervision and better protection. For more information, write Liberty Mirror Division, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 9875 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.

---

**MORRISON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.**

601 AMHERST STREET • ROLY-DOOR DIVISION • BUFFALO 7, N. Y.

---

**IT'S A MIRROR!...**

*CUSTOMER'S EYE AREA OF LESS LIGHT*

**IT'S A WINDOW!...**

*OBSERVER'S EYE AREA OF MORE LIGHT*
MIRAPLAS, the ultra-modern wall covering, is preferred by architects, builders, home owners. In MIRAPLAS you get any color in the rainbow. This durable wall covering remains lustrous-new after years of service. Its color—all the way through to the back—will not wear off. It is impervious to common household acids and alkalies; stands up under extremes of temperature. Installation is simple over any clean, smooth wall. MIRAPLAS is extremely light, presenting no problem of structural strength for support. Specification of MIRAPLAS for baths, kitchen, powder rooms and recreation rooms will often place a home in a desired price classification.

MASTER MASTIC

The original snow-white adhesive
...That solved wall tile problems

In the early days of STYRON wall tile, the lack of a proper adhesive made this desirable wall covering impractical in many cases. More than 4,000,000 feet of tile have been applied with MASTER MASTIC. This is the answer. Tile clings to wall with vise-like grip. The one-purpose adhesive (used for grouting) dries snow-white and stays so. It is positively waterproof, cleans up with a damp rag. Applicators who once use it will have no other type. Send for demonstrator please use letterhead.
Because they’re years ahead in steam generation . . .

**CYCLOTHERM**

**STEAM GENERATORS**

have cyclonic combustion POWER

**WHAT IS IT?** It’s the modern scientific discovery of transferring heat at the highest degree of efficiency with a new low in fuel consumption. Principal factors of which are the cylinderized solid flame with its exclusive cyclomotion power, designed to utilize the full potential of every particle of fuel . . . and the thin layer of air resulting from centrifugal force that’s always between the flame and wall of combustion chamber. A combination to produce steam far in excess of conventional standards for measured heating surfaces.

SEND FOR ALL THE BIG REASONS

Learn how the completely automatic Cyclotherm with its unexcelled all-in-one package type features wipe out waste and excess costs. If you are planning a new or replacement boiler installation it will pay you to first get the facts on Cyclotherm. The coupon below is for your convenience.

SIZES available to fit your steam or water load for processing or heating. Low pressure to 200 psi fired with light or heavy oil, gas or combinations.

**WHITER THAN FINE WHITE PAINT**

Side your jobs with Carey Ceramo—for faster sales at better prices. Ceramo is actually whiter than fine white paint, makes painting passe! And Ceramo is permanently white, needs no periodic beauty treatment. Its flint-hard ceramic surface resists penetration of dirt, grime, stains, renews its beauty with every rainfall.

What’s more, Ceramo will not rot, burn, warp, crack or curl—requires no upkeep!

Ask your Carey dealer to show you a sample—get all the facts about Carey Ceramo.

*Laboratory test data available on request.*

Address Dept. AF-7

THE PHILIP CAREY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Cincinnati 25, O.

In Canada: The Philip Carey Co., Ltd., Montreal 25, P. Q.
weather or not
you're in the clear

Time was (and not so long ago either) when the summer slump in sales was classed with death and taxes. From the minute the heat went on, store profits fell off—and no amount of cut-rate cajolery could coax the customers off their porches.

Not so today—and you can take the credit for that. For you architects and contractors and owners, you engineers and store designers know a good thing when you see it. And when you saw air conditioning, you put the summer slump on ice.

Chances are that a share of the credit goes to advertising too. For when a new product appears on the horizon, advertising is one of the ways in which you become aware of it. And when different brands become available, advertising holds the yardstick which helps you choose the product best adapted to your individual needs.

FORUM advertising, in particular, helps in still another direction. For when new products are under discussion (and when to buy or not to buy is a five- or six-figure decision), everybody gets into the act. And the information in FORUM ads, like the ideas in FORUM's articles, crosses all professional lines to reach the many different specialists who have a stake in building decisions—giving your colleagues the facts they need to judge for themselves.

Small wonder that FORUM advertisers take the trouble to maintain this extensive information service. For you FORUM readers buy more building products than any other group in America, and what could be more important to any building product manufacturer than keeping you well informed?
Because they are the finest winter air conditioning systems . . . the easiest to install . . . and nationally advertised

ARCHITECTS SPECIFY AND BUILDERS APPROVE

Get this FREE DATA BOOK

TYLER MILD STEEL COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATORS

Over 400 models for every commercial refrigerator application —
SUPERMARKETS • FOOD STORES
HOTELS • RESTAURANTS • SCHOOLS
HOSPITALS • INSTITUTIONS • FLORIST
SHOPS • BAKERIES • TAVERNS, etc.

When planning involves food refrigeration equipment it's helpful to have this complete TYLER Catalog at hand. It's full of facts, dimensions, specifications on all kinds of Commercial Refrigerators, Display Cases, Walk-In Coolers, Freezers, Beer Dispensers and Beverage Coolers, Food Store Shelving, etc. Write for your copy today!

TYLER FIXTURE CORPORATION, Department FM-7, Niles, Michigan. Rush my copy of complete 160-page Tyler Commercial Refrigeration Catalog.

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________

MORRISON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.
BUFFALO 7, N.Y.

MOR-SUN OIL OR GAS-FIRED FURNACES

For larger homes . . . MOR-SUN "TOASTER" Models
For small homes . . . MOR-SUN "UTILITY" Models

Shipped completely assembled—ready to install!

Write for free literature and the name of our representative in your territory.

MORRISON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC.
BUFFALO 7, N.Y.

Water Coolers that DO THE JOB...

The SUNROC COMPANY is proud to have served with satisfaction for many years the water cooling and purifying requirements of American government, industry and business.

- 17 Standard Models with over 150 variations of size, type, capacity and current characteristics.
- Nation wide sales and service.
- Sole contractor for all types and sizes of electric water coolers purchased by the U.S. Government for 12 out of 13 years.
- Water coolers of all types and capacities built to your specifications.

Your own water cooling requirements can best be determined through a SUNROC Engineered Survey. This precise analysis of your present equipment will indicate what improvement can be achieved through strategic relocation of these units and will recommend additional units only when they represent dollars and cents savings to you.

Mail the coupon TODAY for your FREE SUNROC SURVEY and detailed data on the complete SUNROC line.

SUNROC COMPANY • Glen Riddle, Pa.
Agents, Branches and Distributors throughout the world.

SUNROC COMPANY • Glen Riddle, Pa.

SEND ME:
- SUNROC Engineered Survey
- Standard Models
- Purity Literature

NAME ____________________________
COMPLANY ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ___________ ZONE ___________ STATE ___________
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HOW SOSS HINGES HELP Otis STREAMLINE AN ELEVATOR

For over 16 years Otis has been using SOSS INVISIBLE HINGES to give their elevators a streamlined, harmonious, gracefully modern appearance. Otis also considers the SOSS HINGE a definite safety factor as it has no protruding hinge butt to bruise people, tear clothes, etc., when elevators are crowded.

You, like Otis, will find SOSS HINGES ideal for creating unique, streamlined, luxurious, distinctively modern interiors. There's a weight-rated SOSS HINGE, for every type of installation. They're perfect in every respect for secret panels, cupboards, and doors of all kinds. Your clients, too, will like this "hinge that hides itself."

Write for FREE CATALOGUE that gives complete details, blueprint templates, and the many uses of this modern hinge to—

SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
21779 HOOVER ROAD DETROIT 13, MICHIGAN

---

Here's the amazing Calcinator disposal unit . . . AT NEW LOW COST!

CALCINATOR

Gets rid of ALL GARBAGE
ALL BURNABLE TRASH!

★ NO SEWER PROBLEMS!
★ TAKES ALL BONES AND STRINGY VEGETABLES!
★ INSTALLED ANYWHERE ON MANUFACTURED, MIXED OR L. P. GAS, OR ELECTRICITY!
★ COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC!

Don't put grief into your plans with a disposal unit that won't do a complete job, may cause sewer or septic tank trouble! Calcinator is the only completely automatic disposal unit that will take all bones, stringy vegetables—disposes of all garbage completely! Modern planning with Calcinator in kitchen, basement or utility room, means just one unit—Calcinator is a necessity with automatic heat! It will pay you to investigate this completely new idea, today!

CALCINATOR DIVISION

VALLEY WELDING & BOILER CO.
DEPT. 47 • BAY CITY, MICH.

---

POREX PLANK

Insulating • Acoustical • Structural

ROOF DECKS

- For variable spans up to 8 feet
- Nailable concrete surface provided on sloping roofs
- Heat insulation equivalent to 2 inches of cork
- Eliminates separate roof insulation
- Coefficient of Heat Transmission (U) = 0.16 Btu
- Good sound insulation and absorption
- Efficient and economical, exposed acoustical ceiling

Typical Installations

SCHOOLS—Auditoriums, Gymnasiums, Classrooms
CHURCHES • THEATRES
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

PORETE MFG. CO. North Arlington, N. J.

---

Porex Plank
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Achievement in LUXURY lighting

COMPANION SPOTLIGHT OPTIONALLY AVAILABLE
For use between THLC units in continuous runs, or at ends of run. Furnished with chrome-plated ball and ring assembly affording adjustment of 360° horizontal and 25° from vertical in any direction... or with flat Holophane® glass lens.

Consult our custom-service department if you have special requirements. We will design and build lighting fixtures to your order.

Surface-Mounted THLC Fixture

Here's a lighting fixture that emphatically proves: the secret of attaining the grand manner begins at the ceiling. A ceiling studded with Leader's luxury lighting fixture—the THLC—produces an atmospheric charm that apparently comes out of nowhere. Here is extreme beauty and quality illumination. In generous 14⅛" width, with a smart, curved, light-diffusing Holophane® Controlens to handsomely shield two, three or four standard 48" 40-watt lamps, or Slimline lamps in various lengths up to 8 ft.

THLC SPECIFICATIONS
Housing and channel of heavy-gauge steel. Exterior finished in aluminum gray baked synthetic enamel, interior in white, high-gloss baked enamel. Furnished with curved type Holophane® Controlens (hinged for easy servicing) and curved type glass Controlens at top of exterior. Wired units include UL and ETL approved sockets and high p.f. 2-lamp ballasts, type FS easily replaceable starters. 110-125 volts, 60 cycle A.C. Other voltages and instant-start operation available on request.

Leaders America's No.1 Lighting Equipment Manufacturer
LEADER ELECTRIC COMPANY • 3500 N. KEDZIE AVENUE • CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
Leader Electric — Western • 800 One Hundredth Avenue • Oakland 3, Cal.
Campbell-Leader, Ltd. • Brantford, Ontario • Canada
The "Lenox" Look
FOR STORE LIGHTING

NOW! LUMINOUS PLASTIC SIDES!
Good looking? You've never seen such style and beauty in a fluorescent store lighting fixture before! The smartly designed "Lenox" series, now available with extruded plastic side panels, retains all its high efficiency and low brightness ratios—and adds soft, diffused side lighting to enhance its elegant appearance. The "Lenox"—for two or four 40-watt lamps—surface or suspension mounting—continuous or unit installations.

ACCENT UNITS
Adjustable or fixed accent units available for inclusion in "Lenox" runs or at the ends of runs.

and the Usual Day-Brite Premium Quality
...WITHOUT PREMIUM COST!

The "Lenox," like all Day-Brite fixtures, gives you extra value—example: interlocked louvers for extreme strength and rigidity; example: NO-BLINK type starters; example: HOT-BONDED SUPER WHITE enamel finish.

These and the many other famous Day-Brite top-quality features are standard equipment—at standard prices. Dollar for dollar, you can't equal Day-Brite's long-term, trouble-free performance at the lowest possible installation, maintenance and operating cost.

EXTRA FEATURES . . . EXTRA CONVENIENCE . . . EXTRA SATISFACTION

Note the features and you’ll see why the Eljer Legation Bathtub is in such demand. This special tub . . . an outstanding member of Eljer’s complete bathtub line . . . offers your clients plus advantages found in no other tub. It gives you the opportunity to add extra convenience and satisfaction to the homes that you are planning.

Here are Legation features: thick, vitreous enamel over a rugged, rigid, cast-iron base; comfortable end-seat; low front rim; wide, flat bottom for safety’s sake; easy-to-clean rectangular shape; extra-wide front rim-seat; superb beauty; 5½' length; white or pastel colors.

The Eljer Line also includes a complete assortment of recessed and corner tubs in many sizes. For information, see the nearest Eljer Distributor or write to Eljer Co., Ford City, Pa. Specify Eljer and you specify extra convenience and extra satisfaction.

It pays you, it pays us—because we specialize in Plumbing Fixtures and Brass

ELJER
Our first consideration is for quality. Into every "OVERHEAD DOOR" of large size go pounds of unblemished wood and heavy-duty Salt Spray Steel hardware, pounds of steel reinforcement, perfectly counterbalanced for easy operation. A door built for enduring service is always the most economical. Specify The "OVERHEAD DOOR" with the Miracle Wedge for all residential buildings, all commercial and industrial structures.

Any "OVERHEAD DOOR" may be manually or electrically operated.